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L

PREFACE

Recommended Documentation for Computer Limitations on the Use of Proprietary
Users at ANL is for ali users of the services available Software
from the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Com-
puting and Telecommunications Division (CTD). This Ali Argonne users can use available software
document will guide you in selecting available docu- without restrictions. However, software vendors
mentation that will best fill your particular needs, prohibit the use of certain software by outside

(non-Argonne or non-DOE) users. Usually each
Chapter 1 explains how to use this document to outside user (or organization) must obtain permission

select documents and how to obtain them from the from the vendor of the software package, and an
CTD Document Distribution Counter. Chapter 2 con- additional surcharge is frequently required. Software
tains a table that categorizes available publications, packages in this category include:
Chapter 3 gives descriptions of the online
DOCUMENT command for CMS, the VAX, and the Cuechart Librarian
Sun workstation. DOCUMENT allows you to scan for Disspla SAS
and order documentation that interests you. Chapter 4 Data Connection Script
lists publicationsI by subject. Categories I and IX cov- Historian Speakeasy
er publications of a general nature and publications on IMSL Tellagraf
telecommunications and networks, respectively. Cat-
egories II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, and X cover publi-

i cations on specific computer systems. Category XI

covers publications on advanced scientific computing
at Argonne. Chapter 5 contains abstracts for each pub,
lication, ali arranged alphabetically. Chapter 6

i describes additional publications containing bibliogra-
phies and master indexes that the user may find useful.

" The appendix identifies available computer systems,
_. applications, languages, and libraries.
=

=

What's New In This Revision

This revision includes abstracts and references for

many documents added to the Document Distribution
. Counter inventory since the previous revision of this

document in February 1990. Abstracts and references
for obsolete documents (no longer in stock) have been
deleted. Also, this revision includes a chapter on the
use of the DOCUMENT command in CMS, VMS, and
Unix.

:. 1 In addition to documents, a small number of computer diskettes are

available at the Document Distribution Counter. Chapters 4 and 5

list these diskettes along with the available documents.

lm
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April 1992 Documentation Distribution Practices

CHAPTER 1

DOCUMENTATION DISTRIBUTION PRACTICES

Usersof thecomputingsystemsat ANL maypur- HOW TO SELECT MANUALS FOR YOUR
chasedocumentsfromtheCTD DocumentDistribution NEEDS
Counter(Building221, RoomA-139) or throughthe
mail (by calling extension 2-5405 and ordering them). Use Recommended Documentation for Computer
We stock over 300 documents (including many IBM, Users at ANL to help you select the documentation you
DEC, and Cray documents). Vendor documentation is should order. In Chapter 2 you will find the subject
also available for commercial packages used at ANL categories for available publications.
(such as SAS, Script, Speakeasy, and Tellagraf). We
also stock many documents by CTD personnel and Category I, "General Documentation," is subdi-
Mathematics and Computer Science personnel. These vided into "Computer Protection," "Documentation
documents (called technical memoranda and ANL Standards," and "General Applications."

reports) usually report on various computational
research projects or provide information specific to the Categories II through VI list applications and orb-
ANL computer environment. Although we distribute er relevant documents for Cray UNICOS (Category II),
some software for IBM and Apple Macintosh personal IBM CMS and MVS batch (Categories III and IV),
computers, Apple Macintosh software is also available DEC VAX/VMS (Category V), and Unix services
on the Public Volume in AppleTalk zone "Public Ali- (Category VI). You will find applications and docu-
saTalk" on file server "VAXserver." If you need a bin- ments for personal computers and scientific work-
der for a document, some are available from Publix stations in Category VII.
Office Supplies through the Customer Information
Control System (CICS). Category VIII covers the "Advanced Computing

Research Facility." With two exceptions, these docu-

In addition_ we publish the Argonne Computing ments are available at no charge only through the
Newsletter, a monthly newsletter that contains items of Mathematics and Computer Science Division (exten-
topical interest. Users with current computer accounts sion 2-7222).
automatically receive the Argonne Computing Newslet-
ter. To be added to the Newsletter mailing list, call Category IX, "Telecommunications and Net-
Claudette DaCosse at 708-252-5415. Other sources of works," lists documents on telecommunications, elec-

more up-to-date information include bulletins (sent to tronic mail, and network access.
those on the Argonne Computing Newsletter mailing
list), online NEWS files, online HELP, sign-on mes- Category X, "Management Information Systems,"
sages, and a tape-recorded system status message that covers the administrative sub-categories of "Disaster
you can hear by calling extension 2-5466. Recovery," "Financial Modeling," "Materials Sys-

tems," and "MIS Planning."

Between document revisions, CTD informs users
of changes in services by means of addenda inserted Category XI, "Computational Research," lists
into documents in stock. We do not automatically documents on advanced scientific computing at

notify previ'us document purchasers of addenda Argonne.
(although updates are indicated in the Newsletter), but
users can keep track of new addenda by invoking the Refer to Table 1 in Chapter 2 to determine the
online DOCUMENT e, ec. category for a particular topic or computer system in

which you are interested. Chapter3 contains descrip-
tions of the online DOCUMENT command in CMS,

-l-
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VMS, and the Unix. If you are looking for a particular form or have other related questions, visit the User Ser-
application to use with Cray UNICOS, DEC vices Consulting Office (Room A-139) or call exten-
VAX/VMS, IBM CMS, or IBM MVS batch, scan sion 2-5405.
Table 2 in the appendix for the application you want.
Look under the appropriate system to find the available Unless you specify otherwise, we will mail out-
software packages, of-stock documents toyou when the shipment arrives.

To see a short abstract of each publication, Currently, if we have an agreement with a vendor
arranged alphabetically, see Chapter 5. For further (Computer Associates, Cray Research, Digital Equip-
information on documentation outside the scope of this ment Corporation, and IBM), we can piace a special
document, refer to the bibliographies listed in Chapter order for documents we do not stock. CTD will
6. receive the documents and verify that the order has

been filled correctly before mailing them to you. Also,
you can order any special document through any Tech-

HOW TO OBTAIN PUBLICATIONS nicalInformationServices(TIS) library.

CTD provides selected computer-related docu- Certain documents (technical memoranda, arti-
mentation for Argonne employees or users of cles, and papers) dealing with the Advanced Comput-
Argonne's computer systems. To recover documenta- ing Research Facility are available at no charge only
tion costs, CTD charges a user's account for each docu- through the Mathematics and Computer Science Divi-
ment the user receives. The price of each document sion (extension 2-7222).
reflects the cost of purchasing, publishing, producing,
and handling, Argonne employees who do not have If you have any questions about documents, call
computer accounts can charge documentation costs to the User Services consultant on duty at extension
the general overhead account of their organization. 2-5405.

To request documents by telephone, call exten- If you are not receiving the Argonne Computing
sion 2-5405. To pick up documents yourself, complete Newsletter butwish to receive it, call the User Services
and present the "Documentation Request" form consultant on duty at extension 2-5405. There is no
(CTD-107) in person at the service counter in Room charge for the Argonne Computing Newsletter.
A-134. When you need assistance in completing this

-2-
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i

' CHAPTER 2

SUBJECT CATEGORIES FOR PUBLICATIONS

For easy reference, we have grouped publications tion, contact the User Services consultants for assis-
available at the Document Distribution Counter into 11 tance.

categories. Categories I and IX cover publications of a
general nature and publications on telecommunications We recommend that new users enroll in the CTD
and networks, respectively. Categories II, III, IV, V, introductory courses and obtain the documents recom-
VI, VII, VIII, and X cover publications on specific mended for those courses. In particular, to get an over-
computer systems, Category XI covers publications on view of the computing facilities available at Argonne,
advanced scientific computing at Argonne. Table 1 we urge you to read Guide to Computing at ANL
lists these categories and sub-categories. If you do not ANL/FM 336, REVISION 2).
find a document title that describes a specific applica-
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Table !

Organization of Available Publications

CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORIES

I. General Documentation ComputerProtection
Documentation Standards

Gener',dApplications

II. Cray UNICOS Debugging
Graphics
Mathematical Subprograms
Network Access

' Programming Languages

III. IBM CMS Databaseand File Management
, Editors

Graphics
Network Access
Office Automation

i Programming Languages
• Scheduler
• Sin_ulationPackages

Statistical Analysis

i Symbolic Algebra
System Product Interpreter (REXX)and EXEC 2
Terminal Emulation

• Text Processing

IV. IBM MVS Batch Computer Protection
_ r .... Editors

' Graphics

Programming Languages
_. Simulation Packages

Source Code Maintenance
Statistical Analysis

System Architecture
SystemTools
Tape Management
Text Processing
TSO

±
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Table 1 (Continued)

Organization of Available Publications

CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORIES
i i i i i

V. DEC VAX/VMS Debugging
DigitalCommandLanguage
Editors
Graphics
MathematicalLibraries
ProgrammingLanguages
StatisticalAnalysis
SymbolicAlgebra
Text Processing

VI. Unix Services Editors
Graphics
Paral[,_lProgramming

. Symbolic Algebra
iiii

_l _ iii lil

| VII. Personal Computers and Communications

i Scientific Workstations File Transfer
Graphics
StatisticalAnalysis

i TerminalEmulation

Visualization Tools
i

• VIII. Advanced ComputingResearch Facility

IX. Telecommunications and Networks BITnet
• ESnet

Telephone Services
I

J X. Management Information Systems Disaster Recovery
Financial Modeling
Materials Systems
MIS Planning

iii

XI. Computational Research

ii_
!

i
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CHAPTER 3

ONLINE DOCUMENT PROGRAMS

The DOCUMENT program is available in CMS, To obtain further information on DOCUMENT
VAX/VMS, and the central Unix servers to provide in CMS or VMS, enter:
online information contained in Recommended Docu-

mentation for Computer Users at ANL (ANL/TM 379, _ Doe_l¢'_
REVISION 3). This capability provides users with a
convenient way to determine what documents are To obtain further information on DOCUMENT on
available for distribution by CTD. The software also the achilles Sun server, enter:
provides users the ability toorder documents easily. In
addition to providing titles, the DOCUMENT program man doaument
provides price, current date of publication, and the date
of the most current addendum (if any). The date field The DOCUMENT program can be installed in oth-
indicates the most current versions in the CTD invento- er Unix or VMS environments. For additional infor-

ry; the addendum date reflects vendor technical news- mation, contact the User Services consultants at exten-
letters or locally written addenda that CTD automati- sion 2-5_05.
cally distributes with the Current base document.

i '
To request document information or to order doc- Online DEC Documentation

uments in CMS or the central VAX cluster, enter:
Bookreader, a VMS DECwindows (X Window)

noemdt_T topio application, is an online information display tool that

! displays final-form flies that are optimized for fast
where "topic" is a portion of the title of the document, online display and rapid random access. Users can

" the document-code number, or a category of docu- view Bookreader documents on the Argonne central
,li

,= ments (such as Fortran). To request document infor- VAX cluster from X Window servers. The central
marion or to order documents from the achilles Sun VAX cluster provides Bookreader access to the entire
server, enter: VMS documentation set and other DEC software and=!

hardware documentation.

doo_w_t topia

where "topic" is a single word with more than one Online Sun Documentation
character but less than 20 characters. DOCUMENT
will display the document information at your terminal Sun Microsystems distributes documents as
or workstation, online documentation available with a product called

Answerbook. If you use the Sun environment, contact
To request a document abstract, enter (in CMS): your division's Sun administrator to learn if Answer-

book is available.
DOCUMENT ABSTRACT dooument-oocle

where "document-code" is a unique code (up to 16
- characters) that corresponds to vendor-assigned refer-
. ence codes. When vendors do not use such codes, ,.

| CTD arbitrarily generates a unique code from the docu-
| merittitle.

ii
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April 1992 Recommended Publications by Subject

CHAPTER 4

RECOMMENDED PUBLICATIONS BY SUBJECT

i i u ii i 1,1.,, ,1. ,11, |

I. GENERAL DOCUMENTATION I/ i i i

A Plan for Scientific Visualizaiton at ANL (ANL/TM 476)
Argonne National Laboratory Computer Networks
Argonne National Laboratory Computing and Telecommunications Division
Argonne National Laboratory Computing and Telecommunications Division Rates
Central IBM Systems at Argonne National Laboratory ,,
Central VAXComputing at Argonne National Laboratory
CMS at ANL (ANL/TM 423, REVISION 2)

Computational Science and Engineering at Argonne National Laboratory
Cray Computing at Argonne National Laboratory
CTD Information Packet
Electronic Mail at ANL (ANL/FM 431, REVISION 2)
Expert Systems Tools and Applications (0-471-83950-7)
Guide to Computing at ANL (ANL/TM 336, REVISION 2)
Guide to Telecommunications at ANL (ANL/FM 422)

MVS Batch Computing and Data Management at ANL (ANLITM 400, REVISION 1)
.Recommended Documentation for Computer Users at ANL (ANL/TM 379, REVISION 3)
Using i,_ Central VAX 8700 Computer at ANL (ANL/TM 455, REVISION 2)

COMPUTER PROTECTION GENERAL APPLICATIONS

Data Physician Plus Computer Virus Protection GRAPHICS

System
Disinfectant v2.8 CA.Graphics Connection User Guide, Version 1.0
Guide to Computer Protection at ANL (ANL/TM 413) (RG 04 GC 10UGS)
Security Guidelines for Microcomputers and Word Choosing the Right Chart

Processors (DOE/MA-0181) ISSCO-GKS Command Reference Guide
Security of Personal Computer Systems: A NCSA HDF Calling Interfaces and Utilities, Version

Management Guide (NBS 500-120) 3.1
Sensitive Unclassified Computer Security Program NCSA Image for the Color Macintosh, Version 3.0

Compliance Review Guidelines (DOE/MA-0188/1) NCSA PC Show for the IBM PC, Version 1.0
ViruscanlClean-Up for IBM PC V86B NCSA X DataSlice for the X Window System, Version

1.0

DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS NCSA X linage for the X Window System, Version 1.0
SAS/GRAPH User's Guide, Version 5 Edition

CTD Writing and Editing Standards (ANLITM 487) (0-917382-68-4)

Guideli,,es for Document Designers (400-78-0043) Scientific Chart Design: Computer-Generated Charts
Handbook of Technical Writing, Third Edition Using TELL-A-GRAF

(0-312- 35810-5) VMS DECwindows User's Guide (AA-MG 18A-TE)
X Window System User's Guide (0..937175-14-5)
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CUECHART TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card DEC
VT241 VT240 ttewlett.Packard 2623 2647 2648

CA.Cuechart User Guide, Release 2.1 (PIN-QR-1085-DEC)
(RG99CC2001 S) TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card IBM

Cuechart Stencil Maker's Guide 3179 G 3270 PCIG 3270 PCIGX

(PIN-QR-1085-3179)
DISSPLA TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card IBM

' 3279 32701'C (PIN-QR-1085-3279)

ANL Supplement to the CA.Disspla User's Manual TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card
(ANL/FM 467) Tektronix 4010 4012 4013 4014 4015 4016 4051

CA.Disspla Codebook: Guide to Making CA-Disspla 4052 4054 4081 (PIN-QR-1085..4010)
Codebook Masters (QG 99 CB 10MMS) TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card

CA.Disspla Codebook User Gu/de (RG 99 CB 1001S) Tektronix 4027 (PIN-QR-1085-4027)
CA-Disspla First Facts, Version 11.0 TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card

(QG 99 DS 11FFS) Tektronix 4104 4105 4106 (PIN-QR-0386-4104)
CA.Disspla Pocket Guide: Version 11.0 (QG 99 DS TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card

11PI S) Tektronix 4106 4107 4109 (PIN-QR- 1085-4106)

CA-Disspla User Manual, Version 11.0 (RG 99 DS TellagraflPinpoint Workstation Reference Card
110IS) Tektronix 4112 4113 4114 4115 4116 4125 4128

4129 (PIN-QR-1085-4112)
SAS/GRAPH

MATHEMATICAL LIBRARIES

SAS/GRAPH Guide to Hardware Interfaces, Version 5

Edition (0,917382-69-2) FUNPACK-.A Package of Special Function
SAS/GRAPH Software: Introduction, Version 6, First Subroutines (TM 385)

Edition (1-55544-395-8) Guidelines for Using the AMDLIB, IMSL, and NAG
SAS/GRAPH Software: Reference, Version 6, First Mathematical Software Libraries at ANL

Edition (1-55544-379-6) (ANL-81-73)
SAS/GRAPH User's Guide, Version 5 Edition KWIC Index and Cross Reference Charts (TM 261)

: (0-917382458-4) LINPACK User's Guide (0-8987 I- 172-X)
Matrix Eigensystem Routines--EISPACK Guide

TELLAGRAF Extension--51 (3-540-08254-9)
Matrix Eigen,wstem Routines--EISPACK Guide--6

"_ CA-DATA CONNECTION User Manual, Release 1.0 (3-540-06710-8)
i (RG99DC I001 S) Nonlinear Optimization Routines in AMDLIB (lM

. CA-TellagrafBrief: Bulletin of Release Information on 297)

Enhancement Fixes, Version 6.1 (UD 99 TG Solution of the General Nonlinear Programming
610BS) Problem with Subroutine VMCON (ANL-80-64)

"- CA-Tellagraf CGM B.RJ.E.F. Bulletin of Release User Guide for MINPACK.1 (ANL-80-74)
Information on Enhancements/Fixes, Version 6.1
(UD 99 TG 61CGS) INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICAL AND

CA-Tellagraf Command Reference Manual, Release STATISTICAL LIBRARY (IMSL)
7.0 (R 199TG7001 S)

CA-Tellagraf Menus Primer, Release 1.5 (QG 99 TG IMSL Libraries Edition 10.0 Update Guide (8709)
15MPS) IMSL Library Reference Manual

CA-Tellagraf Primer (QG 99 TG 10PRS)
CA-TellagrafUser's Manual, Version 6.1 (RG 99 TG NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS GROUP LIBRARY

6101S) (NAGLIB)

: Design Ideas Using Tables
Scientific Chart Design: Computer.Generated Charts NAG Fortran Library Introductory Guide Mark 13

i Using TELL.A-GRAF (1-85206--046-8)

- Tables Designer's Guide NAG Fortran Library Introductory Guide Mark 14
Tables User's Guide (1-85206-054-9)

i TellagraflPinpoint User's Manual (PIN-UG-0985) NAG Fortran Mini Manual Mark 12 (1-85206-033-6)

i -10-
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (SAS) SAS Procedures Guide, Version 6, Tlu'rd Edition
(1-55544-378-8)

Introducing the SAS System, Version 6, First' Edition SAS Programmer's Guide for PL/I, Version 5 Edition
(1- 55544.-449-0) (0-917382-91-9)

SAS Companion for the CMS Environment, Version 6, SAS User's Guide: Basics, Version 5 Edition
First Edition (1-55544-399-0) (0-917382-65-X)

SAS Companion for the CMS Operating System SAS User's Guide: Statistics, Version 5 Edition
(1-55544-001-0) (0-917382-66-8)

SAS Companion for the MVS Environment, Version 6, SAS/ETS User's Guide, Version 6, First Edition
First Edition (1-55544-398-2) (1-55544-325-7)

SAS Companion for the VMS Environment, Version 6, SAS/FSP User's Guide, Version 5 Edition
First Edition (1-55544-392-3) (0-917382-67-6)

SAS Guide to Macro Processing, Version 6, Second SAS/GRAPH Guide to Hardware Interfaces, Version 5
Edition (1-55544-382-6) Edition (0-917382-69-2)

SAS Language and Procedures: Introduction, Version SAS/GRAPH Software: Introduction, Version 6, First
6, First Edition (1-55544-410-5) Edition (1-55544-395-8)

SAS Language and Procedures: Syntax, Version 6, SAS/GRAPH Software: Reference, Version 6, First
First Edition (1-55544-400-8) Edition (1-55544-379-6)

SAS Language and Procedures: Usage, Version 6, SAS/GRAPIt User's Guide, Version 5 Edition
First Edition (1-55544-371-0) (0-917382-68.-4)

SAS Language: Reference, Version 6, First Edition SUGI Supplemental Library User's Guide, Version 5
(1-55544.-381-8) Edition (1-55544-000-2)

-11-
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II. CRAY UNICOS [

A Practical Guide to UNIX System V (0_8053-0243-3)

ANL Supplement to the UNICOS Primer (ANL/TM 460)
CF77 Compiling System, Volume I: Fortran Reference Manual (SR-3071 5.0)
CF77 Compiling System, Volume 2: Compiiler Message Manual (SR-3072 5.0)
CF77 Compiling System, Volume 3: Vectorization Guide (SG-3073 5.0)
CF77 Compiling System, Volume 4: Parallel Processing Guide (SG-3074 5.0)
Cray Research, Inc. Silver Binder (I Inch)
Cray Research, Inc. Silver Binder (1.5 Inch)
Cray Research, Inc. Silver Binder (2 Inch)
Cray Research, Inc. Silver Binder (3 Inch)
Cray Research, Inc. Silver Binder Primer (1.5 Inch)
NSPCG (Non.Symmetrix Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient) User's Guide (CNA-216)

Symbolic Machine Instructions Reference Manual (SR-0085)
UNICOS Overview for Users (SG-2052-A)
UNICOS Performance Utilities Reference Manual (SR-2040 6.0)
UNICOS Primer (SG-2010 6.0)
UNICOS Shell and Variable Ready Reference (SQ-20(_)

UNICOS Suppart Tools Guide (SG-2016 6.0)

UNICOS System Calls Reference Manual (SR-2012 5.0)
UNICOS Tape Subsystem User's Guide (SG-2051 6.0)
UNICOS User Commands Ready Reference Manual (SQ-2056 6.0)
UNICOS User Commands Reference Manual (SR-2011 6.0)

UNICOS vi Reference Card (SQ-2054)
UNICOS X Window System Reference Manual (SR-2101 6.0)

DEBUG GING Fortran 90 Explained (0-19-853772-7)

Getting Started with Fortran 77

UNICOS CDBX Debugger User's Guide (SG-2094 6.0)

UNICOS CDBX Symbolic Debugger Reference Manual MATHEMATICAL SUBPROGRAMS

(SR-2091 6.0)
UNICOS Symbolic Debugging Package Reference Boeing Mathematical Subprograms Library

Manual (SR-0112 C)
NETWORK ACCESS

GRAPHICS
TCP/lP and OSI Network User's Guide (SG-2009 6,0)

DISSPLA
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

CA.Disspla First Facts, Version I 1.0
(QG 99 DS 11FFS) CAL Assembler Reference Manual, Version 2

CA.Disspla Pocket Guide, Version 11.0 (SR-2003)
(QG 99 DS 11P1S) Cray C Reference Manual (SR-2024D)

CA.Disspla User Manual, Version 11.0 Cray Standard C Programmer's Reference Manual
(RG 99 DS 110IS) (SR-2074 3.0)

Cray Y.MP, Cray X-MP, and Cray.l C Library

See also "Graphics" in Section I. Reference Manual (SR-0136C)
Segment Loader (SEGLDR) and LD Reference Manual

FORTRAN (SR-0066 6.0)
UNICOS CFT Reference Card (SQ-0022)

A Guidebook to Fortran on Supercomputers UNICOS CF'I77 Reference Card (SQ-0138 B)

(0-12-444760-0) UPDATE Reference Manual (SR-0013 K)
Fortran (CFT) Reference Manual (SR-0009-M)

-!2-
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Volume I: UNICOS Fortran Library Reference
Manual (SR-2079 6.0)

Volume3: UNICOS Math and Scientific Libraryi
Reference Manual (SR-2081 6,0)

=

=

i
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IBM Virtual MachineFacility370; Directory Maintenance Guide for General Users (SC20-1839)
IBM Virtual Machine Facility3 70; Glossary and Master Index (GC20-1813)
IBM Virtual Machine Facility370: Introduction (GC20-1800)
IBM Virtual Machine Library Binder (SX24-5129)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System Product VM/XA SP, Release 1 and Release 2: CMS Primer

(SC23-0368-0)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System Product VMIXA SP, Release 1 and Release 2: CMS Primer

Summary of Commands (SC23-0421-0)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System Product VM/XA SP, Release 1 and Release 2: CMS User's

Guide (SC23-0356-0)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System Product VMIXA SP, Release 2; CMS Cotnmand Reference

(SC23-0354-1)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System Product VM/XA SP, Release 2: CP Command Reference

(SC23-0358-1)
IBM Virtual Machine/Extended Architecture System Product VM/XA SP, Release 2; System Messages and Codes

Reference (SC23-0376-1)
IBM 3084 Functional Characteristics (GA22-7088-4)
VM/SP: VM/Pass.Through Facility Guide and Reference (SC24-5208)

DATABASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT OFFICE AUTOMATION

Sec "Statistical Analysis System (SAS)" in Section I, IBM Binder for PROFS Documents (SB30-0480)
IBM Professional Office System Quick Guide

EDITORS (SX20-2396)

Using Line-Mode Support with the Professional Office
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System System (SH20-6802)

: Product VM/XA SP, Release I and Release 2: Using the Professional Office System (SH20-6797-01)c

System Product Editor Command and Macro VM/System Product; Getting Started with the
Reference (SC23-0372-0) Professional Office System (SH20-5602)

IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System
Product VM/XA SP, Release 1 and Release 2; PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

System Product Editor User's Guide
(SC23-0373-0) ASSEMBLER=ll

_ VM/System Product; Editor Xedit Program Function
Key Template for IBM Display Terminals Programmer's Introduction to IBM System1360
(SX24-5123) Assembler Language: Student Text (SC20-1646)

i GRAPtllCS BASIC=

See "Graphics" in Section I. IBM Basic Application Programming: @stem Services
(SC26-4028)

NETWORK ACCESS IBM Basic Language Reference (GC26-4026-2)
IBM Basic Programming Guide (SC26-4027-2)

IBM Transmission Control Protocol/Internet VS Basic (CMS) Reference Summary (SX28-6386)
Command Reference Manual (GC09-1204-02)

Network Access to CICS; Full Screen Terminal or

i ASCII Terminal

i -14-
!.
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C PL/I

American National Standard for Information Class Notes for a PL/I Course (ANL-76-70)
Systems-.Programming Language-.C (ANSI OS and DOS PL/I Language Reference Manual
X3.159-1989) (GC26-3977)

C Compiler User's Guide for VM/CMS OS PL/I Checkout and Optimizing Compilers:
(SC09-1130-01) Keywords Reference Summary (SX33-6002)

IBM C Language Manual (SC09-1128-01) OS PLII Checkout and Optimizing Compilers:
The Waite Group's New C Primer Plus Terminal Commands and Compiler Options

(0-672-22687-1) Summary (sx33-6005)
PL/i Primer: Student Text (SC28-6808)

FORTRAN
PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER

Fortran (CFT) Reference Manual (SR-0009-M)
IBM OS Fortran IV (tl Extended) Compiler Operating System PL! Optimizing Compiler:

Programmer's Guide (SC28-6852) Messages (SC33-0027)
OS PL/I Optimizing Compiler: CMS User's Guide

FORTRAN 66 (SC33-0037)

OS PL/I Optimizing Compiler: Execution Logic
Fortran 66 (Fortran IV) is obsolete but still available at (SC33-0025)
ANL. OS PL! Optimizing Compiler: General Information

Manual (GC33-0(X) I)

FORTRAN OPTIMIZING COMPILER OS PL! Optimizing Compiler: Programmer's Guide
(SC33,0006)

IBM System370 Fortran H Extended Optimization

Enhancement Program Description and SPEAKEASY
Operator's Manual (SH20-2100)

Highlights of Speakeasy Epsilon
FORTRAN 77 Lectures on Speakeasy

American National Standard Programming Language SCHEDULER
Fortran (ANSI X3.9-1978)

Getting Started with Fortran 77 VMSCHEDULE User's Manual
IBM VS Fortran Version 2 1 anguage and Library

Reference, Release 5 (SC26-4221-6) SIMULATION PACKAGES
IBM VS Fortran Version 2 Programming Guide for

CMS and MVS, Release 5 (5C26-4222-5) CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS MODELING
VS Fortran Version 2 Interactive Debug Guide and PROGRAM (CSMP)

Reference, Release 3 (SC26-4223-2)
Continuous System Modeling Program III and Graphic

FORTRAN 90 Feature General Information (GH19-7000)
Continuous System Modeling Program III (C,S'MPi11)

Fortran 90 Explained (0-19-853772-7) Operations Guide (SH19-7002)

PASCAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

VS/Pascal Application Programmer Guide See "Statistical Analysis System (SAS)" in Section I.
(SC26-4319)

VS/Pascal Language Reference (SC26-4320) SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA

REDUCE User's Manual

-15-
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SYSTEM PRODUCT INTERPREFER (REXX) TEXT PROCESSING
AND EXEC 2

Using the Apple LaserWriter at ANL (ANL/TM 452)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System

Product VM/XA SP, Release 1 and Release 2: POSTSCRIPT

EXEC 2 Reference (SC23-0361-0)
IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System PostScript Language Reference Manual

Product VM/XA SP, Release 1 and Release 2: (0-201-18127-4)
System Product Interpreter Reference PostScript Language Tutorial and Cookbook
(SC23-0374-0) (0,201-10179-3)

IBM Virtual MachineExtended Architecture System
Product VM/XA SP, Release 1 and Release 2: SCRIPT

System Product Interpreter User's Guide
(SC23-0375-0) INDEXER: A Program to Produce a Quality Index

(TM 299)
TERMINAL EMULATION Script Reference Card

Waterloo Script and a PostScript Printer
Using the ltydra Protocol Converter for IBM Full Waterloo Script GML User's Guide

Screen Terminal Emulation at ANL (ANL/I'M Waterloo Script Reference Manual

457, REVISION 1) Waterloo Script User's Guide
Waterloo Script with Formula Processing

Waterloo Syspub User's Guide

i
| 16-
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IBM Interactive System Productivity Facility/Program Development Facility Version 2 Release 3for MVS Edit and
Edit Macros (SC34-4121-00)

IBM Interactive System Productivity Facility/Program Development Facility Version 2 Release 3for MVS Guide
(SC34-4118-00)

IBM System/370 Extended Architecture: Principles of Operation (SA22-7085-1)
IBM 3084 Functional Characteristics (GA22-7088-4)
Introduction to Virtual Storage in System370 Student Text (OR20..4260)
MVS Batch Computing and Data Management at ANL (ANL/TM 400, REVISION 1)
MVS/Extended Architecture JCL Reference (GC28-1352-4)
MVS/Extended Architecture JCL User's Guide (GC28-1351-4)
MVS/Extended Architecture Message Library; JES3 Messages (GC23-0062-4)
MVS/Extended Architecture Message Library: System Codes (GC28-1157-6)
MVS/Extended Architecture Message Library: System Messages, Volume 1 ADY.IEB (GC28-1376-7)

MVS/Extended Architecture Message Library: System Messages, Volume 2 IEC-I'IV (GC28-1377-7)
MVS/Exter_ed Architecture Operations: JES3 Commands (SC23-0063-3)

MVS/System Product Version 2 Release 2 General Information (GC28-1500.3)
MVS/370 Integrated Catalog Administration Access Method Services Reference, Release 1.2 (GC26-4051-2)
MVS/370 JCL Reference (GC28-1350-3)
MVS/370 JCL User's Guide (GC28-1349-3)
MVS/370 Message Library: System Codes (GC38-1008)
MVS/370 Message Library: System Messages Volume 1 AtlL.IEB (GC28-1374-4)
MVS/370 Message Library:System Messages Volume 2 IEC.ISG (GC28-1375)
OS/VS Tape Labels (GC26.3795.3)
OS/VS2 MVS Overview (GC28-0984)
OS/VS2 MVS System Programming Library: Service Aids (GC28-0674)

OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Data Management (GC26-3830-4)

COMPUTER PROTECTION MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIES AND
CATALOGED PROCEDURES

Guide to Computer Protection at ANL (ANL/TM 413)
OS/VS2 MVS RACF Messages and Codes MVS Batch UtilitiesJbr File Management at ANL

(SC38-1014-10) (ANL/TM 412)
OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Data MVS/370 Data Administration Utilities, Release 1.2

Management (GC26-3830-4) (GC26-4065-3)
RACF General Information Manual (GC28-0722-12) Producing Microfiche Output at ANL (TM 373)
RACF Sumn,_ry for Central IBM Computers at ANL

(ANL/TM 478) EDITORS
RACF/MVS General User Command Reference Card

(SX28-0609-05) OBS Wylbur Reference Manual
RACF/VM General User Command Reference Card SLAC Wylbur Tutorial

(SX22-0008-2) Wilbur User Reference Summary
Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) Command

Language Reference, Version 1, Release 9 GRAPItlCS
(SC28-0733-11)

Security Guidelines for Microcomputers and Word See "Graphics" in Section I.
Processors (DOE/MA-0181)

Security of Personal Computer Systems: A
Management Guide (NBS500-120)

Sensitive Unclassified Computer Security Program
Compliance Review Guidelines
(DOE/MA-0188/1)

-17-
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PROGRAMMING LANG UAGES PL/I

ASSEM BLER Class Notes for a PL! Course (ANL-76-70)

OS and DOS PL! Language Reference Manual
IBM Systetrd3 70; Principles of Operation (GC26-3977)

(GA22-7000) OS PL! Checkout and Optimizing Compilers:
IBM System/370: Reference Summary (GX20-1850) Keywords Reference Summary (SX33-6002)
Programmer's Introduction to IBM System/360 OS PL! Checkout and Optimizing Compilers;

Assembler Language; Student Text (SC20-1646) Terminal Commands and Compiler Options
Summary (SX33.6005)

ASSEMBLER (VS ASSEMBLER) PL/I Primer: Student Text (SC28-6808)

OS/VS DOS/VS and VM370 Assembler Language PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER
(GC33-4010)

OS/VS VM/370 Assembler Programmer's Guide Operating System PL/I Optimizing Compiler:
(GC33-4021 ) Messages (SC33-0027)

OS PL/I Optimizing Compiler; Execution Logic
COBOL (SC33-0025)

OS PL/I Optimizing Compiler; General Information
IBM OS/VS Cobol Compiler and Library Manual (GC33-(_301)

Programmer's Guide (SC28-6483-2) OS PL/I Optimizing Compile_'; Programmer's Guide
IBM VS Cobol for OS/VS (GC26-3857-04) (SC33-0006)

FORTRAN SIMULATION PACKAGES

Fortran (CFT) Reference Manual (SR-0009-M) CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS MODELING
IBM OS Fortran IV (H Extended) Compiler PROGRAM (CSMP)

Programmer's Guide (SC28-6852)
Continuous System Modeling Program I!i and Graphic

FORTRAN 66 Feature General Information (GH19-7000)
Continuous System Modeling, %'ogram lH (CSMP III)

Fortran 66 (Fortran IV) is obsolete but still available at Operations Guid; (,.qt-119-7002)
ANL.

TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER, VERSION B
FORTRAN OVI'IMIZING COMPILER (THTB)

IBM System370 Fortran H Extended Optimization TtlTB at ANL (TM 281)
Enhancement Program Description and

_" Operator's Manual (SH20.2100) SOURCE CODE MAINTENANCE

FORTRAN 77 HISTORIAN

.I

American National Standard Programming Language tlistorian Plus User's Manual._m

-" Fortran (ANSI X3.9-1978)
Getting Started with Fortran 77 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

FORTRAN 90 BIOMEDICAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS

(BMDP)

Fortran 90 Explained (0-19-853772-7)

BMDP Statistical Software Manual (0-520-07112-3)

i BMDP User's Digest (0-520-071158)

l

See also "Statistical Analysis System (SAS)" in

Section I,

-18-
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE MVS/370 Data Administration Macro Instruction

Reference (GC26-4057)
DIRECT ACCESS DISK DEVICES OS/VS2 MVS Supervisor Services and Macro

Instructions (GC28-1114)

IBM 3380 Direct Access Storage Reference Summary
. Card (GX26-1678) VIRTUAL STORAGE ACCESS METtlOD

Introduction to IBM Direct.Access Storage Devices (VSAM)
and Organization Methods (GC20-1649)

MVS/370 VSAM Administration Guide (GC26-4066)
PRINTERS VSAM Primer and Reference (G320-5774)

Forms Design Reference Guide for the IBM 3800 TAPE MANAGEMENT
Printing Subsystem (0A26-1633)

IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem Character Set Catalog IBM 3803 Model 1, IBM 3420 Models 3, 5, and 7
(GA26-1656) Magnetic Tape Sub,_stems Component

IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem Operator's Guide Description (GA32-0020)
(GA26-1634) IBM 3803 Model 2, IBM 3420 Models 4, 6, and 8

IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem Programmer's Guide Magnetic Tape Subsystems Component
(GC26-3846) Description (GA32-(X)21)

Introducing the IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem and Its MVS Batch Computing and Data Management at ANL
Progranuning (GC26.3829) (ANL/TM 400, REVISION 1)

: Reference Manual for the IBM 3800 Printing
Subsystem (GA26-1635) TEXT PROCESSING

3800 Printing Subsystem Character Gauge
(GX35-5012) Using the Apple LaserWriter at ANL (ANL/FM 452)

SYSTEM TOOLS POSTSCRIPT

JES3 PostScript Language Reference Manual
(0-201-18127-4)

Introduction to JES3 (GC28-0607) PostScript Language Tutorial and Cookbook
JES3 Commands (SC23.0045) (0-201-10179-3)

JES3 Commands: Reference Summary (SX23-0007)
-- JES3 Messages (GC23-0044) SCRIPT

LINKAGE EDr_ OR AND LOADER INDEXER: A Program to Produce a Quality Index

(TM 299)
MVS/370 Linkage Editor and Loader User's Guide Script Reference Card

(GC26-406 l) Waterloo Script and a PostScript Printer
Waterloo Script GML User's Guide

-_ SORTING AND MERGING Waterloo Script Reference Manual
: Waterloo Script User's Guide

DFSORT Application Programming Guide, Release 11 Waterloo Script with Formula Processing
(SC33-4035-14) Waterloo Syspub User's Guide

SYSTEM INTERNALS TSO

::. IBM System/370: Principles of Operation IBM TSO Extensions Version 2 Command Reference
(G A22-7000) (SC28-1881-3)

¢1 0" IBM System370: Reference Summary (GX20-1850) IBM TSO Extenswns Version 2 User's Guide
_- (SC28-1880-2)

I 1'S0 Messages (GC28-1310-4)
1

I

|
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A Practical Guide to UNIX System V (0-8053-0243-3)
DM User's Guide

Guide to VMS Files and Devices (AA-LA06A.TE)
Pathworks for DOS User's Handbook, Version 4,0 (AA-PAF7B'TK)
Summary of ANSYS Revision 4,4A New Features
VAX Documentation Binder (I.5 Inch) (99.07858.01)
VAX Documentation Binder (2.5 Inch) (99-07862-01)
VMS User's Manual, Version 5,4 (AA-LA98B.TE)

DEBUGGING FORTRAN 77

VMS Debugger Manual (AA-LA59B-TE) American National Standard Programming Language
Fortran (ANSI X3,9-1978)

DIGITAL COMMAND LANGUAGE Getting Started with Fortran 77

Guide to Using VMS Command Procedures FORTRAN 90
(AA-LA11A-TE)

VMS DCL Dictionary: Part i, Version 5,4 Fortran 90 Explained (0-19-853772-7)

(AA-PBK5A-TE)
. VMS DCL Dictionary; Part 11, Version 5,4 PROLOG

(AA.PBK6A-TE)
" An Introduction to the Design, Creation and Use of

t EDITORS Databases Using Prolog
• ' Prolog Programming for Artificial Intelligence, Second

i VAX EDT Reference Manual (AA-LA 16A-TE) Edition (0-201-41606-9)

li GRAPltlCS STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
¢._, ,

4 See "Graphics" in ,.,_¢:/_tmnI. See "Statistical Analysis System (SAS)" in Section I.
q 7 i /

• MATHEI_ATICAL LIBRARIES SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA

See "Mathematical,LtI'_raries" in Section I. Introductory MACSYMA Documentation: A Collection
_" , ,'", of Papers

PROGRAM_,HNG LANGUAGES MACSYMA Reference Manual Volume I
MACSYMA Reference Manual Volume 1I

VAX Fortran Langu_'ge _4.ference Manual

'= (AA-D034E.,TE) : i TEXT PROCESSING
q VAX Fortran User's Manual (AA-D035E-TE)

• LATEX
C

- LaTex User's Guide and Reference Manual
Portable Programs for Parallel Processors (0-201.15790-X)

(0-03-014404-3)
MASS-II

a

" FORTRAN

li Mass.ll Word Processing

i Fortran (CFT) Reference Manual (SR-0009-M)
TEX

|, 1'he TeXbook (0-201.13448-9)

i -20-
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A Practical,Gulde to UNIX System V (0-8053-0243-3)

EDITORS

Gnu Emacs Manual

Gnu Emacs Reference Card

GRAPHICS

X Window System User's Guide (0-937175-14-5),
Part Three

See also "Graphics" in Section I,

PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

" Portable Programs for Parallel Processors
(0-03-014404-3)

SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA

Mathematica: A System for Doing Mathematics by
Computer (0-201-51507-5)

i
|

ii-
|
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[ VII. PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND SCIENTIFIC WORKSTATIONS ]

Microsoft Learning DOS (089-015V200-3.5)
Microsoft Learning DOS (089-015V200-5.25)

Security of Personal Computer Systems: A Management Guide (NBSS00-120)
University of Chicago Agreements with Personal Computer Vendors
Using MS-DOS Kermit: Connecting Your PC to the Electronic Worm (I-55558-082-3)
Using MS-DOS 5 (0-88022-668-4)

COMMUNICATIONS SAS Language Guide for Personal Computer_', Release
6.03 (1-55544-099-1)

APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTERS SAS Procedures Guide for Personal Computers,
Release 6.03 (1-55544-089-4)

Network Access to CICS: Apple Macintosh SAS Technical Report P.201: Changes and
Enhancements to SAS Software for Personal

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS Computers, Release 6.04 (1-55544-393-1)
SAS Technical Report P-204: SAS Software Changes

Network Access to CICS : IBM Personal Computer and Enhancements, Release 6.06 (1-55544-409-1)
SAS/ETS User's Guide, Version 6, First Edition

FILE TRANSFER (I-55544-325-7)
SAS/PC Base Software, Re&ase 6.04

Kermit User Guide SAS/PC ETS Software, Release 6.04
SAS/PC Graph Software, Release 6.04

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS SAS/PC Star Software, Release 6.04
SAS/STAT User's Guide, Release 6.03 Edition

Kermit-MS for IBM Personal Computer', Version 3. II (1-55544-088-6)
(3 1/2-inch diskette) SAS/STAT User's Guide, Version 6, Fourth Edition

Kermit-MS for IBM Personal Computer, Version 3.1 ! (1 -55544- 376-1 )
(5 1/4-inch diskette)

TERMINAL EMULATION
GRAPHICS

NCSA Telnet for PC Version 2.2TN and Version 2.2D

See "Graphics" in Section I. (UD-99 US-14)
NCSA Telnet for the IBM PC Version 2.2TN and 2.2D

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (3 1/2-inch diskette)
NCSA Telnet for the IBM PC Version 2.2TN and 2.2D

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (SAS) (5 l/4-inch diskette)
NCSA Telnet for the Macintosh, Version 2.4

Changes and Enhancements to Base SAS Software for tn3270 for the Macintosh Reference Guide, Version 2.0
Personal Computers, Release 6.03, SAS Technical
Report P-171 (1-55544-071 -1) VISUA LI ZATI ON TOOL S

SAS Guide to the Micro-to-Host Link, Version 6

Edition (1-55544-069-X) APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

SAS Introductory Guide for Personal Computers,
Release 6.03 (1-55544-095-9) NCSA Image for the Color Macintosh, Version 3.0

SAS Language and Procedures: Introduction, Version
6, First Edition (1-55544-410-5) IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS

SAS Language and Procedures: Syntax, Version 6,
First Edition (1-55544. '_00-8) NCSA PC Show for the IBM PC, Version 1.0

NCSA PC Show for the IBM PC, XT, AT, AND PS2
User's Guide
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i i u i iii i I
VIII.ADVANCED COMPUTING RESEARCH FACILITY (ACRF)

i

EachyeartheMathematicsandComputerScienceDivision(MCS) producesacompleteannotatedlistingofits

publications.Thesepublications,aswellasthelisting,areavailabledirectlyfromMCS (extension2-7222).

The documents cited below are selections from the listing that contain information of general interest to

Argonne scientists.

Activities and Operations of the Advanced Computing Research Facili'ty, November 1987.December 1988
(ANL-89/1)

Advanced Architecture Computers (ANL/MCS-TM-57, REVISION 2)
DO Loop Tran,_"orming Tools
Graphics Tools for Developing High.Performance Algorithms (MCS-P28-1288)
LAPACK Working Note No. 6: Tools to Aid in the Analysis of Memory Access Patterns for Fortran Programs

(ANL/MCS-TM- 120)

Parallelizing the SDI Access A lgorithm for the Connection Machine.2 (ANL-89/41)
The Advanced Computing Research Facility." Opening New Avenues of Advanced Scientific Computing Research
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L ]_Xo TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKS i

Distribution of Mathematical Software via Electronic Mail (ANL/MCS-TM-48)
Electronic Mail at ANL (ANL/FM 431, REVISION 2)
Guide to Telecommunications at ANL (ANL/TM 422)
Guide to VAX/VMS NJE Networking at ANL (ANL/FM 444)
Investigation of GOSIP Technology at ANL (ANL/TM 499)
Kermit User Guide

Kermit.MS for IBM Personal Computer, Version 3.11 (3 1/2-inch diskette)
Kermit.MS for IBM Personal Computer, Version 3.11 (5 1/4-inch diskette)
Manager's Guide to the Argonne NJE Emulator (ANL/TM 479)
MultiNet Version 3.0 Manuals

NCSA Telnet for PC Version 2.27N and Version 2.2D (UD-99 US-14)
NCSA Telnet for the IBM PC Version 2.2TN and 2.2D (3 1/2-inch diskette)
NCSA Telnet for the IBM PC Version 2.2TN and 2.2D (5 l/4-inch diskette)
NCSA Telnet for the Macintosh, Version 2.4
Reference Card for Using the Computer Callback Service
Specifications for the PBX-Based Digital Telecommunications System (ANL/FM 418)
Telebit T2500 Asynchronous Modem User's Guide with Operating Instructions (ANL/FM 492)
tn32 70for the Macintosh Reference Guide, Version 2.0

BITNET

Electronic Mail at ANL (ANL/FM 431, REVISION 2)

ESNET

The ANL/ESnet Node Maintenance Guide

(ANL/FM 491)

TELEPHONE SERVICES

Asynchronous Data Communications User Guide with
ADIIACI 100 Operating Instructions (ANL/FM
469)

lTE 4 Telephone User Guide (ANL/FM 471)

ITE 12 Telephone User Guide (ANL/FM 472)
lTE 24 Telephone User Guide (ANL/FM 473)
Single Line Telephone (STE) User Guide (ANL/TM

470)

|

!
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X. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
i

A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FY1989 through FYI991 (ANL/TM 464)
A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FY1990 through FY1992 (ANL/FM 474)
A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FYI991 through FY1993 (ANLffM 483)
A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FY992 through FY1994 (ANL/FM 489)

DISASTER RECOVERY Reference Card for the Online Materials Catalog
Stores Standing Orders at ANL (ANL/TM 441,

Disaster Recovery Plan for Administrative Systems REVISION 1)
(ANL/FM 456, REVIS ION 1) The Argonne Materials Order System (ANI_4'TM454)

FINANCIAL MODELING MIS PLANNING

Automated Materials/Payables System Information A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FY1989
Guide (ANL/TM 481) through FY1991 (ANL/FM 464)

Guide to Reporting Time in the Financial Information A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FY1990
System at ANL ANL/FM 414) through FY1992 (ANL/FM 474)

Manual Purchase Order Closing (ANL/TM 480, A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FYI99I
REVISION 1) through FY1993 (ANL/FM 483)

Overview of the Non-Programmatic Cost Projection A Plan for Administrative Computing at ANL FY992
Prototype (ANL/FM 440) through FY1994 (ANL/FM 489)

Retrieving and Analyzing Automated ANL Site Response for the DOE FY1993 Information
Materials/Payables System Data at ANL ('I'M 408) Technology Resources Long.Range Plan

Retrieving and Analyzing Computer Usage Accounting (ANL/TM 485)
Data at ANL (ANL/TM 402, REVISION 1) ANL Statement of Site Strategy for Computing

Using the Financial Management System at ANL Workstations (ANL/FM 458, REVISION 3)
(ANL/FM 446) CTD Software Librar3_Maintenance Tools for MIS

Using the Purchase Information Reporting System at Software (ANL/FM 468)
ANL (ANL/FM 419) Survey of ANL Organization Plans for Word

Processors, Personal Cor_puters, Workstations,
MATERIALS SYSTEMS and Associated Software (ANLFM 459,

REVISION 3)
Argonne Materials Order System Requester's Guide The Computing and Telecommunications Division
Introduction to Materials and Services Tracking at Software Library (ANL/I'M 463)

ANL (ANL/FM 448) Using System Transmittals at ANL (ANL/TM 437)
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I , XI. COMPUTATIONAL RESEARC H ]

An Assessment of Scientific Computing Technology 1991.2001 (ANL/I'M 486)
Argonne National Laboratory Study of the Transfer' of Federal Computational Technology to Man_'acturing

Industry in the State of Michigan (ANL/I'M 498)
Center for Energy Research Computation Project Report for FY1988 (ANL/FM 465)
The Advanced Software Development and Commercialization Project: Progress Report PR.I (ANL/TM 484)
The Advanced Software Development and Commercialization Project: Progress Report PR-2 (ANL/I'M 488)
The CERC Report: Results of the CERC Project with Recommendations for ANL Institutional Strategies in

Advanced Scientific Computing (ANLFM 475)

=
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CHAPTER 5

ABSTRACTS

Ali documentsappear alphabetically bydocument title. Leading "A's," "An's," and "The's" are ignored.

ACTIVITIES AND OPERATIONS OF TltE (4) to operate as a nationaluser facility, This brochure
ADVANCED COMPUTING RESEARCH supersedesACRF: Opening New Avenues of Advanced

FACILITY, NOVEMBER 1987-DECEMBER 1988 Scientific Computing Research.
(ANL;89/1)

De_ribes advanced scientific computing research in TIlE ADVANCED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
the Advanced Computing Research Facility (ACRF), AND COMMERCIALIZATION PROJECT:
including the projects and proposals of outside users, PROGRESS REPORT PR.1 (ANL/TM 484)
froln November 1987 through December 1988, This
document is available through the Mathematics and Is the first of a series of reports pertaining to progress
Computer Science Division (extension 2-7222), in the Advanced Software Development and Commer-

t clalization Project, a joint collaborative effort between
the Center for Supercomputing Research and Develop-

ADVANCED ARCHITEC'rURE COMPUTERS ment of the University of Illinois and the Computing
(ANL/MCS-TM-57, REVISION 2) and Telecommunications Division of Argonne National

Laboratory, The purpose of this work is to apply tech-
Describes the characteristics of several recent comput- niques of parallel computing that were pioneered by
ers that employ vectorization or parallelism to achieve University of Illinois researchers to mature computa-
high performance in floating.point calculations. The tional fluid dynamics (CFI)) and sU'uctural dynamics
authors consider both top-of-the-range supercomputers (SD) computer codes developed at Argonne.
and computers based on readily available and inexpen-
sive units. In each case, the document reviews the
architectural base, novel features, performance, and THE ADVANCED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
cost. This document is available through the Mathe- AND COMMERCIALIZATION PROJECT:
matics and Computer Science Division (extenSion PROGRESS REPORT PR.2 (ANL/TM 488)
2-7222),

Is the second of a series of reports pertaining to prog-
ress in the Advanced Software Development and Com-

TIlE ADVANCED COMPUTING RESEARCH mercialization Project, a collaborative effort between
FACILITY: OPENING NEW AVENUES OF the Center for SuPercomputing Research and Develop-

ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING ment of the University of Illinois and CTD. The pur-
RESEARCH pose of this work is to apply techniques of parallel

computing, many of which were pioneered by Univer-
Is a brochure that briefly defines the Advanced Com- sity of Illinois researchers, to mature computational
puting Research Facility (ACRF) and its objectives: fluid dynamics (CFD) and structural dynamics (SD)
(I) to encourage experimentation on computers with computer codes developed at Argonne.
innovative designs, (2) to assess thesuitability and div-
erse machines for specific applications, (3)to support
the Division's research in parallel computation, and

-II -27-_
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AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD FOR systems associated with the management of ANL, the
INFORMATION SYSTEMS--PROGRAMMING stewardship of its resources, and the provision of day-

LANGUAGE--C (ANSI X3,159-1989) to-day general operations and services. Part 3, "Com-
puting Resources Plan," defines the requirements,

Specifies the form and establishes the interpretation of resources, ac'quisitions, and budget for computing at
programs expressed in the programming language C. ANL for FYI990 through FY1997,, Part 4, "Telecom-
Its purpose is to promote portability, reliability, main- munications Plan," documents the existing and planned
tainability, and efficient execution of C language pro- tel_ommunications resources required at ANL from
grams on a variety of computing systems. Sections FYI990 through FY1997. Part 5, "Printing and Pub-
detail the C language itself and the contents of the lishing Plan," updates the ANL Printing and Publishing
C-language execution library. Appendixes summarize Activities Plan (FYI992-FY1994) and contains the

aspects of both of them and enumerate factors that FY1990 Printing Activities Reports,
influence the portability of C programs. This docu-
ment is intended to guide knowledgeable C-language

programmers and impleme_tators of C-language trans- ANL STATEMENT OF SITE STRATEGY FOR
lation systems. COMPUTING WORKSTATIONS (ANL/I'M 458,

REVISION 3)

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD Explains the overall Argonne strategy for defining,
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE FORTRAN (ANSI acquiring, using, and evaluating computing work-

X3.9-1978) stations and other automated office support systems.
While the primary concem of this document is to

. Specifies the tbrm and establishes the interpretation of ensure optimal integration of computing workstations
Fortran programs, lt consists of a full language and a in the hierarchy of computing that exists at ANL, it

| subset language, Its purpose is to promote, portability also sets forth guidelines for the controlled introduction
of Fortran programs for use on a variety of data pro- of other microprocessor technologies that become
ccssing systems. The designation "Fortran 77" distin- available in the computing workstation environment.
guishes this standard from previous Fortran standards This document supersedes ANL Statement of Site Strat-

and any possible future revisions. Fo_','m 77 is a revi- egy for Computing Workstations (ANL/TM 458,
sion of American National Standard Fortran (ANSI REVISION 2).
X3.9-1966), Fortran is the full language and appears
on the right-hanoi pages; Subset Fortran is a subset of

- the full language and appears on the left-hand pages. ANL SUPPLEMENT TO THE CA-DISSPLA
q USER'S MANUAL (ANL/TM 46'?)

:!
ANL SITE RI_SI'ONSE FOR 'FILE DOE FY1993 Summarizes installation-dependent options and fea-

i INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES tures of the Computer Associates (CA) Disspla graph-
_- LONG.RANGEPLAN (ANL/TM485) icspackage. This document supplements the CA-
:lR

Disspla User Manual. Unless this document states
Is one of many contributions tc) the DOE information otherwise, you should follow instructions in the CA-
technology resources long-range planning process. It Disspla User Manual for writing Disspla programs.
provides data on these resources over an eight year Information in this document applies to Version I1.0 of

a period consisting of the base year (FY1990), the cur- Disspla, which is currently installed in CMS, in MVS
- rent year (FY1991), the budget year (FY1992), the plan batch on the central VAX cluster, and in several

year (FY1993), _mct the out years (FYI994-FYI997). Argonne VAX/VMS systems, and to Version 11.0 of
This document consists of four parts: Part 1, "Site Disspla, which is currently installed on the Cray
Overview," describes the AI,iL Mission, overall organi- X-MP/18 under the Unix-Based Cray Operating Sys-

. zation structure, the strategic approach toward meeting tem (UNICOS). This document supersedes ali Disspla
information technology resource needs, the planning information in Using Cuechart, Tellagraf, and Disspla

| process, major issues, and l_)ints of contact. Part 2A, at ANL (ANL/TM 433).
_,, "Information Systems Plans for DOE Contractors,"
• defines the current and planned automated information

,
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ANL SUPPLEMENT TO THE UNICOS PRIMER ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
(ANL/TM 460) COMPUTING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

Introduces the Cray x-MP interactive and batch servi-
ces available at Argonne, It serves as a companion to Is a brochure that provides an overview of the comput-
the UNICOS Primer (SG.2010 6,0), Whereas the ing services available at Argonne, This brochure
UNICOS Primer discusses standard Unix issues of supersedes the October 1990 brochure,

Cray computing, this document discusses those issues
specific to Cray computing at ANL,

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
COMPUTING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

THE ANL/ESNET NODE MAINTENANCE DIVISION RATES

GUIDE (ANL/TM 491)
Lists the processing rates of various computers as well

Describes the operation and maintenance of the as provides information about the computing services,
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) Energy Sciences batch services, and interactive services. Computing
network (ESnet) node, Although this document is writ- rates are determined by the shift in effect (prime, over-
ten primarily for the CTD Service Engineering Group, night, or weekend) when the job starts.
others participating in the operation and management
of the ANL_Snet node may also benefit from it,

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY STUDY
OF THE TRANSFER OF FEDERAL

THE ARGONNE MATERIALS ORDER SYSTEM COMPUTATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TO
(ANL/TM 454) MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN TItE

STATE OF MICHIGAN (ANL/TM 498)

Describes the procedures and controls implemented by

Argonne National Laboratory for systems contracting, Describes a pilot study to develop, initiate the imple-
Chapter One (the executive summary) lists the organi- mentation, and document a process to identify compu-
zations directly responsible for the operation of the tationai technology capabilities resident within

Argonne Materials Order System (AMOS) and gives a Argonne National Laboratory to small and medium-
broad overview of the functions of the system. Chapter sized businesses in the State of Michigan.
Two describes in detail how the system works, includ-

ing internal controls. The appendixes contain facsimi-
les of relevant forms and topics. AN ASSESSMENT OF SCIENTIFIC

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY 1991.2001

(ANL/TM 486)

ARGONNE MATERIALS ORDER SYSTEM
REQUESTER'S GUIDE Was originally published as Appendix C ("Information

Technology Resources Assessment") of the

Is a four-page handout that provides some backgrotlnd FY1991-FY1995 Department of Energy (DOE) lnfor-
on AMOS, explains how to piace an AMOS order, and mation Technology Resources Long.Range Plan. This

specifies what you must do when you receive your technical memorandum summarizes the current status
order, and forecasts future trends of the technologies and

methods on which scientific computing and the associ-

ated information systems are based. DOE uses these

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY findings as guidelines in identifying required techno-
COMPUTER NETWORKS logical and human resources and in planning various

DOE programs and facilities.

Is a brochure that describes the computer networks

available at Argonne.
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ASYNCHRONOUS DATA COMMUNICATIONS BOEING MATHEMATICAL SUBPROGRAMS
USER GUIDE WITH ADI/ACI 100 OPERATING LIBRARY

INSTRUCTIONS (ANL/TM 469)
Is a four-volume set of documents consisting of The

Describes how to use the Private Branch Exchange Boeing Extended Mathematical Subprogram Library,
(PBX) for asynchronous data communications. This Computer Supplement for Release 12, Fundamental
document begins with a general description of the data Subprograms in Release 12, and Advanced Subpro.
communication capabilities of the PBX. 7.'hedescrip, grams in Release 12. The set contains information on
tion is fairly detailed; parLsof it may be beyond the Release 12 of the BCSLIB Mathematical/Statistical
interest of casual users who typically use one computer Library provided by Boeing Computer Services.
to communicate with another computer system. How- BCSLIB is an American National Standards Institute
ever, we recommend that ali users read this document (ANSI) Fortran 77 subprogram library that provides
to gain a fuller understanding of the system, comprehensive coverage of the basic areas of numeri-

cat mathematics and statistics, as well as useful utilities
such as in-core sorting and line printer plotting. The

AUTOMATED MATERIALS/PAYABLES Boeing Extended Mathematical Subprogram Library
SYSTEM INFORMATION GUIDE (ANLfI'M 481) provides an overview of BCSLIB-EXT and complete

usage information for ali BCSLIB-EXT subprograms.
Contains general information about the Automated Computer Supplement for Release 12 provides infor-
Materials Payables System (AMPS). Management marion about ali system specific features, such as com.
Information Systems (MIS) recommends it for ali users puters and systems for which BCSLIB is available.
of AMPS. Fundamental Programs in Release 12 provides an

overview of BCSLIB and complete usage information
for ali fundamental BCSLIB subprograms. Advanced

BMDP STATISTICAL SOFTWARE MANUAL Subprograms in Release 12 provides complete usage
(0-520-07112-3) information for the advanced programs. Readers

should have a working knowledge of Fortran 77.
Is a two-volume set that describes the capabilities and
usage of the Biomedical Computer Programs (BMDP).
This document covers the changes and additions to C COMPILER USER'S GUIDE FOR VM/CMS
BMDP for the new 1990 release. Volume 1 introduces (SC09-1130-01)
BMDP and describes the most commonly used pro-
grams. Volume 2 describes the more specialized pro- Is a reference guide for programmers writing C pro-
grams. Readers can range from new to experienced grams under CMS on the System/370 architecture, lt
u_rs. This document supersedesthe BMDP Statistical provides an overview of how the compiler works and
Software Manual (0-520-0('_73-9). explains how to compile, link, execute, and debug pro-

grams using the System/370 C Compiler on CMS.
Readers should be familiar with CMS.

BMDP USER'S DIGEST (0-520-071158)

Is a 9-inch by 4-inch, easy-to-carry, greatly condensed CA-CUECHART USER GUIDE, RELEASE 2,1
version of BMDP Biomedical Computer Programs (the (RG99CC2001S)
1979 document). This document places emphasis on
the control Ianguage and on describing the most effi- Provides information for ali levels of users on CA-
cient methods of using the awtilable program options. Cuechart--software for chart making, lt has five chap-
This document gives examples for each instruction ters: "Overview," "Before Getting Started," "Running
(p_u'amete0with a short explanation and document ref- CA-Cuechart," "Sample Session," and "Sample
erence. Charts." The appendixes contain set-up stencils,

instruction strings, and data entry methods.
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CA-DATA CONNECTION USER MANUAL, displays that interactive menus or real.time data acqut-
RELEASE 1,0 (RG99DC1001S) sition can modify,

Describes THE DATA CONNECTION, an integrated
portfolio of tools designed to solve data access prob. CA-DISSPLA POCKET GUIDE, VERSION 11,0
lems, As the name suggests, THE DATA (QG99 DS llPIS)
CONNECTION buil&s connecting links between Teila-
graf and the many sources of data used to produce Is a compact reference that describes technical features
meaningful, up-to-date graphical presentations, THE and lists routine parameters for the Disspla Graphics
DATA CONNECTION consists of four tools, each of Software package, lt also Includes several device.
which solves a particular set of data acquisition, data dependent routines as well as DISSPOP postprocessor
analysis, or data management problems: FILE commands and directives, The organization of the
CONNECTION, REPORT CONNECTION, Guide is identical to the CA.DISSPLA User Manual.
EXTERNAL PROGRAM CONNECTION, and This document supersedes the CA.DISSPLA Pocket
DECISION SUPPORT CONNECTION, The reader Guide, Version 10.5.

should be familiar with the Tellagraf product, including
basic Tellagraf commands and files, This document
supersedes the Data Com, cction User's Guide, CA-DISSPLA USER MANUAL, VERSION 11,0

(RG 99 DS II01S)

CA.DISSPLA CODEBOOK: GUIDE TO Consists of two volumes that describe ali features com-

MAKING CA-DISSPLA CODEBOOK MASTERS ing with the base CA-Dlsspla package. These features
(QG 99 CB 10MMS) include subroutines that draw axes, curves, simple fig-

ures, text, three-dimensional axes, and many tools such

Describes the Codebook interactive option of Disspla as interpolation and blanking.
and the different Codebook files and subflles; explains

the individual processor commands and their parame- Volume I: The Basic Graphics System is divided into
ters; and shows how to use processor commands ten chapters, Chapter 1 provides a tutorial illustrating
together to get input, loop, test conditions (including how you can create a graphic, explains impommt CA-

new subfiles), and direct output. Readers should have Disspla concepts, conventional, and Fortran 66 and 77
a working knowledge of Disspla. concerns. Chapter 2 describes how to set up the plot

page and establish certain global parameters. Chapter
3 explains how to define and modify axis systems.

CA-DISSPLA CODEBOOK USER GUIDE Chapter 5 includes simple subroutines that draw
(RG 99 CII 1001S) straight lines and conic sections unrelated to physical

data. lt also describes headings, annotation, legends,
Describes the Codebook option of Disspla, its features character style, alphabets, line spacing and other text
and uses, and discusses Codebook terminology. This features. Chapter 7 provides subroutines that shade
document is for both novice and experienced Disspla specific or arbitrary areas and let you create continuous
users, tone imagen from pixel data. Chapter 8 explains the

CA-Disspla blanking system and provides several sub-
routines to u_ in addition to the automatic blanking

CA-DISSPLA FIRST FACTS, VERSION 11.0 subroutines. Chapter 9 describes three-dimensional
(QG 99 DS I IFFS) graphics, including three-dimensional axis setup, view-

ing, and three-dimensional curve-drawing. Chapter 10
Introduces novice users to the features of the CA- describes subroutines that can act on any CA-Disspla
Disspla graphics system. This document presents a feature.
variety of examples to show you how to generate
graphics. Each example is a working Fortran program Volume 2: Options de_ribes each of the options to
that produces the graphic show with the code. Wi_h CA-Disspla that your site may choose to license.
CA-Disspla, you cm_ produce line, bar, and pie charl.s; Options is divided into tour main _ctions. The "Pres-
Gantt charts and calendars; three-dimensional models entation Option" section describes the Business Fea-
of objects; multiple gra[,hs or pictures displayed with tures, Page Layout, and Shaded Fonts features. The
text; contour diagrams and _:artographic mapping; and "Productivity Option" section describes the Codebook,

Metafiles, and Dynamics features. The "Engineering
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Option" section describes the Mapping, Contouring, to ustng CA.Tellagraf vta commands, Volume 1 con-
Object Rendering, und CA.GKS features, The rains descriptions of the data-entry, chart-type, and
"Devices" sectton provtctesgeneral Information tbr pro. annotation commands--ali the commands you n_d for
duclng graphics on output ctevlces, Readers should day-to-day use, Volume 2 contatns Information you
have a worktng knowledge of Fortrtm, need less often (such us descrlptlons of files and oper-

atlng commands, chart-layout commands, Instruction-
string commands, and format commands),

CA-GRAPHICS CONNECTION USER GUIDE,
VERSION 1,0 (RG 04 GC 10UGS)

CA-TELLAGRAF MENUS PRIMER, RELEASE

Describes the CA-GraphicsConnection mainframesys- 1,5 (QG 99 TG 15MPS)
tem available for CMS users,

Provides an Introduction to CA-Tellagraf Menus and
defines many of the graphics terms and concepts that

CAL ASSEMBLER REFERENCE MANUAL, are used tn both CA-Tellagraf Menus and CA-
VERSION 2 (SR.2003) Tellugraf,

Is for experienced programmers, The Cray Assembler
Language (CAL) Assembler Version 2 allows you to CA.TELLAGRAF PRIMER (QG 99 TG 10PRS)
express symbolically ali hardware functions of a main-
frame for a Cray-2, Cray X-MP, or Cray-1 computer Provides the reader with a basic workifig knowledge of
system, This detatlcA and precise level of program- Tellagraf and ts current with Version 6,1, Chapter 1
mtng is especially helpful for tailoring programs to the describes how to use Tellagrafs btmic charting com-
architecture of a Cray mainframe and tbr writing pro- mands to make ltne, bar, pie, and word charts and
grams requiring cocleoptimized to the hardware, publication-quality tables wtth a step-by-step example

of each chart type, Chapter 2 explains how to use the
customizing comm_mdsin the CA.TELLAGRAF User's

CA.TELLAGRAF BRIEF: BULLETIN OF Manual and the Pocket Guide, The glossary includes
RELEASE INFORMATION ON many of the new words that you will learn in the Prim.

ENHANCEMENT FIXES, VERSION 6,1 er lessoxls,and the appendix is a compendium of cus-
(UD 99 TG 610BS) tomtzeA charts and the commands that produced them,

For in-depth information, you should also refer to the
Describes the new features that have been added and CA.TELLAGRAF User's Manual, This document
the software difficulties that have been corrected in superseclesTellagrafFirst Facts,
Tellagraf6,1 and 6,0, This clocument utxlates the CA.
"l'ellagrc_User's Manual.

CA.TELLAGRAF USER'S MANUAl,, VERSION
6.1 (RG 99 'rG 6101S)

CA.TELLAGRAF CGM B,R.I,E,F, llULLETIN OF
RELEASE INII_ORMATIONON Is a "how to draw" book. Illustrations, examples, and

I_'_NtiANCEMi_NTS/FIXES,VERSION 6,1 sample programs show the reader the benefits of com-
(UD 99 TG 61CGS) purer graphics, and more specifically, the simplicity of

using Tellagraf. Tellagraf is a versatile, flexible, and
Describes how to create a Computer Graphics Metafile conversational computer graphics system that produces

(CGM) file in Tellagraf, how to send the CGM file to a publication-quality charts and graphs. This document
printer, how to moclifythe file before printing, and how presents the capabilities of Tellagraf in detail'. Part A
to retrieve a CGM file into Tellagraf. presents a general overview of the system, and the

remainder of the document is a reference book that

presents each of the Tellagraf commands and options
"_ CA.TELLAGRAFCOMMAND REFERENCE in detail, This document supersedes the Tellagraf

MANUAl.,, RELI_ASI_7.0 (R199TG7001S) User's Manual,
i

Is a twe-volume document that is a completereference
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CENTER FOR ENERGY RESEARCH CF77 COMPILING SYSTEM, VOLUME 2:
COMPUTATION PROJECT REPORT FOR COMPILER MESSAGE MANUAL (SR.3072 5,0)

FY1988 (ANL/rM 465)
Lists ali messages issued by the compiling phase of the

Contains the flndtngs of the Center for Energy CF77 compiling system, Each mes_ge is followed by
Re.arch Computation (CERC) Project's first.year an expanded description of the problem and posstble
efforts, solutions, This d(x_umentsupersexles the CF77 Com.

piling System, Voh_me2; Compiler Message Manual
(SR-30724,0)

CENTRAL IBM SYSTEMS AT ARGONNE
NATIONAL LAIIORATOR¥

Cli77 COMPILING SYSTEM, VOLUME 31
Is a brochure that describes the central IBM systems VECTORIZATION GUIDE (SG.3073 5.{))
available at Argonne, This brochure supersedes the
December 1990brochure, Explains the use of vector processing with the CF77

comptUng system, The compiling system operates on
ali Cray Research computers and operatingsystems,

CENTRAL VAX COMPUTING AT ARGONNE
NATIONAL I.,ABORATORY

CF77 COMPILING SYSTEM, VOI.,UMi_41
Is a brochure that describes the central VAX cluster at PARALL,EL PROCESSING GUIDE (SG._74 5,0)
Argonne, This brochure supersedes the October 1990
brochure, Describes the CF77 compiling system, This document

defines and describes the Autotasking feature of ttle
CF77 compiling system, Autotasktng Is the automatic

"I'1-11_CERC REPORT: RESULTS OF TIlE CERC distribution of loop iterations to multiple processors,
PROJECT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR This d_ument supersedes the CF77 Compiling System,
ANL INSTITUTIONAl., STRATEGIES IN Volume 4: Parallel Processing Guide (SG-3074 4,0),
ADVANCED SCIENTIHC COMPUTING
(ANLfFM 475)

CHANGES AND ENtiANCEMENTS TO BASE

Describes the technical Investigations and results SASSOi,"I'WAREFORPERSONAI.,
obtained (luring the Center for Energy Research Com- COMPUTERS, RELEASE 6,03, SAS TECHNICAL
putatlon (CERC) Project at Argonne and contains color REPORT P.171 (1-55544.071.1
visualizations of major CERC projects, This document
also uses the Insights gained through this project into Describes the changes and enhancements in base SAS
the future of advanced scientific computing at Argonne software for Release 6,03, Significant changes and
and other national laboratories to identify strategies enhancements encompass seven major areas: the SAS
that will help to position Argonne as a leading center of Display Manager System (a full screen editor with
computational science and advanced computing, three new windows and cut-and-paste features); Cata-

log Conversion (users must convert catalogs created
under Release 6,01 to 6,03 format); Compatibility Fea-

CF77 COMPIHNG SYSTEM, VOLUME 1: tures (PRINTTO, DO OVER, and INPUT statements
FORTRAN REFERENCE MANUAL (SR.3071 5,0) allow users software compatibility with earlter versions

of SAS); General Processing (Includes greater flexibilt-
Is a reference manual tbr the Fortran compiler that is ty in routing output, error handling, and expanded
part of the CF77 compiling system, The compiling memory servlces); Changes in the DATA Step (new

7 system operates on ali Cray Research computers and features include arrays, delimiters, ten new functions
operating systems, This document supersedes the for financial statistics, etc,); Changes to DATA and

i CF77 Compiling System, Volume I: Fortran Refer. PROC Step Features (macro features have been greatly
ence Manual (SR-30714,0), enhanced); and New Procedures (includes CATALOG,

COMPARE, PRIN'I'I'O, etc,),
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CHOOSING TIlE RIGHT CtlART COMPUTATIONAl., SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING ,kT ARGONNE NATIONAL

Helps you avoid Ix_orly deslgnc,d computer graph- I'_,A:I_ORA'rORY
los,While computer graphics hardware and software arc
now becoming widely available In business and gev- Is a brochure ttmt de_rtlx,,s a tbwof the ways Inwhich
eminent, many computer-generated graphics fall to Argonne computational research Is opening up new
illustral_ graphically or communicate clearly, Such vistas of our physical world,
l_r design results directly from the fact that program.
mers, researchers, managers or clerical staff, with little
or no ibrmal training In graphic design, prepare many THE COMPUTING AND
computer graphics, When faced with a request to TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
"make a chart," they often use the "default"styles and SOFTWARE LIBRARY (ANL/rM 463)
designs available from computer graphics packages,
Programmers with little experience In graphics design Explains the policies and procedures of the CTD Soft-
have developed many of these "defaults," This docu- wtu_ Library, These poUcte.':and procedures are neces.
ment wtll make you more aware of appropriate charts sary to preserve the software documentation and the
antistyles tbr nmxhnun_communication, Laboratory's investment in software, This technical

memorandum serves as a practical guide for managers,
supervisors, progr_unmers,analysts, and other data pro-

CLASS NOTES li'OR A PL/I COURSE cesslng personnel who need to consult the documenta.
(ANL.76-70) tton or use the software available in the Software

Library,
Consists oi' notes for a course in Programming
l._mgtmge/I(PL/I), They might serve as a gutde to eth-
ers who are developing a course, and Indeed as class CONTINUOUS SYSTI_M MODELING
notes for that course, They might be useful tt,_a text- PROGRAM III AND GRAPtllC FEATURE
bc×)kIndependent of any course; as such a textbook, GENERAL INFORMATION (GHI9-7000)
however, they are not self.contained because of the
built-in assumption that they will supplement lectures Describes the Continuous Simulation Modeling Pro.
und accompany documents, Very new,fly the full hre. gram (CSMP) III, an IBM program product that aids
guage ts taught here, with the emphasis on concepts development and execution of simulation models for
rather than practical details, The unorthodox order in continuously changing systems repre_nted by dlflbr-
which concepts are ixitrodttcedis the ctellberate tnven, ential _tuattons, CSMP III is a significant extension of
tton of the author, One effect of this organization is the the previously available System/360 CSMP, lt offers a
complete avoidance of any discussion of Input/output model-building language based on and including the
(I/O) until roughly the midpoint of the course, These widely acceptextFortran IV language, a broad selection
notes should provide students with an enhanced pcr. of formats for displaying or tabulating simulation
ception and understanding of the many concepts and results, a symbolic library system for storing _md
their logical relatitmshtps, retrieving models anti commuldy used routines, and an

optional graphic feature that dramatically rexlucesmod-
el development time by providing interaction between

(2MS AT ANl, (ANI.,/'I'M423, REVISION 2) man and machine at ali stages of the simulation pro-
cess,

Ix an ANL supplement to IBM Virtual Machine/System
Procluct(VM/SP) technical _]ocumentationon VM/SP,
In most instances it serves as the single repository for CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING
VM/SP policy and enhancements at Argonne National PROGRAM Ill (CSMP III) OPERATIONS GUIDE
Laboratory, When appropriate, tt points to material (SH19-7002)
available iu other documents; it dees not ordinarily
duplicate information awdlable in vendor documenta- Contains information and procedures that enable the
tion or tn other CTD technical memoranda, This docu. reader to retrieve mavhine-readable material from the
meat supersedes CMS at ANL (ANL/FM 423, basic dtstributioh tape, to crez_tethe required system
REVISION 1), load modules, to incorporate frequently used proce-

dures into the operating system (es) procedure library,
and to execute the supplied sample model, lt also
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describes how to modify the CSMP III source and CRAY RESEARCtl, INC. SILVER BINDER
object modules to butld the modified system, to back PRIMER (i,5 INCH)
tip such a modified system, and to maintain the CSMP
III Symbolic Llbrtu'ydataset, Is a 1,5.1nchsliver btnder lhr the Cray prtmer; tt con-

talns no written material,

CRAY C REFERENCE MANUAL (SR.2024D)
CRAY STANDARD C PROGRAMMER'S

Summarizes the chm'acterlstlcs of the C language and REFERENCE MANUAL (SR.2074 3,t})
describes the differences between the Cray C Imple-
mentation on the wtrlous Cray computer systems, Describes the Cray Standard C features and summa-
Readers should have a working knowledge of the C rtzes Cray-specific details of the American National
programming language and the Unlx-Ba_d Cray Oper- Standards Institute (ANSI) standard C language, Read-
ating System (UNICOS), This document supersedes ers should have a working knowledge of the C pro-
the Cray C Reference Manual (SR-2024), grammlng language and the Unix-Based Cray Opcrat.

Ing System (UNICOS), This document superseales the
Cray Standard C Programmer's Reference Manual

CRAY COMPUTING AT ARGONNE NATIONAl., (SR-2074),
LABORATORY

Is a brochure that describes the Unix-Based Cray Oper- CRAY Y-MP, CRAY X.MP, AND CRAY.I C
attng System (UNICOS) environment at Argonne, LIBRARY REFERENCE MANUAL (SR.0136C)
This brochure supersedes the October 1990brochure,

Describes the C library routines available with the Cray
Operating System (COS) and the Unix-Based Cray

CRAY REt;EARCH, INC, SILVER BINDER Operating System (UNICOS), running on a Cray
(1 INCH) X-MP or Cray-I computer system. This document is a

reference manual for COS and UNICOS programmers,
Is a l-inch silver binder for Cray documentation; it lt assumes the reader has a worktng knowledge of
contains no written material, COS, UNICOS, or the Unix operating system,

CRAY RESEARCH, INC. SILVER BINDER CTD INFORMATION PACKET
(1.5INCrl)

Describes the mission, equipment and services, avail-
Is a 1,5.inch silver binder for Cray documentation; it ability, history, and organization of CTD history at
contains no written material, Argonne National Laboratory,

CRAY RESEARCH, INC. SILVER BINDER CTD SOFTWARE LIBRARY MAINTENANCE
(2 INCH) TOOLS FOR MIS SOFTWARE (ANL/TM 468)

Is a 2-inch silver binder for Cray documentation; it Describes ANL computing policy for ensuring proce-
contains no written material, dural consistency and systems protection on the design,

writing, and modification of program master libraries
by the CTD Software Librarian or by Management

CRAY RESEARCH, INC, SILVER BINDER Information Systems (MIS) analysts, This document
(3 INCIt) supersedes Computing Services Software Library Pro-

gram Maintenance Tools,for Information Systems Sec-
Is a 3-inch silver binder for Cray documentation; it tion Software (ANL/I'M 443).
contains no written material,
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CTD WRITING AND EDITING STANDARDS DFSORT APPLICATION PROGRAMMING

(ANL/TM 487) GUIDE, RELEASE 11 (SC33-4035-14)

Provides information that will help writers produce bet- Is for programmers who wish to ,;on or merge files
ter documents consistent with CTD standards in less with the DFSORT (Data Facility Sort) Program Prod-
time. This document offers good advice for CTD writ- uct. To use this document, you should have a basic

ers, specifics approved generic Script files for format- understanding of OS/VS and its job control language
ting documents in standard departmental formats, (JCL). Using this document, you will be able to pre-

establishes the publication processes for CTD publica- pare ali the input necessary to perform a son or merge.
tions, and provides explanations and examples of spe- You will also be able to link yota"own routines to
cial usage conventions. This document supersedes DFSORT to perform such services as altering, deleting,
Computing Services Writing and Editing Standards or inserting records as they are being sorted or merged.
(ANL/TM 429, REVISION 'i).

DISASTER RECOVERY PLAN FOR

CUECHART SrENCIL MAKER'S GUIDE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS (ANL/TM 456,
REVISION 1)

Helps the Tellagraf user modify the Cuechart standard
stencils and prepare new custom stencils. The "stencil" Is Volume I of three volume_;. On,ly this volume is
contains both Tellagraf commands to produce a basic printed as a technical memorandum. Volume I
chart and Cuechart commands that contain prompting describes the organization and responsibilities of the
information. The "stencil" is the key to the flexibility recovery teams and includes procedure;s for recovery in
and expandability of the Cuechart system, lt is called the event of a disaster. The three volumes of the Plan
the "Cuechart" when the user looks through the Cue- represent a fully workable disaster recovery plan for
chart User's Guide to select a particular chart style and service disruptions that last more than three days. This
to determine the CHART-lD, document supersedes the Disaster Recovery Plan for

Administrative Systems (ANL/TM 456).

DATA PHYSICIAN PLUS! COMPUTER VIRUS

i PROTECTION SYSTEM DISINFECTANT V2.8

a Is a document and a diskette with two kinds of virus Is a 3 1/2-inch diskette for the Apple Macintosh com-
scanning programs: RESSCAN (a memory-resident puters that can detect and cure the following viruses:

4 program to scan for viruses) and VirHUNT (a disk- Scores, nVIR, INIT 29, ANTI, MacMag, WDEF, ZUC,
resident program to identify/remove viruses). You can MDEF, Frankie, CDEF, MBDF, INIT 1984, and
use these programs with IBM PCs; IBM XTs; IBM CODE 252.
ATs, or compatibles having a flexible disk drive, 256K,ll

available RAM, mid DOS 2.0 or higher.
DISTRIBUTION OF MATHEMATICAL
SOFTWARE VIA ELECTRONIIC MAIL

DESIGN IDEAS USING TABLES (ANL/MCS-TM-48)
ai

Assumes that the reader already knows how to use Tel- Explains how to use the netlib server--a Unix network
lagraf to create computer graphics. Published by the service that makes a large collection of public domain
Integrated Software Systems Corporation (ISSCO), this mathematical software available through electronic
document explains how to use the Tables language to mail.
produce a new type of chart (the table) with considera-
ble flexibility (e.g, with such features as columns of
numbers, bars, annotations, and interstitial lines). DM USER'SGUIDE
Tables can accommodate the traditional types of tables,

._ but it also allows for considerable creativity. Most Describes how to use the Directory Management Utili-
_- users will want to use this document as a reference ty to manage, clean up, and work with your files and

i__ guide by looking at the many examples a,d nunpu,g........ u_,":.................,.,.,w,_ _,_u,.,,_,..
_, selected specifications for inclusion in their own tables.

_

|
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DO LOOP TRANSFORMING TOOLS what the networks are, their size, and where they are
located. The appendixes provide more details about

Is an overview of three transformation tools contribut- the different networks. This document supersedes

ed to the Toolpack/1 tool collection. The First tool Electronic Mail at ANL (ANL/TM 431, REVISION 1).
unrolls out DO loops, the second condenses sequences
of inner DOs in unrolled outer DOs into single DO

loops together with assignment statements, and the EXPERT SYSTEMS TOOLS AND
third combines sequences of assignment statements APPLICATIONS (0-471-83950-7)
resulting from the action of the first two tools. Acting
in concert with one another and with other Toolpack/l Is about expert systems and how they are changing the
tools, these tools transform certain classes of Fortran business world. The term expert systems describes a

DO nests that typically occur in linear algebra soft- whole set of concepts, procedures, and techniques that
ware. The effect is to improve the performance of such enable business people to use computers in a variety of
software on vector machines by reducing the number valuable ways. In essence, expert systems techniques
of words transferred between memory and the vector enable computers to assist people in analyzing and
registers. The paper emphasizes features of the Tool- solving complex problems that can be stated only in
pack tool-writing environment that are employed in verbal terms. This document has four sections. The
writing such transformation tools. This paper is avail- first section provides an overview of the expert systems
able through the Mathematics and Computer Science market as it stood at the beginning of 1987. The sec-
Division (extension 2-7222). ond section discusses in detail several expert system

building tools. The third section presents an overview
of the expert systems development process. The fourth

ELECTRONIC MAIL AT ANL (ANL/TM 431, section provides a catalog that describes most of the

REVISION 2) fielded expert systems applications (at the beginning of

1987). This document focuses on the immediate com-
Discusses (1) concepts, issues, and commands basic to mercial benefits to be derived from the existing genera-
electronic mail and (2)capabilities and limitations of tion of expert systems.

electronic mail systems at ANL, with emphasis on
communication through BITnet. This document con-
rains five chapters and seventeen appendixes. Chapter FORMS DESIGN REFERENCE GUIDE FOR
1 explains how electronic mail may benefit you and THE IBM 3800 PRINTING SUBSYSTEM
answers many basic questions about this communica- (GA26-1633)
tions system, lt defines electronic mail, compares it
with conventional mail and telephone communication, Provides necessary information for those responsible
lists the benefits electronic mail users enjoy, and famil- for the design of forms and the preparation of overlay
iarizes readers with the electronic mail universe acces- negatives used by the IBM 3800 Printing Subsystem.

sible to Argonne. Chapter 2 defines three electronic
mail concepts: (1)addresses, (2)networks, and
(3) gateways, lt 'also explains how to find electronic FORTRAN (Cirl')REFERENCE MANUAL
mail addresses, how to communicate electronically (SR-0009-M)

when at home or travelling, and how systems format
electronic mail files. Chapter 3 explains how users Is for Cray Fortran programmers who have a working
send electronic mail through the electronic mail sys- knowledge of the Fortran programming language. The

terns at Argonne. Structured descriptions of each mail Cray Fortran Compiler translates Fortran language
system provide answers to basic questions on how to statements into Cray Assembly Language programs
use each system. Chapter 4 describes the three major that make effective use of the Cray X-MP and Cray-1

Laboratory-wide electronic mail networks at Argonne-- computer systems. The document explains the Cray
Network Job Entry (NJE), the Digital Equipment Cor- Fortran language in its entirety and describes the relat-
poration network (DECnet), and the Transmission Con- ed characteristics of the Cray Operating System (COS)
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/lP)--and their and the Unix-Based Cray Operating System (UNICOS)

connections. Chapter 5 describes which networks and where applicable.
network gateways are available to Argonne electronic
mail users. This chapter provides such information as

!
!
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FORTRAN 90 EXPLAINED (0-19-853772-7) Fortran,and a graphics tool for studying memory
access patterns of algorithms. This paper is available

Is a complete reference work. The first chapter sets out through the Mathematics and Computer Science Divi-
the background to the work on the new standard. Th_ sion (extension 2-7222).
following nine chapters describe Fortran 90 less its
redundant and obsolescent features. Some knowledge
of programming concepts, although not necessarily of GUIDE TO COMPUTER PROTECTION AT ANL
Fortran 77, is assumed. (ANL/TM 413)

Is for those persons who are responsible for certain
FUNPACK--A PACKAGE OF SPECIAL kinds of sensitive applications, sensitive data, or a
FUNCTION SUBROUTINES (TM 385) computer that processes sensitive applications or sensi-

tive data. To determine whether the applications, data,
Describes FUNPACK, a modest systematized collec- or computer for which you are responsible is sensitive,
tion of machine specific special function Fortran pro- contact the appropriate Computer Protection Represen-

grams prepared under the NATS (National Activity to tative who coordinates the sensitive applications and
Test Software) project. Versions exist only for large- computer protection for your division, program, or
scale IBM, Control Data Corporation (CDC), and Uni- department. The parts of this document that you find
vac computing systems. The package includes subrou- relevant will depend on your responsibilities to protect
tines to evaluate certain Bessel functions, complete unclassified but sensitive information. (Note that this
elliptic integrals, exponential integrals, Dawson's inte- document does not cover the procedures for protecting
gral, and the psi function with secondary entries for classified information.) Chapter 2 summarizes the
exponential scaling or alternative arguments where responsibilities for administering Argonne National
appropriate. The package also includes a versatile Laboratory's policy on the protection of computerized
error-monitoring routine, unclassified sensitive information and suggests a plan

for executing the policy. Chapter 3 describes the man-
agement control process for verifying compliance with

GETTING STARTED WITH FORTRAN 77 the Argonne policy. Chapters 4 through 7 define the
major areas addressed by the policy and gives you

Describes the Fortran 77 computer language. Fortran guidelines for complying with the policy in these major
77 is the current Fortran standard used by ali computer areas.
vendors. This document is for a beginning student.

GUIDE TO COMPUTING AT ANl., (ANL/TM 336,
GNU EMACS MANUAL REVISION 2)

Documents the use and simple customizing of the Provides a general overview of the central computing
Emacs editor, Version 18. This document is primarily facilities for those interested in using those computers
a reference manu',.d,but it can also be used as a prin_ler, at Argonne National Laboratory. This information will

assist you in selecting the computer, system, network,
and software with which you can do your work most

GNU EMACS REFERENCE CARD efficiently. This document supersedes Guide to Com-

puting at ANL (ANL/TM 336, REVISION 1).
Summarizes the commands for the Emacs editor, Ver-
sion 18.

GUIDE TO REPORTING TIME IN THE
FINANCIAL INFORMATION SYSTEM AT ANL

GRAPHICS TOOLS FOR DEVELOPING (ANL/TM 414)
HIGH-PERFORMANCE ALGORITHMS

(MCS-P28-1288) Describes the operation of a new system with which
the full cost recovery service centers of the Laboratory

Discusses two tools that aid in the development of par- report employee time, whether the time is charged to
allel algorithms for parallel computers. The tools are another organb,.ation or to an internal function. Most
SCHEDULE. which orovides an environment for service centers of the Laboratory currently reporti
developing and analyzing new parallel algorithms in

| -38-
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employee time to the Financial Information System Conversational Monitor System (CMS) and Wylbur
(FIS) via time cards or time sheets, which are routed to users and to submit jobs to the Multiple Virtual Storage
the Data Entry group of the Administrative Data Pro- (MVS) batch system at CTD. This document

cessing Operations, where the time records are keyed, supersedes the Friendly Neighborhood Computer
With this new system, the service center assumes pri- Project: Extension of the IBM NJE Network to DEC
mary responsibility for the keying and management of VAX Computers (ANL/FM 383).

time charges. The system provides these benefits to
the service center: a choice of period and month-end

boundary, printed time sheets with history of charges GUIDE TO VMS FILES AND DEVICES
(thus fewer rejected charges), and computer-readable (AA.LA06A-TE)
files of current and prior charges for analysis.

Describes some of the routine tasks that general users
perform on files and devices. This document is for ali

GUIDE TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS AT ANL general users.

(ANL/TM 422)

Provides an overview of ANL's telecommunication A GUIDEBOOK TO FORTRAN ON
resources and services. These telecommunication SUPERCOMPUTERS(0-12-444760-0)
resources and services connect ANL-East and ANL-

West with Universities, other national laboratories, and Explains in detail both the underlying architecture of

government departments and agencies in the United today's supercomputers and the manner by which a
States and abroad. These resources and services compiler maps Fortran code onto that architecture.

encompass voice, data, radio, public address, and alarm Most important, the constructs preventing full opti-
systems. This document also covers CTD procedures mizations are outlined, and specific strategies for
that are part of the decision-making process involved in restructuring a program are provided, lt is assumed
fulfilling communications requirements. This docu- that the reader has a working knowledge of Fortran and
ment is the primary source of information on ANL tele- that the reader's principal programming experience has
communications, been on the classical "von Neumann" machines:

sequential, scalar processors.

GUIDE TO USING VMS COMMAND

PROCEDURES (AA.LAI1A.TE) GUIDELINES FOR DOCUMENT DESIGNERS
(400-78.0043)

Presents key concepts and techniques for developing

command procedures with the Virtual Address Complements CTD Writing and Editing Standards
Extension/Virtual Memory System (VAX/VMS) Digi- (ANL/FM 487). This desktop reference guide provides
ml Command Language (DCL). Many examples, guidelines and principles for making public documents
including examples of complete command procedures, easier to readand understand. The National Institute of
demonstrate applications of the concepts and tech- Education produced this document specifically for pro-
niques discussed. The examples include elementary, fessionals who must write a great deal in their jobs but
advanced, and complex command procedures. This are not trained writers.
document supersedes Guide to Using DCL and Com-
mand Procedures on VAX/VMS (AA-Y501A-TE).

GUIDELINES FOR USING TltE AMDLIB) IMSL,
AND NAG MATIIEMATICAL SOFFWARE

GUIDE TO VAX/VMS NJE NETWORKING AT LIBRARIES AT ANL (ANL-81-73)

ANL (ANL/TM 444)
Summarizes the numerical software subroutines in the

Describes how to implement, operate, and use the Applied Mathematics Division Subroutine Library

Network Job Entry (NJE) emulator. The NJE emulator (AMDLIB), the International Mathematical and Statis-
consists of locally written software that allows Digital tical Libraries, Inc. (IMSL), and the Numerica Algor-
Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX computers using ithms Group, Ltd. (NAG) mathematical libraries. This
the Virtual Memory System (VMS) to participate in an document discusses 17 numerical analysis subjects and
IBM NJE network. The NJE emulator permits lists the appropriate subroutines available in the three

i VAX/VMS users to interlace with the iBM
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libraries for solving each type of problem, with our rec- IBM BASIC APPLICATION PROGRAMMING:
ommendations for particular types of applications, The SYSTEM SERVICES (SC26.4028)

appendixes discuss the organiT,ations of the three librar-
ies and the methods awfilable for accessing particular Is for Basic application programmers who need IBM
subroutines in each library, Basic specific guide and reference material to run IBM

Basic programs under VM/SP CMS, The first chapter
gives guidance information on how to use IBM Basic

HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL WRITING, effectively in CMS, with explanations and examples of
TtlIRD EDITION (0.312.35810-5) CMS commands useful with IBM Basic. The second

chapter gives reference information; it lists CP and

Contains much new and updated information on Eng- CMS commands used most often by the Basic pro-

lish grammar, usage, style, format, and writing proce- grammer, This document discusses options relevant to
dures (planning, research, outlining, and methods of Basic.
development), C'ID Writing and Editing Standards
(ANL/TM 487) recommends this book as a comple-
mentary reference guide, This book provides informa- IBM BASIC LANGUAGE REFERENCE
tion on and exanlples of various kinds of technical (GC26-4026-2)

communication--reports, proposals, instructions, speci-
fications, job descriptions, letters, and memoranda, lt Provides reference material on the IBM Basic Ian-
is especially helpl'ul as a desktop reference because it guage, lt presents definitions and examples of IBM
offers four means of access to information, (1) lt is Basic statements and commands, Readers should have

organized alphabetically so that you can go immediate- some knowledge of the Basic language, This docu-
ly to the topic you need, (2) lt contains an index that ment supersedes the IBM BASIC Language Reference
includes not only terms actually used in the alphabeti- (GC26-4026).
cai entries but _dso common synonyms for those terms.

(3) lt contains a "Tc_pical Key to the Alphabetical
Entries" that groups entries into more general catego- IBM BASIC PROGRAMMING GUIDE
ries so that you can more easily see relationships (SC26..4027-2)
among entries. (4) It ofl'ers "Five Steps to Successful
Writing," a brief review ot' the writing process that Describes how to use IBM Basic to design, develop,
includes page references to pertinent entries, test, and run programs in the Basic language, lt 'also

provides guidance for using IBM Basic to develop
Basic programs. Readers should have some knowledge

HIGliLIGHTS OF SPEAKEASY, EPSILON of lhc Basic language. This document supersedes the
IBM BASIC Programming Guide (SC26-4027).

Describes Speakeasy IV Epsilon, which is an enhanced
version of the 1985 Delta release of Speakeasy IV.
This document includes ch'mges and new features in IBM BINDER FOR PROFS DOCUMENTS

Spe_lkeasy IV Delta+ and supplements the Speakeasy (SB30-0480)
IV Reference Manual.

Is a binder for IBM Professional Office System

(PROFS) documentation; it contains no written materi-
iilSTORIAN PLUS USER'S MANUAl., al.

Describes how to use the Historian Plus Software Con-

trol System. This system is a software package that IBM C LANGUAGE MANUAL (SC09-I128-01)
enables you to store and update an entire collection of
source materials (called a library) while it keeps track Describes the C programming language and associated

of ali changes you make to that library, The system C library for the System/370 architecture running
executes in batch or interactive mode and provides a CMS, MVS, or MVS/XA. lt serves as a reference

means for transporting libraries across machine bound., guide for programmers writing programs in the C Ian-
aries. Anyone who has a computerized collection of guage. Readers should have a working knowledge of
information that needs to be changed from time to time programming fundamentals.

can profitably use Historian Plus and this document.
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IBM INTERACTIVE SYSTEM PRODUCTIVITY IBM OS/VS COBOL COMPILER AND LIBRARY
FACILITY/PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE (SC28-6483-2)

FACILITY VERSION 2 RELEASE 3 FOR MVS
EDrr AND EDIT MACROS (SC34-4121-00) Provides the necessary information to enable program,

, mers to compile, ltnkedtt, and execute or to compile

Describes (1) how to use the Program Development and load OS/VS Cobol Compiler and Library Progrtuns
Facility (PDF), (2) how to write edit macros, (3) sam- under the control of the IBM Operating System, The
pie CLIST and program edit macros, (4) error handling Cobol language is described in IBM VS Cobol for
and edit macro testing, and (5) the edit line, primary, OS/VS (GC26.3857), which is a co-requisite of this
and macro commands available for the Interactive Sys- document, This document supersedes IBM OS/VS

tem Productivity Facility (ISPF)/PDF, This document Cobol Compiler and Library Programming
is for application and system programmers who devel- (SC28-6483-1),

op and/or use the PDF editor and edit macro instruc-
tions. Users should be familiar with coding CLISTs or

programs in the MVS environment. IBM PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SYSTEM QUICK
GUIDE (SX20-2396)

L,

IBM INTERACTIVE SYSTEM PRODUCTIVITY Applies only to use of PROFS on IBM 3270-type ter-
FACILITY/PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT mtnals. This document summarizes how to schedule

FACILITY VERSION 2 RELEASE 3 FOR MVS appointments, review the in-basket, search and retrieve

GUIDE (SC34-4118-00) documents, send a message or note, prepare a docu-
ment, file documents, alternate the function menu, han-

Provides int'ormation about using PDF, including die the maillog, and check the mail status. For further

(1) introductory information, (2) library and dataset details, refer to the PROP'S User's Guide.
information, (3) using the PDF options,

(4) understanding the output listing formats,
(5) examples of character translation tables, (6) lists of IBM SYSTEM/370 AND 4300 PROCESSOR
abbreviations, (7)descriptions of allocation datasets, BIBLIOGRAPHY (GC20.0001-3)
and (8) descriptions of the SuperC program. This doc-
ument is for application programmers using the Describes technical publications that document
ISPF/PDF. machine components, System Control Programming

(SCP) and Selectable Units, DB/DC and system sup-

port licensed programs, and other supplementary infor-
IBM tS FORTRAN IV (H EXTENDED) motion (e.g., forms and PTF listings). Those who plan
COMPII.,ER PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE for, install, program, or operate an IBM System/370 or

(SC28-6852) 4300 processor should use this bibliography. Features
and kinds of information included are titles and

De_ribes the steps to compile, linkedit, and execute a abstracts with page counts, clustering and sequencing

Fortran IV program using the Fortran IV (H Extended) of items by title, second listing in order-number
compiler, an IBM Program Product that operates under sequence with subject codes explained and indexed,
the control of the operating system, This document specific page look-up by program acronym, description
details the methods of invoking eachstep, input to the of selectable unit publications and their distribution,

steps, and output from the steps. In addition, this docu- current status of the publications listed with TNLs,
ment discusses compiler options, features of the operat- SLSS publication profiles used in distribution with an

ing system used by the Forl,'an programmer, and prac- explanation of these profiles, and details on order num-
tices for coding more efficient Fortran programs. This bets (including pseudonumbers). For System/370 pub-
document is for programmers familiar with the Fortran lications on industry systems and licensed application
IV language. Previous knowledge of the operating sys- programs, refer to IBM System370 and 4300 Proces-
tem is not necessary. Information in this publication sors: Bibliography of Industry Systems and Applica-
about OS/VS2 is for planning purposes until that prod- tions Programs (GC20-0370-2).
uct is available.
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IBM SYSTEM/370 AND 4300 PROCESSORS: Fortran library and of the interpretation and conversion
ilIIILIOGRAPllY ()ii' INDUSTRY SYSTEMS subroutines necessary for formatted input and output,

AND APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS The Optimization Enhancement requires no changes to
(GC20.0370.2) Fortran source programs and generally results in object

program_ that run faster than those executed under the

Describes technical publications needed by those who Standard Fortran H Extended compiler and library,
plan for, install, program, or operate industry systems The amount of improvement varies from program to
and licensed application programs for System/370 and program and from one System/370 model to another,
43(X) Processors, Industry (sub)systems covered are In general, the larger programs on larger systems
the IBM 3600 Finance Communlcatlon System, the obtain the bestresults,
IBM 3730 Distributed Office Communication System,
and ali others (including the IBM 3790 Communication

System), Licensed programs included are ali complet- IBM SYSTEM/370: PRINCIPLES OF
ed applications running under System/370 or 4300 Pro- OPERATION (GA22-7000)
cessor programming (or under Type I programming if
for System/370 or 4300 Processors only), Completed Provides, for reference purposes, a detailed definition
applic.'tttons are those for spectfi_ industries such as of the machine functions performed by System/370,
fin_mce, insurance, or manufacturing and those applica- This document describes each function to the level of

ble to many industries, Features and the kinds of Infor- detail that must be understood to prepare an assembly
mation included are title and .'d_stracts with page language program that relies on that function, lt does

counts, clustering and sequencing ,,1 _t,:J, 1-_ytitle, sec- not, however, describe the notation and conventions
ond listing in order-number sequence v, subject that the user should employ in preparing such a pro-
codes explained and indexed, SlX_cificpage lot_k-up by gram, The user must instead refer to the appropriate
program acronym, latest editions of publications listed assembly language documtmt. This document provides
with TNLs, SLSS publication profiles used in dlstribu- information principally for use by assembly language
tion with an explanation of these profiles, and details programmers, although anyone concerned with func-
on order numbcrs (including pseudonumbers), For tional details of System/370 will find it useful. Note

System/370 machine components, support program- that this document is a reference document and is not
ruing, DB/DC, and suppleme_ita_'y information, refer to an introduction or a textbook for System/370. lt
the H3M System370 and 4.700 Processor Bibliography assumes the reader has a basic knowledge of data-
(GC20-0001..3). processing systems, and, specifically, the System/370,

which can be obtained from the Introduction to IBM

Data Processing Systems (GC20-1684) and the IBM
IBM SYS i LM/370 EXTENDED System370 System Sumrru_ry (GA22-7001). The inh_r-

ARCHITECTUI,_I_: PRINCIPLES OF mation presented in this document is grouped into 14
OPERATION (SA22.7085. I) chapters and several appendixes. The major Iopics pre-

sented include Control, Dynamic Address Translation

Provides, for rel'er¢'.ncc l)urposcs, a detailed definition Interruptions, Multiprocessing, System Control Instruc-
of the machine l'tmctions l_erformed by systems operat- tion, General Instructions, Decimal Instructions, Float-
ing in the System/370 extended-architecture (370-XA) ing Point Instructions, Machine-Check Handling,
mode. Input/Output Operations, and System Console,

r _ oIBM SYSTEM/370 FORTRAN H EXTENDED IBM SYS IFEM/370. REFERENCE SUMMARY

OPTIMIZATION ENitANCEMENT PROGRAM (GX20-1850)
DESCRIIrl'ION AND OI'ERA'i'OR'S MANUAl.,

(SH20-2100) Is primarily for use by System/370 assembler language
programmers, lt contains basic machine information

Contains reference information for the IBM on Models 115 through 168 summarized from theIBM

System/370 Fortran H Extended Optimization System370: Principles of Operation (GA22-7000),
Enhancement. The Optimization Enhancement pro- frequently used information in VS and VM Assembler
vides a higher level of Ol_timization for the compilation Language (GC33-4010), command codes for various
of Fortran language source programs into executable I/O devices, and a multi-code translation table.

object programs, lt also provides faster versions of the
most commonly used mathematical subroutines in the

l '°
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IBM TRANSMISSION CONTROL IBM VIRTUAL MACHINE FACILITY/370:
PROTOCOL/INTERNET COMMAND GLOSSARY AND MASTER INDEX (GC20-1813)

REFERENCE MANUAL (GC09-1204-02)
Provides guidance to the VM/370 library in three ways,

Describes the commands used when working with the The glossary defines terms particular to VM/370 that

program called Transmission Control Protocol/Internet are not included in the IBM Data Processing Glossary
Protocol (TCP/lP) lhr VM, This document assumes (GC20-1699), The master index directs u_rs to tile
the user is familiar with VM, the IBM Control Program VM/370 documents that contain the information need-

(CP), the IBM Conversational Monitor System (CMS), ed. The command and operand summaries direct users
and their commands, to the publications that document each of the com-

mands and operands available to VM/370 users.

, IBM TSO EXTENSIONS VERSION 2 COMMAND
REFERENCE (SC28-1881-3) IBM VIRTUAL MACHINE FACILITY/370:

INTRODUCTION (GC20-1800)

De_ribes the syntax and function of the commands
and subcommands of the TSO/E command language Introduces VM/370 anct is for anyone who is interested
and Session Manager, lt provides only reference in VM/370, However, the reader should have a basic
material and assumes you are experienced in the use of understanding of IBM data processing. VM/370 (Vir-

TSO_ and Session Manager. The two sections in this tual Machine/370) is a System Control Program (SCP)
document are "TSO/E Commands and Subcommands" that tailors the resources anti capabilities of a single
and "Session Manager Commands," This document System/370 computer to provide concurrent users their

super_des the OS/VS2 TSO Command Language Ref- own unique (virtual) machine. VM/370 consists of a
erence (GC28-0646-4). Control Program (CP), which manages the real com-

puter, a Conversational Monitor System (CMS), which
is a general-purpose conversational time-sharing sys-

IBM TS()EXTENSIONS VERSION 2 USER'S tem that executes in a virtual machine, a Remote

GUIDE (SC28-1880-2) Spooling Communications Subsystem (RSCS), which
spools files to and from _eographically remote loca-

Is a general guide for using Time Sharing Option tions, and an Interactive Problem Control System
Extensions (TSO/E). lt expands the concepts and basic (II'CS), which provides problem analysis and manage-
tasks that are presented in the TSO/E Version 2 Primer. ment facilities. The first section of this document is an

Anyone who uses TSO/E should read this book to learn introduction; it describes what VM/370 can do. The
more about TSO/E in relation to command usage and second, third, and fourth sections describe CP, CMS,

dataset management. The four sections in this docu- and RSCS, respectively. The appendixes include infor-
ment are "General TSO/E Functions," "Using Data mation about system requirements and related VM/370

Sets," "Running a Program," and "Changing the Way documents for CMS Users. This document is a prereq-
You Use TSO/E." This document supersedes the uisite for the VM/370 system library.
OS/VS2 "ISO Terminal User's Guide (GC28-0645-4).

IBM VIRTUAL MACitlNE HBRARY BINDER

IBM VIRTUAL MACHINE FACILITY/370: (SX24-5129)
DIRECTORY MAINTENANCE GUIDE FOR

GENERAL USERS (SC20-1839) Is a binder for IBM documentation; it contains no
printed material.

Is for the VM/370 system general user who needs to

modify control statements in his own directory entry.
The changes that he can affect are restricted to those IBM VIRTUAL MACHT'NE/EXTENDED
that do not involve system resources. All other chang- ARCHITECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA

es must be requested from the System Administrator. SP, RELEASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: CMS
PRIMER (SC23-0368-0)

Teaches you how to do your work by using the Virtual
Machine_xtended Architecture System Product

(VM/XA SP) system and a display terminal.
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IBM VIRTUAl., MACHINE/EXTENDED IBM VIRTUAL MACiIINE/EXTENDED
ARCltlTECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA ARCHrI'ECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA

Sl', RELEASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: CMS SP, RELEASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: SYSTEM
PRIMER SUMMARY OF COMMANDS PRODUCT EDITOR USER'S GUIDE

(SC23-0421.0) , (SC23-0373.0)

Is a card that summarizes ali of file commands present- Gives you a working knowledge of the System Product
ed in the IBM Virtual Mactu'ne/Extended Architecture editor (also called XEDIT), The first three chapters are
System Product VM/XA Sl', Release 1 and Release 2: for data processing novices. The last four chapters are
CMS Primer, arranged by chapter and page number, for new users who have mastered the fundamentals and

for data processing professionals.

IBM VIRTUAL MACltlNE/EXTENDED
ARCItlTECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA IBM VIRTUAL MACHINE/EXTENDED

SP, REH_ASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: CMS USER'S ARCHITECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA

GUIDE (SC23-0356-0) SP, RELEASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: SYSTEM
PRODUCT INTERPRETER REFERENCE

Describes the interactive facilities of CMS and VM/XA (SC23.0374.0)

SP and inclucles examples showing you how to use
CMS and selectcxl functions of VM/XA SP. This doc- De_ribes the Virtual Machine/Extended Architecture

ument is for the general user of the Conversational System Product (VM/XA SP) System Product Inter-
Monitor System (CMS) running under the Virtual preter and the Restructured EXtended executor
M,'lchine/Extendecl Architecture System Product (REXX) l,'mguage. This document includes the useand
(VM/XA SP). syntax of the language and explains how the interpreter

"interprets" the REXX language as a program is exe-
cuting. This document is for experienced program-

IBM VIRTIJAL MAClllNi_/EXTENDED me,rs, particularly those who have used another high-
ARCHITECTURI_, SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA level language (for example, PL/I, Algol, or Pascal).

SP, RELEASE 1 ANl) REIA_ASE 2: EXEC 2
RE li'Ii;REN CE (SC23.(1361-0)

IBM VIRTUAl., MACHINE/EXTENDED

Defines the EXEC 2 language, lt is tc)be used primari- ARCItlTECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA
ly as a reference manual; it contains ali of the formats, SP, RELEASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: SYSTEM
syntax rules, and descriptions of the arguments for PRODUCT INTERPRETER USER'S GUIDE
EXEC 2 statements. (SC23-0375.0)

Describes the programming language called the
IBM VIRTUAl., MACHINE/EXTENDED Restructured EXtended executor (REXX) language.

ARCHrI'ECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA This dcYcument also describes how the System Prc×tuct

SP, REI.,EASE 1 AND RELEASE 2: SYSTEM Interpreter processes or "interprets" the REXX Ian-
PRODUCT EDITOR COMMAND AND guage. This document is for beginners anti program-
MACRO llI_FERi_'NCE(SC23-0372-0) mers who have not usexl a "structured" language

before.

Contains ali of the commancl formats, syntax rules, and
operancl anti option descriptions for the XEDIT com-
mand and XEDIT subcommands and macros. IBM VIRTUAL MACltlNE/EXTENDED

ARCHITECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA

SP, RELEASE 2: CMS COMMAND
REI'ERENCE (SC23-0354-1)

Describes the command formats, syntax rules, and
operand and option descriptions for the Virtual
Machine/Extended Architecture System Procluct
(VM/XA SP) CMS commands. This document is tbr
anyone who uses CMS commands.
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IBM VIRTUAL MACHINe, EXTENDED IBM VS FORTRAN VERSION 2
ARCtlITECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA PROGRAMMING GUIDE FOR CMS AND MVS,

SP, RELEASE 2: CP COMMAND REFERENCE RELEASE 5 (SC26-4222-_
f (SC23.0358-1) "

Contains information about how to code, compile and

Describes the command formats, syntax rules, oper- run VS Fortran programs on CMS and MVS. For

ands, and options for the Virtual Machine/Extended application programming, you wtll need to use both
Architecture System Product (VM/XA SP) control pro- this book and the IBM VS FORTRAN Version 2 Lan-

gram (CP) commands, This document is for anyone guage and Library Reference, Readers should have a
who u_s CP commands, basic understanding of Fortran, This document super-

_des the IBM VS FORTRAN Version 2 Programming

Guide for CMS and MVS, Release 4 (SC26-4222-4).

IBM VIRTUAL MACltlNE/EXTENDED
ARCHITECTURE SYSTEM PRODUCT VM/XA

SP, RELEASE 2: SYSTEM MESSAGES AND IBM 3084 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CODES REFERENCE (SC23-0376-1) (GA22-7088-4)

Lists and explains the messages and codes that the Vir- Describes the components and functions of the IBM
tual Machine/Extended Architecture System Product 3084 Processor Complex base model (Q) and improved

. (VM/XA SP) issues. Italso recommends actions a user model (QX), Readers should be familiar with
c,'m take in response to the message or code received, System/370 architecture and have knowledge of
This document is for any user of VM/XA SP who virtual-storage and virtual-machine concepts.
wants information about the codes and messages the

system issues.
IBM 3380 DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE

REFERENCE SI.IMMARY CARD (GX26-1678)

IBM VS COBOL FOR OS/VS (GC26-3857-04)
Bases its capacity and speed data on information in the

Describes IBM OS/VS Cobol. lt gives the rules for IBM 3380 Direct Access Storage Introduction

writing Cobol source programs that are to be compiled (GC26-4491) and the IBM 3380 Direct Access Storage
by the OS/VS Cobol compiler, Its use is as a reference Direct Channel Attach Model CJ2 Introduction and
manual in writing OS/VS Cobol programs and as a Reference (GC26-4497).

supplement to the IBM OS/VS Cobol Compiler and
Library Programmer's Guide (SC28-6483-2) and the
IBM ()S/VS Cobol Language Reference Summary IBM3800PRINTING SUBSYSTEM

(GX26-3720). This document supersedes IBM VS CHARACTER SET CATALOG (GA26-1656)

Cobol fi')r OS/VS (GC26-3857-03). Provides a graphic representation of each character
| contained in every character set supplied with the IBM

IBM VS FORTRAN VERSION 2 LANGUAGE 3800 Printing Subsystem. This Catalog is for system

AND LIBRARY RE'FERENCE, RELEASE 5 programmers, application programmers, or other per-=

(SC26-4221-6) sons responsible for designing or modifying characters

| to be used by the IBM 3800 printer. The Catalog
" Contains reference information on the VS Fortran Ver- assumes a basic understanding of how characters are

sion 2 language and library. Readers should have a generated for the IBM 3800 printer, as defined in the
basic understanding of Fortran. This document super- reference manual or programmer's guides.
_des the IBM VS FORTRAN Version 2 Language and

-- Library Reference, Release 4 (SC26-4221-4),
IBM 3800 PRINTING SUBSYSTEM
OPERATOR'S GUIDE (GA26-1634)

'1

__4

•_ Provides operating instrtlctions for the IBM 3800 Print-
• ing Subsystem, These instructions include descriptions

of the controls, switches, and indicators used for initial
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setup, running anti error re(:overy, This publication Is a IBM 3420 Models 4, 6, anti 8 Magnetic 'rape Units,
refe,rencc,guide for tileoperator who has received train- The IBM 3803 Model 2 Tape Control provides com-
ing irl the IBM 38(X)printer operation, lt _tssumesthat munlcatlon between tt_etape units and the system I/O
the user of this clocument Ims a basic knowledge of Interface, The IBM 3420 M_lels 4, 6, and 8 tape units
printer I/O operation, The publication ts for the opera- read and wrlto one.half Inch magnetic tape at 75, 125,
tors who will perform the basic setup, operation, error and 200 Inches per second, respectively, Readers
recovery, anti cleaning tasks assoclatect with the IBM should be famtllar with IBM System360 Principles of
380(), Operation (GA22-6821), especially the sections on I/O

, operations, and IBM System370: Principles of Opera.
ties (GA22.7000), especially the section on I/O opera-

IBM 3800 PRINTING SUBSYSTEM tlons,
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE (fJC2a.38,_i)

Provides planning and conversion information for the IMSL LIBRARIES EDITION 10,0 UPDA'I'I_
IBM 38(X)Printing Stxbsystem, The Intended aucllence GUIDE (871)9)
is data.processing managers, system planners, anct sys-
tem prograrnmers pl_mntngto incorporate un IBM 38(X) Highlights lnfonnatton that will be useful dt_rlng the
into computer installations, Information on how to u_ transition to the new Edition 10,0 libraries, The new
the IBM 3800 is l'orapplication programmers and sys- libraries are organized into three categories: general
tem programmers who will use the IBM 380() Printing applied mathematics, statistics, and special functions,
Subsystem, There is no prerequisite reading for this The first part of this report describes the general fea.
publication, although a basic knowledge of computers tures of the new libraries, Next is a discussion vi' the
and system printers is ;_ssutncd, specific additions and enhancements to earthchapter tn

the new Edition 10,0 libraries, with spectfic references
to the earlier editions, The third part explains the

IBM 3803 M()DEL 1, IBM 3420 MODELS 3_$_ ltbrtu'y Interface utilities (a set wf programs that you
ANl) 7 MAGNETIC TAPE SIJilSYSTEMS may use while converting your programs to the new

COMi'ONENT I)ESCRIiri'ION (GA32-0020) libraries), Tables at the back of the report list ali of the
old and new routine names with additional information,

Describes tile IBM 3803 Model 1Tape Control and the
IBM 3420 Models 3, 5, and 7 Magnetic Tape Units,
The IBM 3803 Model 1 Tape Control provLdescom- IMSL LIBRARY REI_ERENCE MANUAL
mtmication between the tape units and the system I/O
interface, The IBM 3420 Models 3, 5, and 7 tape units Describes tn detail (in seven vohnnes) the IMSL
rc_l(land write one-half inch magnetic tape at 75, 125, ltbr_u'y,an extensive collection vf mathematical and
and 2(X) inches per sccoml, respectively, Ali three statistical subroutines written in Ferroin, The dtsctls-
basic tape unils read and write nine-track, 1600 bytes sion includes subroutine descriptions as well as exam-
per lnc'h (hpl), phase-encoded format, Nine-track, 80() pies of u_ge,
bpi NRZI recording mocle is available as a feature on
ali m(_lels, Seven-track, 556/8(X}hpl NRZI recording
mode is au oI)(ional ft.attire on ali models, R_lders INDEXER: A PROGRAM TO PRODUCE A
.,;houhlbe familiar with the contents of IBM Systet_d360 QUALITY INDEX (TM 299)
Principles of Operatiot_ (GA22-6821), especially the
sections on I/O Olx_rations. System/370 users should Describes INDEXER, a computer program to assist in
also refer to IIIM Systet_d370: Principles of Operation the production of a high-quality index for a document,
(GA22-70(X)), Entries supplied by the user are tt,;semblexlwith the

specifications provideatby up to two dozen parameters,
Included in this document are operating instructions,

IBM 3803 MOI)EI., 2, IBM 3420 MOI)ELS 4, 6, guidelines on the choice of parameters, and a sample
AND 8 MAGNETIC TAPE SUBSYSTEMS index,

COMPeN ENT DES(2R11Vi'lON (GA32-0021)

Describes tile II_M 3803 Model 2 Tape Control and the
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INTRODUCING THIP+,IBM 3800 PRINTING INTRODUCTION TO JES3 (GC28.0607)
SUBSYSTEM AND ITS PROGRAMMING

(GC26.3829) Contains tntroclt_tory Information £llmutJES3, one of
the primary Job entry subsystems of OS/VS2, One can

Introduces briefly the IBM 38(Y0Prlnttng Subsyt_tem order JBS3 as a separate comlxment of OS/VS2, The
and Its programming support, The IBM 38(X)Printing reader should have a basle knowledge of progranimh_g
Subsystem Is a non.Impact, high.speed, general- systems, such as OS/MVT or OS/VS2, Altlmugh 0tls
puqx_sesystem printer that uses an electrophotographl¢ publication Is cleslgnedto tx_z_actfrom cover to cover,
process to print on single-ply computer output paper, the chapters are generally lndepenctent anti can be
The Intended audience Is data processing Installation referral to in any order, The "Intro¢luctton"preseHts
managers and system analysts planntng for the IBM highlights of JES3, while "JES3 Concepts" presents
3800 and others seeking an Introduction to lt, New fea- JES3 as a subsystem and explains how a job flows
tures awdlable with the IBM 38(X)are (1) printing with through the JES3 complex, Sub_qttent chapters ells.
any two (or any fottr tf c_ptlonalcharacter generation cuss "JES3 Services," "Installation lnterfltces with
storage In added) of 20 different character sets inter- JES3," "MVS Job Processing Services Used by jES3, °'
mixed for the same dalaset, (2) changing thes_ charac- "Recovery Procedures and Service Aids," "Phmnhlg
ter sets between datasets without operator Intervention Considerations," avttl "JES3 System Ccmflgurtttlc)n
(character sets ttre available In 10, 12, ancl 15 ptteh), Options,"
(3) printing wlttt a vertical line spacing of 6, 8, or 12
lines per inch or an Intermixof these on the mmlepage,
and (4)printing multtple copies on single-ply under INTRODUCTION TO MATERIALS AND
program control, Forms overlay permits printing oi' SERVICES TRACKING AT ANL (ANLPI'M448)
spectallzextforms as data Is being printed, Copy mcxll-
ftcattcmpermits changing or sut_presslng printing of Offers a general overview of Materials trod Services
selecte_tctata from copy to copy when multtple copies Tracking (MAST) and explatns how MAS'I' temple-
are being printed, Graphic character modlflcatlon tnents other financial systems at Argonne, lt focuses
allows the stthstltutlon or extension of graphic charac- on objectives, benefits, and functions of MAST, This
ters in an alreacly-deflnectcharacter set, Introduction does not teatch you how to use MAST

(information on prc_mpttngsequences, menus, etc, ts
available when you enroll as a MAST user or attencl

INTRODUCING THE SAS SYSTEM, VERSION 6, the CTD class for MAST users) but cloesprovide suffi-
FIRST EDrrlON (1.55544.449.0) clent information for you to cletermlne If and how the

use of MAST can benefit your organization, This doc-
Describes the Statistical Analysis System (SAS), pro- ument ts for the financial u_r community at ANL,
grammtng with the SAS Display Manager System, Administrative or executive assistants who are restxm-
accessing data, managing data, presenting data tn slble fox'reviewing financial reports, clerical or secre-
rei_rts anti with graphics, and building applications, tarlal staff who enter flats or request reports, and man-
This document supersedes the SAS Introductory Guide agers or employees performing phmntng and tracking
(0-917382-73-0), activities are ali part of this community,

INTRODUCTION TO IBM DIRECT.ACCESS INTRODUCTION TO THE DESIGN, CREATION
STORAGE DEVICES AND ORGANIZATION AND USE OF DATAIIASES USING PROLOG

METIIODS (GC20-1649)
Explains how to design and construct clatabases by

Introchtces the reacler tc) the Dh'ect-Access Storage using Prolog, This pamphlet covers the three distinct
Devices ancl their Control Units, and the data set organ- steps of this process by lbcuslng on specific clatabu_+es,
izaticmssupported by OS/VS and DOS/VS, There !_ This pamphlet assumes that readers have some knowl-
no discussion about the various macros us_i by thedlf- edge of Prolog,
l'erentaccess methods,
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INTRODUCTION TO VIRTUAl., STORAGE IN ITE 4 'rELI_PHONEUSER GUIDE (ANL/TM 471)
SYSTF,M/370 STIJDI_NTTEXT (GR20.4260)

I)escrlbes the Integrated Terminal Equipment (ITE) 4
Explains file cont'epts of dynamic relcx_atlon,dynamic single.line electronic telephone and gives Instructions
address translatloxl,and vlrtutll storage and defines ali lhr placing calls and ustng features, The ITE 4 can be
related terminology, '['lte stude_tttext describes a thee- used lhr simultaneous w)lce and data communications,
rt_tk_aivirtual slorage systt_mthat Iuclosely related to
the lnq_lemental,lc)xlof OS/VS and I:_gS/VS, _tnd Jt
then describes how vh'tual storage Is Implemented In l'rl_ 12'rELI_PHONE USER GUIDE
the OS/VS and DOS/VS systems on System/370, (ANL/TM 472)

Describes the ITE 12A, I'IE 12P, and lTE 12S tele-
INTROI)UCTORY MACSYMA phones and gives instructions for placing calls and

I)OCUMENTATION: A COLLECTION OF using the lTE features, The ITE 12A, 12P, and 12S
PAPI_RS telephones are electronic multiltne sets that are compat-

Ible wtth data Interface units for simultaneous voice

Describes how to access the MACSYMA system as tt and dalatcommunications,
exists at the l.atx,n_tory for Coml)uter Science at the
Mas_tcllusc,_ttsInstlttite oi 'l'echnology and how to
hlterac.t with lhc elwlromuent in which tt exists (t,e,, ITE 24 TELElqtONE USER GUIDE
openltlng system, monitor, editor, and other programs), (ANL/TM 473)
The documez_t is dtvldect Into three parts: (1)"An
hltrocluctioxl to ITS for the MACSYMA User," Describes the lTE 24 telephone and gives Instructions
(2) "ITS Easy, Once ITS Explained," and lhr placing calls and using the lTE features, The ITE
(3) "MACSYMA Primer," 24 telephone is un electronic multiline set that Is com-

patlble with data interface units h)r simultaneous voice
and data communications,

INVF.,STI(_ATION ()ii' GOSIP TI_CI|NOLOGY
AT ANl., (ANL/TM 499)

JES3 COMMANDS (SC23-0045)
Describes testhlg oi' Open Systems lmerco_mectlon
(OSI) products condttc.tedat Argonne National Labora. Provides some general information about the Job Entry
tDry, ArgDnne tlsccl Stilt, IBM, and Clsco hardware Subsystem 3 (JES3) anct documents the commands
platlornls al_dev_duatedvarious software packttges that used to operate JES3, Any JES3 complex that runs
huplemem [ile transfer and gatewttyapplications, This MVS/370 will n_d this b_)k, lt is tbr use by JES3
doctmlent brtcfly discusses tileOSI model and Govern- operations staff and system programmers or by anyone
meiit (.)pell Systems Interconnec0on Profile (GOSIP) else who is responsible for controlling JES3 and the
c(,mplitmce and l,resents technical cletails on OSI input,job schedtding, networking, and output functions
adctrcs_ii_gand routing, This document cliscusscs the that JES3 provides for MVS, Note that this document
relationship of this testing to other OSI activities at explains the INQUIRE and MODIFY commands,
Argonne amt tc)_lctivilies of the national networking many of which are usable from Wylbur, CMS, and RJP
commtmity, Als(, mentioned Is the relationship of stattox_s,
DECnet Plmse V tnmsltlon issues,

JES3 COMMANDS: REFERENCE SUMMARY
ISSCO.GKS COMMAND RI_FERli_NCEGUIDE (SX23.0007)

Provides usex'swtrh a quick x'eferenceIx_olthat briefly Summariz_es tntbrmation from JES3 Cotmnands
describes lhc Graphics Kernel Stancl_lrcl(GKS) and the (SC.23.0045)and JES3 System Programming Library:
h_tegrated Software Systems Ceq)oration Diagnosis (LC28-1369),
(ISSCO)-GKS implementation anct then lists the 191
user-callal)le ISSCO..GKS routines and functions, This

dc_:ument Is for programmers who are well versed In
compt_tergraphics prhlclples; tt is I_(_ta primer or text,
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JES3 MI_SAGES (GC23.0044) LAPACK WORKING NOTE NO. 6: TOOLS TO
AID IN THE ANALYSIS OF MEMORY ACCESS

Lists file mes_tges producexlby the IBM-supplied JES3 PATTERNS FOR FORTRAN PROGRAMS
ctnnponent of the operating system, explains tilecauses (ANL/MCS.TM. 120)
of those messages, describes the accompanying actions
by the operating system, Lind suggests appropriate Discusses MAP tools that provide an "animated" vtew
responses, of the memory activity during execution, These tools

allow researchers to play back a program's execution,
to study how an algorithm uses memory, and to experl.

KERMIT USER GUIDE ment with different memory hierarchy schemes and to
observe their effects on the program's flow of claus,

The Columbia University Center forComputing Actlv- This paper is available though the Mathematics and
tties has designed the Kermlt file transfer protocol for Computer Science Division (extension 2-7222),
users of DEC and IBM Interactive systems and Ia2
u_rs, This new edition covers new relearns on many
Kennlt implementations and provides descriptions of LATEX USER'S GUIDE AND REFERENCE
new faclllttes (like logtn scripts), A CTD addendum MANUAL (0.201-15790-X)
covers Argonne changes to Kermit,

Describes _'..' I _.'I'eXdocument preparation system,
which Is a special version of Donald Knuth's '['eX pf'o-

KERMrr.MS FOR IBM PERSONAL gram, TeX is a sophisticated program designed to
COMPUTER, VERSION 3,11 (3 1/2-1NCtl _ produce htgh-qtmlity typesetting, especially for mathe-

DISKETTE) matical text, LaTeX adds to TeX a collection of com-
mands that stmplify typesetting by letting the user con-

Is a single-sided double-density 3 l/2-1nch diskette for centrate on the structure of the text rather than on
the IBM Personal Computer, This diskette contains the tbrmattlng commands, This document explains how to
MS-DOS Kermtt program anti much-improved ANL- prepare a LaTeX input file, Chapter 1 discusses the
written scripts tbr accessing the IBM and VAX clus- philosophy underlying LaTeX, Chapter2 explains
ters, This diskette supersedes the Kermit.MSfor IBM how to handle most simple documents, Chapter3
Personal Computer, Version 3,01 diskette, describes logical structures for handling a wviety of

formatting problems, Chapter 4 contains features espe-
cially useful for large documents, Chapter 5 descril_s

KERMIT.MS FOR IBM PERSONAL the visual formatting of text. Chapter 6 explains how
COMPUTER, VERSION 3,11 (5 1/4.1NCH to deal with errors, The four appendixes cover topics

DISKETTE) including SLITeX (a version of LaTeX fox' making
slides), a bibliographic database for use with BIBTeX,

Is a single-sided double-density 5 1/4-inch diskette for a compact description of ali LaTeX's features, and TeX
the IBM Personal Computer, This diskette contains the commands that are not described in this book.
MS-DOS Kermit program and much-improved ANL-
written scripts for accessing the IBM and VAX clus-
ters, "['hisdiskette supersedes the Kermit.MS for IBM LECTURES ON SPEAKEASY
Personal Computer, Version 3,01 diskette,

Provides information on Speakeasy. For individuals
that have never used a computer, Speakeasy is _measy

KWIC INDEX AND CROSS REFERENCE way to start, After the first one.hour lecture, the user
CtlARTS (TM 261) will be able to do just about anything that can be done

with a pocket calculator and will have results printeclin
Proviclesquick manual information retrieval, A Key- neat tables, Compared to APL, Speakeasy is easier to
Word-in-Context lists the contents of the ANL Mathe- learn, but not as powerful or as compact, Compareclto
matical Subroutine Library (AMDLIB), A cross refer- Fortran, PL/I, tmcl Basic, Speakeasy works directly
ence Chazt shows the core storage requirement and the with arrays, so many statements dealing with
Inter-relationshipsamong the routines in AMDLIB, DIMENSIONS, loops, ancloutput can be,omitted, The

first lecture is an introduction, Other lectures are self-
contained, After the first lecture, the others can be tak-
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en in any order. Some users may find the first lecture first reading. DOE-MACSYMA is a variation of the
is sufficient for their needs. Others may pick and original MACSYMA that is available on the central

choose, depending on what they want the computer to VAX 8700 computer.
do for them.

' MANAGER'S GUIDE TO THE ARGONNE NJE

LINPACK USER'S GUIDE (0.89871-172-X) EMULATOR (ANL/TM 479)

Provides information on LINPACK, a collection of Describes the Argonne NJE Emulator, which allows
Fortran subroutines that analyze and solve various sys- VAX/VMS systems to communicate with IBM com-
tems of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. The puters with the VM/RSCS, MVS/JES2, MVS/JES3, or

subroutines are designed to be completely machine VSE/POWER operating systems or either CDC com-

independent, fully portable, and to run at near optimum puters having the NJEF pro:luct.
efficiency in most operating environments.

MANUAL PURCHASE ORDER CLOSING

MACSYMA REFERENCE MANUAL VOLUME I (ANL/TM 480, REVISION 1)

Constitutes with Volume II a complete reference for Describes how to close a purchase order manually.

the principal features of MACSYMA, a large computer Readers should have a working knowledge of the
programming system written in LISP and used for per- Automated Materials Payables System (AMPS). This
forming symi>olic as well as numerical mathematical document supersedes Manual Purchase Order Closing

manipulations. With MACSYMA, users can d_fferen- (ANL/TM 480).
tiate, integratc, take limits, solve systems of linear or

polynomial equations, factor polynomials, expand
functions in Laurent or Taylor series, solve differential MASS-li WORD PROCESSING

• equations (using direct or transform methods), compute
• Poisson series, and manipulate matrices and tensors. Is a boxed set containing three separate documents:
_- MACSYMA has a language similar to ALGOL-60 to Mass-11 Word Processing: Getting Started, Mass-11

permit users to write their own programs for transform- Word Processing: Pocket Reference Guide, and
l ing symbolic expressions. This document is not a tuto- Mass-11 Word Processmg: VAX/VMS Reference Man-

rial; those unacquainted with certain concepts of com- ual. These documents describe Version 8.0 of
puter programming will find this document difficult on Mass-11. This document supersedes the Mass.ll

4 first reading. DOE-MACSYMA is a variation of the Word Processing VAX/VMS Reference Manual (Ver-

"- original MACSYMA that is available on the central sion 7.A).-!

VAX 8700 computer.

MATHEMATICA: A SYSTEM FOR DOING

" MACSYMA REFERENCE MANUAL VOLUME II MATHEMATICS BY COMPUTER
(0.201-51507-5)

Constitutes with Volume I a complete reference for the

principal features of MACSYMA, a large computer Describes ali the capabilities of the Mathematica sys-
programming system wriuen in LISP and used for per- tem and assumes no prior knowledge of the system.

-- forming symbolic as well as numerical mathematical

manipulations. With MACSYMA, users can differen-
tiate, integrate, take limits, solve systems of linear or MATRIX EIGENSYSTEM

polynomial equations, factor polynomials, expand ROUTINES.-EISPACKGUIDEEXTENSION'-51
functions in Laurent or Taylor series, solve differential (3-540-08254-9)

equations (using direct or transform methods), compute
Poisson series, and manipulate matrices and tensors. Supplements the earlier Volume 6 in this series; togeth-

, MACSYMA has a language similar to ALGOL-60 to er they provide guidance for the complete second......... r...... c_-.... .-,_1..... ¢ th,_ lZTqPAC"K_.i_en._v._lem Package. The
permit users to write metr uw, p_ugtmt,_ to, u,_,_,,.,,,,- ..................... -.- . -

,i ing symbolic expressions. This document is not a tuto- stress in this book is on four additional problem class-
;- rial; those unacquainted with certain concepts of com- es: the symmetric band eigenproblem, the generalized

-- puter programming will find this document difficult on
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symmetric band eigenproblem, the generalized real MVS BATCH COMPUTING AND DATA
eigenproblem, and the singular value decomposition of MANAGEMENT AT ANL (ANL/TM 400,
a rectangular matrix and solution of an associated lin- REVISION 1)
ear least .squares problem.

Describes the batch computing system running under
MVS (Multiple Virtual Storage) on the IBM 3084

MATRIX EIGENSYSTEM computer at Argonne National Laboratory. lt serves as

ROUTINES--EISPACK GUIDE--6 (3-540-06710-8) a guide to the Argonne MVS batch computing environ-
ment and recommends practices and modes of opera-

Is a user guide to a portion of EISPACK, a systema- tion. lt explains the terminology and conventions used
tized collection of subroutines that compute the eigen- at Argonne, describes some job control language (JCL)

values and/or eigenvectors of matrices. This volume you will need to run your MVS batch jobs, and shows
covers six classes of matrices: complex general, com- you how to manage your data files on disk and tape

plex Hermitian, real general, real symmetric, real sym- devices. This document supersedes MVS Batch Com-
metric tridiagonal, and special real tridiagonal. The puting and Data Management at ANL (ANL/FM 400).
National Activity to Test Software (NATS) Project
supports and has certified these subroutines.

MVS BATCH UTILITIES FOR FILE
MANAGEMENT AT ANL (ANL/TM 412)

MICROSOFT LEARNING DOS (089-015V200-3.5)
Describes the operation and use of the MVS batch utili-

Is an online course in a 3 1/2-inch floppy disk format ties and cataloged procedures for file management
that describes how to use Microsoft DOS for IBM Per- available at Argonne's central IBM computing system.

sonal Computers and PC compatibles. Microsoft This document supersedes OS/MVT Batch Utilities at
- Learning DOS replaces the Learning DOS 3 1/2-inch ANL (Technical Memorandum 374). Many of the utili-

ties and procedures documented herein are alternatives
diskette.

to the standard IBM utilities documented in MVS/370

i Utilities, Release 1.2
Data Administration

I MICROSOFT LEARNING DOS (GC26-4065-3), while others provide fu|lctions not

i (089-015V200-5.25) found in the standard IBM utilities. This documentuses these approaches to present tools for file manage-

Is an online course in a 5 1/4-inch floppy disk format ment: Wylbur commands, execs (Wylbur and CMS),
- that describes how to use Microsoft DOS for IBM Per- batch utilities and cataloged procedures, and IBM utili-

4 sonal Computers and PC compati_)les. Microsoft ties. In preparing this document, we have assumed that

Learning DOS replaces the Learning DOS 5 1/4-inch you have a working knowledge of cataloged procedure
diskette, and IBM JCL usage. If you do not have such knowl-

1 edge, read MVS Batch Computing and Data Manage-
ment at ANL (ANL/FM 400, REVISION 1) for infor-

MULTINET VERSION 3.0 MANUALS marion on using cataloged procedures and IBM JCL.
z

Consists of two volumes. The first volume includes

_. the MultiNet NFS Client System Administrators' Guide, MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE JCL
which describes the administration of the MultiNet REFERENCE (GC28-1352-4)

Network File System (NFS) Client, and the MultiNet
- NFS Server System Administrators' Guide, which Lists the job control tasks needed to enter jobs into the

describes the administration of the MultiNet NFS Ser- operating system, to control the system's processing of
ver. The second volume includes the MultiNet Users' jobs, and to request the resources needed to run jobs.
Guide, which documents the user utilities and function- To perform the tasks, programmers code job control

ality of the MultiNet software, and the MultiNet Pro- statements. This document describes how to code

grammers' Reference Manual, which documents the these statements. Full explanations of the job control
-- programmers' interface to the MultiNet software, tasks are in the MVS/Extended Architecture JCL User's
-_ Guide (GC28-1351-4). This document is for system

_. ana application programmers who enter programs into
|

the operating system. Users of this document should
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understand the concepts of job management and data MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE MESSAGE
management. LIBRARY: SYSTEM MESSAGES, VOLUME 2

IEC-ITV (GC28-1377-7)

MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE JCL Contains descriptions of messages with prefixes IEC
USER'S GUIDE (GC28.1351-4) through ITV that many MVS/Extended Architecture

operating system components issue.
Describes the job control tasks needed to enter jobs
into the operating system, to control the system's pro-
cessing of jobs, and to request the resources needed to MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE

run jobs. To perform the tasks, programmers code job OPERATIONS: JES3 COMMANDS
control statements. This document describes how to (SC23-0063-3)
use these statements. This document is a user's guide,

to be used when deciding how to perform job control Is for any JES3 complex that runs Multiple Virtual
tasks, lt does not describe how to code the statements. Storage/Extended Architecture (MVS/XA). This docu-
For an introduction to the statements and for coding ment is for JES3 operations staff and system program-
information, see the MVS/Extended Architecture JCL mers or for anyone who is responsible for controlling
Reference (GC28-1352-4). This document is for sys- JES3 and the input, job scheduling, networking, and
tem and application programmers who ente, programs output functions that JES3 provides for MVS. This
into the operating system. Users of this document document provides some general information about
should understand the concepts of job management and JES3 and documents the commands used to operate
data management. JES3.

MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE MESSAGE MVS/SYSTEM PRODUCT VERSION 2 RELEASE

LIBRARY: JES3 MESSAGES (GC23-0062-4) 2 GENERAL INFORMATION (GC28-1500-3)

Is for any JES3 complex that runs Multiple Virtual Contains general overview and planning information
Storage/Extended Architecture (MVS/XA) or for any for Version 2 Release 2.0 (and ali subsequent releases).
JES3 complex that runs both MVS/XA and MVS/370. This document is for installation managers and system
This document is for JES3 operations staff, applica- programmers who are considering installing either of
tions or system programmers, or anyone who is respon- these products. Readers of this document should have
sible for controlling JES3 or diagnosing problems in a background in MVS.
JES3.

MVS/370 DATA ADMINISTRATION
MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE MESSAGE MACRO INSTRUCTION REFERENCE

LIBRARY: SYSTEM CODES (GC28-1157-6) (GC26-4057)

De_ribes completion codes and wait state codes and Contains information needed by system and application
the causes of uncoded wait states and loops. The programmers to use the data management access meth-
description of most codes ends with a problem determi- od functions of MVS/370 Data Facility Product
nation paragraph, which lists suggested actions as 5665-295. This document describes and defines the
items in tables. This document is for operators, system data management macro instructions--except for the
programmers, and applications programmers. Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)--available in

the assembler language.

MVS/EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE MESSAGE

LIBRARY: SYSTEM MESSAGES, VOLUME 1 MVS/370 DATA ADMINISTRATION UTILITIES,
ADY-IEB (GC28-1376-7) RELEASE 1.2 (GC26-4065-3)

Contains descriptions of messages with prefixes ADY Describes how to use the MVS/370 Data Facility Prod-
through IEB that manv MVS/Extended Architecture uct utility oro_rams to manipulate system and user data

| operating system components issue, and datasets. Readers should be familiar with JCL,
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data management, and virtual storage management, tasks; it does not describe how to code the statements.
This document supersedes MVS/370 Data Administra- For an introduction to the statements and for coding
tion Utilities (GC26-4065-2). information, see the companion book, MVS/370 JCL

Reference (GC28.1350-3).

MVS/370 INTEGRATED CATALOG
ADMINISTRATION ACCESS METHOD MVS/370 LINKAGE EDITOR AND LOADER

SERVICES REFERENCE, RELEASE 1.2 USER'S GUIDE (GC26-4061)

(GC26-4051-2)
Provides application programmers with the information

Is for catalog administrators and VSAM system pro- necessary to use the MVS/370 Data Facility Product
grammers. This document contains reference informa- linkage editor and loader to prepare the output of a lan-
tion about the access method services commands used guage translator for execution. This document also
to manipulate integrated catalog facility catalogs and provides information on the operation and use of the
VSAM datasets. It gives the syntax, a brief descrip- linkage editor and loader for the system programmer
tion, and examples of each access method services responsible for installing and maintaining the operating
command used with integrated catalog facility catalogs system.

and the objects cataloged in them. For information on
the use of commands related to integrated catalog facil-
ity catalog format and structure, see the Catalog MVS/370 MESSAGE LIBRARY: SYSTEM
Administration Guide. For information on the use of CODES (GC38-1008)
commands related to VSAM dataset format and struc-

ture, see the VSAM Administration Guide. Lists, explains, and suggests appropriate responses for
the system codes and state codes produced by IBM-

| supplied components of MVS. The codes are present-

MVS/370 JCL REFERENCE (GC28-1350-3) ed in alphanumeric order. This document supersedes- OS/VS Message Library: VS System Codes

| Lists the job control tasks needed to enter jobs into the (GC38-1008).

i operating system, control the system's processing of
jobs, and request the resources needed to run jobs. To
perform the tasks, programmers code job control state- MVS/370 MESSAGE LIBRARY: SYSTEM

q ments. This publication describes how to code these MESSAGES VOLUME 1 AHL-IEB (GC28-1374-4)
statements that consist of job control language (JCL)

4 statements, Job Entry Subsystem 2 (JES2) control Contains descriptions of messages with prefixes AHL
statements, and Job Entry Subsystem 3 (JES3) control through IEB. The messages are grouped together in

statements. This document is a reference book for use sections by their three-letter prefixes, which identify
while coding statements. This document supersedes the components producing the message. Each section41

the MVS/370 JCL Reference (GC28-1350-2). begins with the component name, the audience for the=

message, the message format, publications related to or
referenced by the message, and other useful informa-

MVS/370 JCL USER'S GUIDE (GC28-1349-3) tion. These descriptions explain why the component
__ issued the message, give the action of the operating

J. Describes the job control tasks needed to enter jobs system, and suggest responses for the applications pro-
_" into the operating system, control the system's process- grammer, system programmer, or operator to make.
" ing of jobs, and request the resources needed to run

jobs. To perform the tasks, programmers code job con-
trol statements. This document describes how to use MVS/370 MESSAGE LIBRARY: SYSTEM

- these statements, which consist of job control language MESSAGES VOLUME 2 IEC.ISG (GC28-1375)
(JCL) statements, Job Entry Subsystem 2 (JES2) con-.y.

trol statements, and Job Entry Subsystem 3 (JES3)con.- Contains descriptions of messages with prefixes IEC

trol statements. This revision contains maintenance through ISG. The messages are grouped together in
" updates for MVS/Sysu_m Product Version 1, Release sections by their three-letter prefixes, which identify

3.6. This document is a user's guide, for use when the components producing the message. Each section

i -. __.:_. i. .... k,.,., ,,., ,-,_,-¢,-,rrn ;c,h t'nntrcd be_in._ with the comoonent name, the audience for the
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message, the message format, publications related to or ered, recommendations on the choice and use of rou-
referenced by the message, and other useful informa- tines, and a summary of the purpose of each routine.
tion. These descriptions explain why the component

issued the mes_ge, give the action of the operating
system, and suggest responses for the applications pro- NCSA HDF CALLING INTERFACES AND
grammer, system programmer, or operator to make. UTILITIES, VERSION 3,1
This volume ',also' includes problem determination
tables. These tables list the suggested actions. This Is for users who are working on an application that
volume also includes a message-to-module table. This involves the use of the National Center for Supercom-
table lists the operating system modules that detect the puting Applications (NCSA) Hierarchical Data Format
need for the message, that issue the message, and that (HDF) files. To use HDF software, you need access to
contain the message text. one of the following computer systems: a Cray with

UNICOS, a Silicon Graphics system with Unix, an
Alliant with CONCENTRIX, a Sun System 3 with

MVS/370 VSAM ADMINISTRATION GUIDE Unix, a VAX terminal with Unix, a VAX with VMS, a

(GC26.4066) Macintosh with MaceS, or an IBM PC with MS-DOS
or compatible model.

Describes the use of the Virtual Storage Access Meth-
od (VSAM). This document is for programmers who
use access method _rvices commands, VSAM macro NCSA IMAGE FOR THE COLOR MACINTOSH,

instructions, and JCL to process VSAM datasets. VERSION3.0
Readers should have a programming background that
includes catalog administration, job control language, Describes how to use the the National Center for
and principles of operation. Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Image color

imaging program on an Apple Macintosh with 256 col-
or capabilities, This document is divided into five

NA(; FORTRAN LIBRARY INTRODUCTORY chapters and one appendix. Chapter 1 provides an
GUIDE MARK 13 (1-85206-046-8) introduction to NCSA Image and a brief tutorial to start

the user on the program. Chapter 2 explains how
Serves as an extensive pointer to the main Numerical NCSA Image reads and displays data files. Chapter 3
Algorithms Group (NAG) Fortran Library, Mark 13. explains how windows function in the program, how to
For each chapter in the NAC; libraa'y, this document incorporate palettes other than the default palette, and
provides background advice on the subject area cov- how to save changes to the color palette. Chapter 4
ered, recommendations on the choice and use of rou- describes the procedures to perform imaging manipula-

tines, and a summary of the purpose of each routine, tions and data analyses in NCSA Image. Chapter 5
provides brief descriptions and references for each of

, the tools and commands used in NCSA Image. Appen-

_z NAG FORTRAN LIBRARY INTRODUCTORY dix A presents the various error messages you may
-" GUIDE MARK 14 (1-85206-054-9) encounter in using NCSA Image.

Serves as an extensive poi_ter to the main Numerical
a Algorithms Group (NAG) Fortran Library, Mark 14. NCSA PC SHOW FOR THE IBM PC,

g For each chapter in the NAG library, this document VERSION 1.0
_- . provides background advice on the subject area cov-

ered, recommendations on the choice and use of rou- Is a 5 1/4-inch diskette containing PC Show for the
tines, ,and a summary of the purpose of each routine. IBM Personal Computer and compatibles.

NA(; FORTRAN MINI MANUAL MARK 12 NCSA PC StlOW FOR THE IBM PC, XT, AT_

(1-85206-033-6) AND PS/2 USER'S GUIDE

i Serves as an extensive pointer to the main Numerical Describes how to use the National Center for Super-

i Algorithms Group (NAG) Fortran Library, Mark 12. computing Applications (NCSA) PC Show on the IBMFor each chapter in the NAG library, this document PC, XT, AT, and PS/2 computers. Chapter 1 provides
i provides background advice on the subject area cov-
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a brief discussion of the commands used to begin PC NCSA TELNET FOR THE MACINTOSlt,
Show, command line parameters, and methods of exit- VERSION 2,4
ing the program. Chapter 2 delineates the various com-
mands that concern the display of animations or multi- Describes how to use the National Center for Super-
pie images, Chapter 3 describes both the computing Applications (NCSA) Telnet for Macintosh
characteristics of various palettes and the commands Version 2,4 on an Apple Macintosh to access Telnet
that permit the manipulation of palettes, hosts on Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto-

col (TCP/lP) networks. This document has eight chap-
ters: "Getting Started," "Using the Keyboard," "Cus-

NCSA TELNET FOR PC VERSION 2.2TN AND tomizing the Environment," "Advanced Features,"
VERSION 2.2D (UD.99 US.14) "File Transfer," "Tektronix 4014 Emulation," "Interac-

tive Color Raster Graphics," and "System Administra-

Includes file enhancements added by Clarkson Univer- tor Information." The three appendixes describe
sity to Version 2.2 of the National Center for Super- NCSA Telnet's error messages, code to convert Unix

computing Applications (NCSA) Telnet, which pro- /etdhosts files, and procedures for obtaining NCSA
vides interactive access from an IBM PC or compatible software, A CTD addendum describes site-dependent
to Telnet hosts on Transmission Control Protocol/ features.

Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) networks. This document is
organized into six chapters and three appendixes,
Chapter 1, "Starting and Quitting NCSA Telnet,"" NCSA X DATASHCE FOR THE X WINDOW
describes how to start NCSA Telnet and how to open SYSTEM, VERSION 1.0

and close a connection between your PC and one
remote host. Chapter 2, "Introduction to Managing Explains how you should install and invoke the Nation-
Systems," introduces NCSA Telnet's capability for al Center lhr Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) X

multiple connections. Chapter 3, "More About Manag- DataSlice, describes the basic file formats used in
ing Sessions," discusses multiple sessions in detail. NCSA X DataSlice, describes options available in the

Chapter 4, "File Transfer," outlines procedures for Planes Along Axes window, outlines the options avail-
transferring files between a PC and a Telnet host. able in the Arbitrary Planes window, outlines the
Chapter 5, "Tektronix 4014 Emulation," discusses options available in the Cartesian Dicer window, and
NCSA Telnet's ability to emulate a Tektronix 4014 explains the procedures for loading and animating a
graphics terminal. Chapter 6, "Installation and Config- saved 8-bit Raster image and for processing a scientific
uration," contains information for system administra- dataset.

tors (and other experienced users) to use when install-
ing and customizing a system. The three appendixes
describe NCSA Telnet's error messages, commands NCSA X IMAGE FOR THE X WINDOW
available from the PC keyboard, and keywords for con- SYSTEM, VERSION 1.0

figuring file parameters. A CTD addendum describes
local variances. Describes the basic file lormats used in the National

Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) X
Image, explains the various data display options pro-

NCSA TELNET FOR THE IBM PC VERSION vided by NCSA X Image, describes palettes as they are
2.2TN AND 2.2D (3 1/2-INCH DISKETTE) used in NCSA X Image, and discusses the Animate

feature of NCSA X Image.

Is a 3 1/2-inch diskette containing version 2.2TN and
2,2D of Telnet for IBM Personal Computers and com-

patibles. NETWORK ACCESS TO CICS: APPLE
MACINTOSH

NCSA TELNET FOR THE IBM PC VERSION Describes how you can access the Customer Informa-
2.2TN AND 2.2D (5 1/4-1NCH DISKETTE) tion Control System (CICS) with your Apple Macin-

tosh computer.

Is a 5 1/4-inch diskette containing version 2.2TN and
2.2D of Telnet for IBM Personal Computers and com-
patibles.

i
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NETWORK ACCESS TO CICS: FULL SCREEN types of compatible terminal devices, The "Command
TERMINAL OR ASCII TERMINAL Sumnlary" provides a functional overview of tile vari-

ous types of Wylbur commands and a summary of the
Describes how you can access the Customer Informa- purpose of each command, "Detailed Command
tion Control System (CICS) with your full-screen or Description" describes the precise syntax and use of
ASCII terminal, This brochure supersedes the Decem- each Wylbur command, "Wylbur Execute (EXEC)
ber 1988 brochure, Facilities" presents an overview of the EXEC facilities

and a detailed explanation of the Preprocessor capabili-
ty, This ,section defines available built-in functions and

NETWORK ACCESS TO CICS: IBM expression evaluation, "Wylbur Utilities" presents ,an
PERSONAL COMPUTER overview (with details on use) of the utilities

WLIBLIST, WUNPRESS, and WPRESS,

Describes how you can access the Customer Informa-
tion Control System (CICS) with your IBM Personal
Computer, OPERATING SYSTEM PL/I OPTIMIZING

COMPILER: MESSAGES (SC33.0027)

NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION ROUTINES IN Lists ali the messages that may be issued by the tS
AMDLIB ('FM 297) PL/I Optimizing Compiler and the associated transient

library during processing of a PL/I program, Both the
Describes a set of six computer algorithms addressed to long and short tbrms of each message are listed where
the unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem in applicable. The messages are in three groups:
AMDLIB, the subroutine library of ANL CTD, lt dis- compile-time messages (generated by the compiler dur-
cusses the strengths and weaknesses of this set of com- ing compilation of a PL/I source program), execution-
puter algorithms and summarizes in a decision chart, time messages (generated by the transient library dur-
There is a description of the modular organization of ing execution of the compiled program), and prompter
the routines and the efforts made to systematize the messages (generated by the compiler when it is used in
software. The appendix gives lhc theoretical back- a time-sharing environment), Where appropriate,
ground for the set of algorithms, explanations of the messages and suggested program-

mer responses are included.

NSPCG (NON-SYMMETRIC
I'RECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT) tS AND DOS PL/I LANGUAGE REFERENCE

USER'S G UIDE (CNA-216) MANUAL (GC26-3977)

Describes the Non-Symmetric Preconditioned Conju- Is a reference for the PL/I programmer, lt is not a tuto-
gate Gradient (NSPCG) solver. NSPCG is a computer rial, but is designcA for the reader who already has a
package currently installed on the Cray X-MP/18 that knowledge of the language and who requires reference
solves large sparse systems of linear equations by vari- information to write a program that will be processed
otJs iterative methods, by the tS PL/I Optimizing Compiler,

Oils WYLBUR REFERENCE MANUAl., tS PL/I CHECKOUT AND OPTIMIZING
COMPILERS: KEYWORDS REFERENCE

Is the basic reference document for Wylbur language SUMMARY (SX33-6002)
users, lt contains an extensive addendum summarizing
ANL differences. This document consists of six sec- Summarizes the keywords and abbreviation of the tS
tions. The "Introduction" provides a brief description PL/I Checkout and Optimizing Compilers keywords, lt

of On-Line Business Systems (OBS) Wylbur, "The also contains use of the keywords and examples. For
Wylbur Environment" describes and highlights the further explanation, refer to the OS PL/I Checkout and

nature and behavior of Wylbur as seen by the user. Optimizing Compilers: Language Reference Manual.
This section introduces major concepts and considera-
tions for use. lt identifies features unique to various
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OS PL/I CHECKOUT AND OPTIMIZING provided, comparison with the PL/I (FO compiler,
COMPILERS: TERMINAL COMMANDS AND machine and system requirements of tile compiler,
COMPILER OPTIONS SUMMARY (SX33-6005) summary of the PL/I language implemented, and a bib.

liography of related publications, The reader should be
Contains a list of those commands most likely needed fmniliar with PL/I and the operating system.
by the PL/I programmer working under CMS of
VM/370 and TSO, lt also contains the subcommands
of the PLIC and PLICR commands and the subcom- OS PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER:
mands of the CMS EDIT command, PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE (SC33-0006)

Is a companion volume to OS PL/I Optimizing and
OS PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER: CMS Checkout Compilers; Language Reference Manual

USER'S GUIDE (SC33.0037) (SC33-0009) and 0S/360 Time Sharing Option; PL/I
Optimizing Compiler (SC33-0029). The three docu-

Provides the information required to use the OS PL/I ments form a guide to tile writing and execution of
Optimizing Compiler under CMS. Using the OS PL/I PL/I programs using the optimizing compiler and the
Optimizing Compiler under CMS allows PL/I source associated resident and transient libraries in the batch
programs to be compiled, debugged, and executed from and timesharing environments of the IBM operating
a terminal with the maximum efficiency. This docu- system. This document is concerned with the relation-
ment is for ali programmers who use the OS PL/I Opti- ship between a PL/I program, the optimizing compiler,
mizing Compiler under CMS, lt contains a brief tutori- and the operating system, lt explains how to compile,
al introduction followed by reference data covering linkedit, and execute a program in a batch environment
(1) the syntax and options of PLIOPT, the command and introduces job control language, the linkage editor,
tlmt invokes the OS PL/I Optimizing Compiler; (2) the and the loader, data management, and other operating
compile-time and execution-time options that can be system features that a PL/I programmer may require.
used with the OS PL/I Optimizing Compiler; and
(3) the restrictions that apply to PL/I when it is used
under CMS. OS/VS DOS/VS AND VM/370 ASSEMBLER

LA, _,-IJA(,E (GC33-4010)

OS PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER: Provides the information llecessary for programmers
EXECUTION LOGIC (SC33-0025) responsible for designing ,:rtd writing programs in

either the OS/VS or DOS/VS assembler languageand
Describes the object module produced by the OS PL/I for programmers running their assembler program
Optimizing Compiler and explains how the compiled under the VM/System. The assembler language is a
code uses subroutines from the resident and transient symbolic programming language that allows the use of
libraries of the optimizing compiler. The topics coy- alphabetic and numeric characters to represent machine
ered include program initialization, storage manage- instructions and related data, Using :;ymboliclanguage
ment, input/output, error handling, and interlanguage instead of the binary 1s and 0s required when coding in
communication. This document explains the use of machine language makes coding easier to write, under-
storage dumps for debugging. This document is prima- stand, and change. The assembler can process a pro-
rily for applications programmers who need an under- gram written in assembler language to produce output
standing of the processes oi" execution (e.g., to link in machine language suitable for linkediting and subse-
PL/I and Assembler language routines), quent execution. Ttle book is divided into four parts:

Part I ("Coding and Structure"), Part II ("Function and
Coding of Machine Instructions"), Part III ("Functions

OS PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER: GENERAL of Assembler Instructions"), and Part IV ("The Macro
INFORMATION MANUAL (GC33-0001) Facility"). The first part describes the statements, char-

acter set, terms, litemls, and expressions that make up
Introduces and describes the compiler and the associat- the assembler language, and gives the rules trod con-
ed resident and transient libraries. The information is ventions for writing code. The second part describes

provided to use as a planning aid and to assist both the alignment, statement formats, mnemonic operation
existing and prospective users of PL/I. Topics covered codes, and operand entries of machine instructions.
in this document include the design philosophy and The third part describes the assembler instructions used
performance of the compiler, the optimization facilities for program definition and controlling the assembler.

II
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The fourth part introduces users to the macro facility trol Facility (RACF) Messages and Codes
and then describes the macro definition, the macro (SC38-1014),
instruction, and the conditional Assembly language (a

language that can alter the contents ,'rodsequence of the
output produced by the assembler). OS/VS2 MVS SYSTEM PROGRAMMING

LIBRARY: SERVICE AIDS (GC28-0674)

OS/VS TAPE LABELS (GC26-3795-3) Explains how, wily, and when to use IBM service aids
programs for MVS for diagnosing and fixing failures in

Explains, for programmers and operations analysts, system or application programs. Each service aid is
how OS/VS processes magnetic tape labels. The four explained in a separate chapter, and the chapters are
main sections of this document describe the specifica- arranged in alphabetical order. This document is for

tions and processing of tapes with IBM standard labels, system programmers, system operators, and IBM pro-
tapes with American National Standard labels, tapes gram support representatives.
with nonstandard labels, and unlabeled tapes.

OS/VS2 SUPERVISOR SERVICES AND MACRO

OS/VS VM/370 ASSEMBI, ER PROGRAMMER'S INSTRUCTIONS (GC28-I 114)

GUIDE (GC33.4021)
Is mainly for the programmer coding in _;_mbler Ian-

Complements OS/VS DOS/VS VM370 Assembler Lan- guage. This document describes how to use the servi-
guage (GC33-4010) This document is for the pro- ees of the supervisor, the macro instructions used to
grammer writing assembler language programs to be request these services, and the linkage conventions
run in OS/VS and/or VM/370. This clocument contains used by the control program to provide these services.
the t'ollowing major sections: "Job Control Statements Part I of this document ("Supervisor Services") pro-
To Run the Assembler," "Including Macro Definitions vides explanations and aids for using the facilities
in a Library," "Interpreting the Assembler Listing," awfilable through the supervisor. Part II ("Macro
"Programming Considerations," and "Assembler Lan- Instructions") provides cocting information.
guage Programming under CMS." Other topics, cov-
creel in appenclixes, are "Assembler Data Set Require-
ments," "The Object Module Produced by the OS/VS2SYSTEMPROGRAMMIN(_IABRARY:
Assembler," and "Invoking the Assembler Error Mes- DATA MANAGEMENT (GC26-3830-4)
sages." Prerequisite reading is Introduction to OS
(GC28-6534), VM370: Introduction (GC20-1800), Provides information on how to modify and extend the
and the OS/VS DOS/V_'; and VM370 Assen'_ler Lan- data management capabilities of the MVS system con-

guage (GC33-4010). trol program. This document is for system program-
mers.

OS/VS2 MVS OVERVIEW (GC28-0984)
OVERVIEW OF TIlE NON-PROG RAMMA'rlC

Describes the main features of MVS. It explains each COST PROJECTION PROTOTYPE
of these features and described the flow of work (ANL/TM 441))

through the major parts of the system. This document
is for a general audience, but some knowledge of oper- Is for those people who plan and track human and
ating systems is necessary. There are no prerequisites, material costs for the organizations of the Laboratory.

This document does not teach the reader how to budget
at ANL; it does describe the Non-Programmatic Cost

OS/VS2 MVS RACF MESSAGES AND CODES Projection prototype (CostPro) ,and the role it can play
(SC38-1014-10) in the budgeting process of the non-programmatic

organizations. CostPro is a locally developed comput-

Lists the messages, abend codes, and Remote Access erized system that provides uniform planning and
Control Facility (RACF) manager return codes pro- tracking tools for the Laboratory; it also provides the
duced by Version 1, Release 8.1 or 8.2 of the IBM pro- flexibility to satisfy the variety of needs of existing
gram product RACF, program number 5740-XXH. non-programmatic organizations.
This document supersedes the Resource Access Con-
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PARALLELIZING THE SDI ACCESS A PLAN FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING
ALGORITHM FOR THE CONNECTION AT ANL FY1990 TtlROUGIt FY1992 ,

MACHINE-2 (ANL.89/41) (ANL/TM 474)

Describes taking a prototype weapon-target accesstbili- Identifies the components of administrative computing
ty algorithm (ACCESS) previously studied on a variety at ANL, provides guklelines for development of new or
of shared-memory parallel computers and analyzing enhanced systems, and outlines the procedures by
the implementation of that algorithm on a Connection which management determines the structure and organ.
Machine-2, This report provides benchmarks for the ization of administrative computing systems, This doc.
algorithm on CM-2 configurations with 16K to 64K ument proceeds from the premise that administrative
physical processors, along with comparative timings information is a l_ad_oratoryasset; therefore, the Labo.
from other parallel and sequential implementations, ratory must know the quality, characteristics, availabil-

ity, costs, and location of information as it would any
other asset, This clocument incorporates detailed sum-

PATHWORKS FOR DOS USER'S HANDBOOK, maries of specific projects proposed for the three-year
VERSION 4,0 (AA.PAF7B.TK) span and broader recommendations for the course of

administrative computing ctevelopmentover a ten-year
Shows personal computer users how to use span, This document incluctes a listing of ali known
PATHWORKS with the disk operating system (DOS), administrativecomputing systems in use onsite, Charts
This document describes what the PATHWORKS sys- of expenditures h_r both user-funtied and Imboratory-
tem is anti how you can use PATHWORKS for DOS funded systems provide a complete statement of the
network services and applications, This document Laboratory's financial commitment to achninistr,'ltive
assumes that the user is familiar with personal comput- computing,
ers ,'rodhas some knowledge of DOS, This document
supersedes the Guidefor New Users (AA-PAF7A-TK),

A PLAN FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTIN(]
AT ANL FYI991 THROUGtl FY1993

A PLAN FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING (ANL/TM 483)
AT ANL FY1989 THROUGH FY1991

(ANL/TM 464) Identifies th_3components of administrative computing
at ANL, provides guidelines for ctevelopmentof new or

Identifies the components of administrative computing enhanced systems, and outlines the procedures by
at ANL, provides guidelines for development of new or which management determines the structure an(torgan.
enhanced systems, and outlines the procedures by ization of administrative computing sysl_ms. Thtsdoc.
which management determines the structure and organ- ument proceeds from the premise that administrative
ization of administrative computing systems, This doc- information is a Laboratory asset; therefore, the Labo-
ument proceeAs from the premise that administrative ratory must know the quality, characteristics, availabil-
information is a Laboratory asset; therefore, the Labo- ity, costs, and location of information as it would any
ratory must know the quality, characteristics, availabil- other asset, This clocument incorporates detailed sum.
ity, costs, and location of information as it would any maries of specific projects proposed ibr the three-year
other asset. This document incorporates detailed sum- span and broader recommendations for the course of
maries of specific projects proposed for the three-year adminisWativecomputing development over a ten-year
span and broader recommendations for the course of span. This document inclucles a listing of ali known
administrative computing development over a ten-year actminisWativecomputing systems in use onsite, Charts
span. This document includes a listing of ali known of expenclitures for both user-funded and Laboratory-
administrative computing systems in use onsite, Charts funded systems provide a complete statement of the
of expenditures for both user-funded and Laboratory- Laboratory's financial commitment to administrative
funded systems provide a complete statement of the computing,
Laboratory's fimmcial commitment to administrative
computing,

i
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R_ommendcd Documentatlc_nfor Computer Users at ANl., ANL/fM 379

A PLAN ii'ORADMINISTRATIVI_ COMi'UTING fairly broad range of parallel processors, The_ totals
AT ANL FY1992 'I'ilROUGIt FY1994 citable users, with little extra phn_nhlg or support, to

(ANI,/TM 489) write programs thateasily exploit new machines, They
havebeen lnstalleclon a wide variety of machines, and

Identifies the eOml_nents of administrative computhtg the atithors encourage their use on most of rite new sys-
at ANL, prt)vldesguidelines for development of new or terns coming to the market,
enhanced systems, and outlines the procedures by
which management determines the structure lInd organ.
tzatlon of administrative computing systems, This doc- POSTSCRIPT LANGUAGE REii'ERENCE
ument proceeds from the premise that administrative MANUAL (0,201.18127.4)
information Is a l_.atx_ratoryasset; therefore, the Labo-
ratory must know the quality, characteristics, avallabll- Is a comprehensive handbcmk for programmers inter-
ily, costs, and location of information as lt would any ested In Interfacing existing applications prognuns to
other asset, This document incorporates detallal sum- generate PostScript files or In creattng applications In
maries of spt_tflc projects proposexl for tile three-year the PostScript hmguage Itself, This document Ix_glns
span and broader recommendations for the course of wtth a discussion of basic ideas underlying PostScript
administrative computing development over a ten-year and continues wtth a cornprehensive pre_ntation of the
span, 'I'hls document includes a listing of ali known hulguage, its graphics, and Its font facilities, An addl-
administrative colnputtng systems in use onstte, Charts tlonal chapter contains the semantics of every Post-
of exlx_nditures for both user-funded and Laboratory- Script Olx_rator,organized In dictionary format, This
funded systems provide a cOral)lcre statement of the document concludes with four appendixes, Including
Lad)oratory's l'il_axlcialcommitment to admtnisu'atlve one that provides detailed programniing Information
computing, ('or the Apple LaserWriter, This document is a com-

panion volume to the PostScript Langltage Tutorial
and Cookbook (0-201-10179-3), This document super-

A PLAN It_ORSCIENTIHC VISUALIZATION AI' sedes the PostScript Lat_g.age Reference Mat._al
ANL (ANL/TM 476) (0-201-10174-2),

Describes the topic of scientific visualization and a
prolx_Sed scientific visualization plan for Argonne, F'OSTSCI,HI"I'LAN(;UA(;i_TUTORIAL ANl)
Chaptc.r 1, "An Overview of Scientific Visualization," COOKBOOK (0.201-10179.3) '
describes the basic conc.el:_tso1'visualization and the
benefits of scientific vlstmllzatton to ANL scientists, Outlines the features and capabilities of the PostScript
Chapter 2, "Current Scientific Visualization at ANL," language and shows practical ways to create useful
describes the current software and hardwzu'econfigtJra- PostScript programs, PostScript iu a rewdutlonary
tion at ANl_,_uldprovides descriptions aud photographs device-Independent page description langttage tlmt has
of dilTert;tltvistmliz_ltionprojects, Chapter 3, "Project- become the lndttstry standard for prlnttng high-quality
ed F'hm tbr Sc.ieutlficVlstmlizatlon at ANL,,"describes integrated text and graphics, Using annotated exam-
the planned scientific visualizatfoll facility tit ANL., pies and short programs, the ttJtorlal section provides a

step-by-step guided tour oi'Pos:Scrlpt, highlighting the
qualities that make lt a unique and powerful language,

PI.,/I PRIMEI;_: STUI)ENT TEXT (SC28-6808) The cookbook section offers a collection of some of the
more usel'ul techniques and procedures available to

Provides ttttoritd material not only for tile person with PostScript programmers, This document is li compan-
some knowledge of comp_lter programming but also ion volume to the PostScript l_nguage R_ft:rence
for the novice who knows li!tie or nothing al)out data Manual (0-201-18127-4),
processing,

A PRACTICAL GUIi)E TO UNIX SYSTEM V

I'ORTAIII.E PROG RAMS FOR PARALLEl., (0-8053.0243-3)
PRO(?ESSORS (0-03-014404-3)

Explains how to use Unix System V, Relea_ 2, from
Describes a set cfC tools develolx_clat ANl_,to explore your terminal, This document uses tutorhd examples
issties of program perform;race and portability on a that show you what you will sue on your terminal
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_r_n earths_p of the why; lt takes you from logging histru_tlcms llhmtralml Ill the prc_grnms, Inc,luclml1,,+a
on your system, through writing uomplex Shell pro. brief review of rolewmt System/360 ucmt',optstrod
grams, to syslem zictmlnlstr£_Llcm,This clcxmment closurlptlons of sele_tucl +resemblerlallgungo lnstrtlu-
tmsumostlmt rho rmtderhns somo computer exporlence tic)nsfor m'Ithmetlt_,logltml, mlclbrnnuhhlg olmrntltms,
but llttleornoexp<_rkmco wlth tht_Unix symem, How- 'l+hls ¢Ic>ctJmentIIit_It_clesa ¢llmtJsslotn(,n sl£mclm'cl
over, mc>reeXlmx'lm+ceclUnix system usm'mwill flncltile 0'lxe,d-lmlnt), tie, Intuit ttt_tl lloatlng-lx)lnt ttrllhmetlu,
later t_ImpterstmclPtu't II to be u++efulsourt_omof Inlbr.. 'I'hI_ (l_umont tdso Includes ma elonlenltary Introcltlu.
mntton on subjects such tlmShell l+rogrtmlmlngtmcisys. tion to tms+mblm'hlvlguagetractthe assembler progrttlU
tem ac;ministration, Ptlrt II Is lt "r+f¢_rencegul¢le"to (+4 tul¢l_lmpters on 1rosereglstt+radclrosshlgand on pro.
Unix utilities, grmn link£1ge,£u_drel_yu_itltm,The ucxlltlgoi' mtuly oth-

ux'commtm l}mgmmnllng te_lmlclueS(such tlmthe use
of lmln_hes, loops, +ineloc'_txtltc_rOts clem(mstntted,but

PRODUCING MICR()Ii'iCIIIP.,()UTPUT AT ANL,, not cxwerml In detail, In gev;eml, the rmtclt+t'will l'hld
('I'M 373) ' tlutt tho progrmn exnmples tire quite simple tlt the

beginningo1'eachclmpt_;ror mtljorsubjectdivisiontrod
Is lt cond)lncxluser'sguideandrcl'm'enceIllllntltlI for the bc_orrleprogressivelylilt)rocomplex, StudelltS shtmlcl
use of mlcrc+l'tch+for prlnte¢lotltl)Uttil ANL's Cen+rill htlv_ £1ct:esstc>twc>IBM documents: I'rinr:ild+'srf
IBM Cornputing Complex, lt ¢loctiments the prtxhtc- Operation and the nssetul)ler spe¢lflclitlon ¢lc+cttnlent
tlon of mlcrol'lcllethrough ti clecllciiteclvh'Ltitdm{luhlno for one of tile System/36()operating systuttls, (Ali I)tlb. ,
under the IBM VM ctmtrol l}r()grmuthtlt wtls phtlsed hl llctltlonslind their t'¢)rnlni+tuberstire listed ,titthe eml of
durhlg Jlmuary 1981 to rephtt_ethe tutcroliche supl)ort the Prefnco,) Str+draftsshoul(l tdsc) be l'mullhu' with
that ImclIx_erlprc>vlcledthrotJgh file AsymmetrIc MultI- t'tHIcltmlenl+tdct)ntx'4+tst)l'(lnttil)r(x,'esslnganti the Imslc
processing System (ASP) modlflt:litlotls, This dot;u- Ol>eratlrlgl)rlnclples of Systelll/360, Two IBM pro.
ment Is a replllt:ementfor lmclmakes obsc_leteProduc. grtutlmed hmtructJon(P,I,) ccmrses, or lhelr OCltJlv£tlotlt,
ing Microfiche Output at Argonnds Central nrc prereqtdsltt_ to li I'ull tnlderst,tlndhlgof tills student
Computing Facility (Tech+field Mernorlmchim 260), text: Coml)utlng System Fttndamenl£dsand Inlxocltlc.
This cl()ctHnentalso supersedes the sections tm wrlthlg tlcmto System/36(), Stuclents who are not tmrolled hl li
talm tllltttsets tw fiche In Displaying Massive Print. tX)ml)rehenslvepr()grlunmlng t:oltrse will l'hld the P,I,
hnage Files Via TP ('f'echnlctll Mellmr£1ndum258), Ix)ok l+,'ldndamentalsof l'rogramming tl vllltltll)legtllcle
This document contahm Lnstrt_ctlcmsfor using micro, to problem analysis nnd l)rogrlmiflowclmrtlng,
fiche from CMS, Wylbur, lind btltch, 'l'he dlsta_sslonof
batch job usage of mlcrol'lche conlbrrns to MVS/JES3
rules and Conventions, This doctmlent sumnlttrlzes the PROI.,O(+ PRO(_RAMMING FOR AR'I'ili'ICIAI+,

most signlfl¢slmtcltlTerenc.esbetween lhc old and ;low IN'I'IP+I+,I.,I(_IP,NCli+'_SECOND I_I)I'I'ION
mlcrol'i¢shesystems, A July i981 llctdencltHnto this (1)-201.41606.9)
clocument descrllx_sthe Iml)roved tepee-tc)-fichefacility
ttmt allows users tc)SLd)mitlmtomntlt:ally ttlpe-to-l'lche Is_for stt_dents of l:'rc)lug+inelArtll'lt:lld Intelligent:o,
requests ft'ore MVT +inelMVS btitth jobs, The new Prolog Is li pmgrllmmtng Ittnguligecentered t)n li smltll
TPFICHE commtu_dallows the writing of lmy {hittiset set ot' btislc much+raisins(litclt_dtngpilttern nmtchlng,
from a multiple-file tripe to microfiche aral the writing tree-based data structuring, and tmtonmtlc back+flick-
of mtdttple-tal)e s_mclm'cl-lld)eledclal£1selstc) micro. Ill/,,), This clot+relenthi+rech+costh_ Prolog langtmge
fiche, and strews how Prolog programs tire developed, lt also

clemonstrlttesthepowerof I'rolog ai_plteclin somecen..
tj'iiiilrelis Of Artificial Intelligence (Inch+clingl)robltm_

PROGRAMMER'S IN'i'R()I)LJC'I'I()N TO IBM solving and heuristic search, eXlX_rtsystems, gtune
SYS'I'l_M/360 ASSEMBLER i.,AN(]UAGii+_; pl+lying, and pattern-directed systems), The realcler

STUDENT'rEXT (SC20.,1646) shotddhave a basic general knowledge tfr con_putei's,
but no knowledge c)f Artll'lclal Intelligence Is nieces-

Is arl hltroclt_ctlonfor students to System/360 Assem- sary, Thts document supers_les Prolog Programming
bier l.,angttage codtng, lt provtdes many examples of for ArtOCicial Intelligence° First Edition
short programs showt_in assembled form, In simple, (0-201-14224-4),
non-technlcnl terms, this docttmet_tcilscussossome ole.
ment_iry progrtlmmlng teclmlques and the six,cii'tc
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l_),ec()m)v)o))(ledl.)ot;tH))c;i)latlo)ll'or Coml)tltt_rUsers at ANl., ANL/'I'M 379

RACIi' (IENIi3RAI., INIi'ORMATION MANUAl., RECOMMI_NDI_I) DO(._UMENTATION FOR

((IC28.0722.12) ' COMPUTER USERS AT ANl., (ANIJ'I'M 379)
I_EVISI()N 3)

(.',ot_lal_Lqtm ow',rvle,w aral l)hmnl)lg lnformatlou for
Verslofl I, Release, 8 for MVS illi(l VM t)I'til(.',px'ogr(|tll l-loll)s Argoll)lo cc)liil)Ulor users select clocumentatlo))
l)rocluct l_.o,qource Access Cotttrol F;aclllty (RACF), that will best fit thc_tr lncllvlthml nc;_ts, We have

RACI,' Is a l)mgnmt 01at l)rovlck_s system security, rovlscd thls document oxtonslvely lo rollect recent
resource _tccoss co(lit'el, (mdilablllty a))d accountability, Ul)grades and ()thor changes ht sorvlces, Chapter I
and (tclmlnlstratlve control, Chapter I discusses the exl)htlns how tc)use this ctocumcmt to select documents
no;coll'or ¢htl,_lsecurity, i)rovl¢los a basic ctc_scrlptlonof and how to obtain them from the CTD Document Dis.
RACF, and l(lentll'les k(.;y RACF l'oatm'os, Chaplor 2 trlbutlot_ Counter, Chapter 2 contah_s a table that cut-
I)rovldes a hlsh-lt;vel Imrochlctlon tc)RACF; htstallatlon ogorlzos available, publications, Chapter 3 gives

l)humhlg, Chtll)tt:r 3 cle.qcrlbcs RACF I'tmctlons descriptions of the c,i_lhloI)OCUMENT commavld for
(hicltMlng RACI; getlondlzatlon, RACF..CICS/VS CMS, thc_VAX, and the Stm workstation, Ctmpter 4

ltitt;ntctlon, amt l_ACl_-IMS/VS lntoractlo)l), Chal)ter4 lists l)ubllc(itlons by .qubject, Chapter 5 contains
exl)laltls llow tc) use, tile I_,ACF;commtu lcl,q,ISPF l)tm- td)stracts for each l)ubllcatlon, all arranged all)habotl-
ols, cxlts, el)lions, aral tools to Iml)loment (rod control tally, Chapter 6 describes additional l)ubllcatlons con-
RACI:, (.'.llal)ter 5 SUlnUmrlzestl_ou(.'w functions l)ro- (ahllllg blbllogral)hles anti master lncloxesthat lhc user
vitl(.;clIn this dc)(.',mne,llt, Readers should be famlltar may l'lnd useful, The aplxmdlx Identifies available
wllh MVS ()r VM, 'l'hls cloctmleiit sul)orsodos the COml)titersysteIr)s, apl)llcatlol_s, languages, and libnlr-
IdAC'I,' (leneral h{/brmatic)n Manual (GC28.0722), los, 'l'hl_ ctocume,nt SUl)erse¢les l_ecomm¢:mh;d Dot:u.

mentatlon for Computer Users at ANL (ANL/TM 379,
REVISION 2),

i,_ACF SUMMARY I¢()I,LCli_'NTRAL IBM

C{)MPUTERS AT ANl., (ANI.,/TM 478)
REDUCE IJSEI;LtSMANUAl.,

Is a quick rel't;re,tlce I'()r using IBM Resource Access
Contr¢)l I:ac.ility (RACi:) software that emtbles IBM Provlcles tile user with a clescrlptkm of tile algebndc
cOnll)uter risers lc)I)rotect their ¢lata Irl accord with their pmgrammhlg system REDUCE, The cal)ablllttes of
m,,t:tls, 'l'hls cloctmlellt supersedes tile Cost Center this syslem li_clticlt_(1) exl)anslon anti ¢)rclerlngof lx)ly-
RAL'I,' Adminlstrator°s Guide (ANI_,fI'M 421), viomhdl_ and ratlc)Iml ftmctlons, (2) std)stttutlons anti

l)attern matching 1)1 a wide wirlety o1' terms,
(3)autc)maltc and t_ser.controllecl Stml)ltflcatlon of

RACi,'/MVS (_ENIi',RAI_ USER COMMANI) exl)resslons, (4)calctdatlons with symbolic matrices,
I(_Ii3,'Ii',i¢i!',NCl:,(_AI,_i)(SX28.0609.05) (5)arbitrary precision inte,ger anti re.al arithmetic,

(6) facilities for clcl'tntng new l'tmctlovls and extending
l)t:sc:rlbes thr; sylmlX ()l' the Rcsc)urce Access Control l)rogram syntax, (7)analytic dtfferet_tiatlon and into-
I:acilily (RA(h:) c()))l))mncls, lt ts for tlSe by RACI::- gratlovl) (8)factorlzattot_ of ix)lynomials, and (9)Dirac
(h_'l'tnetlusers wl)()_lrt' responsible for creating, tq)clat- matrix calculations of Interest to high energy physl-
lng, or mall)tainlug tile prol'iles for users, grc)ups, direct clsts,
llt,,(.'esssl¢)rllge device (I)ASD) dattlsets, anti general
re,sourc.t:s o)11110RACI;' tlalaset,

REFERENCE CARD FOR THE ONLINE
MATERIALS CATAI.,OG

RACli'/VM Gli',NI!',RAi_USER C.OMMAND

i_lqli'l!',l_l¢,NCi_CARl)(SX22-(1008.2) Describes the Materials Catalog anti how tc) use lt
through the Customer Information Control System

IX:sc,ribt'.,; c()mnlol_ly used col111lltlll¢.lsand Ol)erancls, (CICS), 'Iqlls Reference Card contains a section on
For a c()n_l)lete eXl)hma(to)_c)l'ali c¢)mnmnds anti oper- accessing the online catalog through CICS (that is, log-

ands, soc (he RACF Command l,anguage &ft;nrnce, gtng o11anti off procedures from dift'erent networks)
and Instructions on seven options available to the user:
reslx)ncltng to l)roml)tS, Ictenttfyhlg a catalog code,
searching for an Item, requesting an ext)ancled Item
clescrll)tlon, scrolling through the catalog, printing a
catalog listing, anti exlttng ft'ore the catalog,
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RI_Iq_I{ENCE CARl) FOR USING THE and o1'SAS, In Chapter 3 we provide sample programs
COMPUTER CALLBACK SERVICE tbr obtaining selected clara,

Describes the Computex' Callback Service that allows
offslto t_sers In Illinois (with areal cocte,s of 312, 708, or RETRIEVING ANl) ANALYZING COMPU'rER
815) to access onslte computers without Incurring large USA(lE ACCOUNTING DATA A'UANL

l×;rsonal costs for telephone charges, Users who want (ANi.,/TM 41)2, REVISION 1)
'.c_use Callback must make sure that their hardware and

software configuration and telephone service are com- Describes the wetof tools CTD provtdes to enable users

patlble with Callback requirements, Before trying to to re,trteve and analyze clara from the monthly (hltabase
use Cttllback, users shoulcl x'_td this Reference Card for containing computer usage Information, A comblna-

full lnstructlcms, "rhls ReJbrence Card supersedes the tton of commercial software and locally written pro-
Juno 1987 Reference Card, grams generate the database, The programs process

records of the myriact tasks that occur during tile daily
course of data processing operations, The database

REli'EI,II_NCE MANUAl., FOR TIlE IBM 3800 keeps recorcts for eve_3, tran_lctton to ensure proper
PRIN'rlN(_ SUIISYSTEM ((]A26.1635) accounting of ali debits and credits, This cl,'ltabase is

the ,,.atmesource of tnl'ormatlon CTD uses to bill otis-

Explains the ftmctlot_ atld t'eattures of the IBM 38(X) tomers for services rendered, This document super-
l:'rlntlng Subsystem relating to chanrlel comrnanct, sedes Retrieving and Analyzing Computer Usage
sense bytes, error detection, recovery, and recording, Accounting Data at ANL (ANl.frM 402),
lt1 addllion, specific Information and examples are giv-

en t_fcopy tuoclil'lcatlon and control and graphic chat'-
actor mc_tlflcatton, "Fills document Is for system ata- SAS COMPANION FOR THE CMS

lysts, hlstallation managers, system programmers, and ENVIRONMENT, VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION
other persotmel requiring IBM 38(X) reference tnforma- (1.55544-399-0)
tloi_,

Provides both tutorial and reference tntbnnation about

the SAS System under CMS. lt provides host-specific
RES()URClg ACCESS CONTROL FACILITY details to supplemerlt the information in SAS Language

(RACF) COMMAND I.,ANGUA(_E RF_,FERENCE, and Procedures: Usage, Version 6, First Edition
VERSION 1, RELEASii', 9 (SC28-0733-11) (1-55544-371-0); SAS Language: Reference, Version

6, First Edition 11-55544-381-8); and the SAS Proce-

Describes tile syntax and the functions of the com- dures Guide, Version 6, Third Edition
rtmntls for Version 1, Release 9 of the Resource Access (1-55544-378-8). Parts 1 and 2 show you how to per-

Control l::acllity (P,ACF), Program Number form common tasks and explain how you can use the
5740.XXI-I, This document Is for RACF-definext users SAS System under CMS to accomplish the_ tasks,

who are responsible for creating, updating, or maintain- Parts 3, 4, and 5 provide complete de_riptions of ali
ing tile profiles for users, groups, datasets, and general the features of the SAS System that have l×;havior spe.
resources on the RACF database on MVS or VM sys- cific to CMS, but de not attempt to teach you how to

terns, This document supersedes the Resource Access use the software, Tills document is for SAS System
Control Facility (RACF) Command Langt_ge Refer. users who have had some experience with the SAS
ence (SC28-0733-9), Systen't, but not neces_rily under CMS, This docu-

ment assumes that users can log on and log off CMS
and that they are familiar with basic CMS commands,

RETRIEVIN(_ AND ANALYZING AUTOMATED
MATERIAI_,S/PAYAilLES SYSTEM DATA AT

ANl., (ANL/TM 408) SAS COMPANION li'OR TtiE CMS OPERATING
SYSTEM (1-55544-001-0)

Defines the process by which the u.,;er can obtain six,-
cii'lc procurement Information from a Statistical Analy- Supplements the SAS User's Guide (Version 5) and

sis System (SAS) database. The realc!er will need no other SAS docunlents that describe SAS concepts, lan-
specilic knowledge of this database but will neexl some guage, and proccxlures. In CMS, SAS is evoked
knowledge of the procurement process, of batch sub- through an interhlce program that creates a special

mission l_mcedures lhr simple jobs that execute SAS,
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environment. The interface interprets CMS/SAS SAS GUIDE TO MACRO PROCESSING,
options, allocates files, provides supervisor services, VERSION 6, SECOND EDITION (1-55544-382-6)
and supports auxiliary processes. This document
describes and illustrates the use of SAS in the CMS Provides complete documentation on portable features
environment. First, read the SAS Introductory Guide of the Release 6,06 SAS macro facility used with base
for a quick explanation of SAS capabilities. Then Con- SAS software_ In this context, portable includes fea-
suit this document for examples and technical informa- tures that work the same across ali host operating sys-
tion on using SAS in CMS. This docur ,_nt does not terns. (in contrast, host-specific features are those that
contain a complete discussion of CMS. The sample are meaningful only under specific host operating sys-
terminal sessions use important CMS commands, terns or that work differently under different host oper-
Instead of learning everything about CMS before you ating systems.) This document includes an introducto-
start, just look up the recommended commands as you ry tutorial, reference material, a chapter of examples
need them. Figures of SAS input and output show SAS that provide usage material, and a glossary. This docu-
usage with both full screen and ASCII terminals. Keep ment is for users who either have previous experience
in mind that this book covers unmodified CMS; be with the SAS System or who have at least an interme-
alert for local enhancements, diate level of experience with another programming

language and who understand the fundamentals of pro-
gramming logic. This document supersedes the SAS

SAS COMPANION FOR THE MVS Guide to Macro Processing, Version 5 Edition and SAS
ENVIRONMENT, VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION Technical Report P-175, Changes and Enhancements

(1-55544-398-2) to the SAS System, Release 5.18, under OS and CMS.

l:'rovidc_ both tutorial and reference information about

the SAS System under MVS. Parts 1 and 2 show you SAS GUIDE TO THE MICRO-TO-HOST LINK,
how to perform common tasks and explain how you VERSION 6 EDITION (1-55544-069.X)
can accomplish these tasks by using the SAS System
under MVS. Parts 3, 4, and 5 provide complete Documents the use of the Statistical Analysis System
descriptions of ali the features of the SAS System that (SAS) micro-to-host link. The SAS link is a feature of
have host-specific behavior but do not teach you how base SAS software that allows communication between
to use the software. This document provides host- a PC SAS session on a microcomputer and a SAS ses-
specific details to supplement the information in SAS sion on another larger computer--the host. The SAS
Language and Procedures: Usage, Version 6, First link gives you access to the files and SAS software on
Edition (1-55544-371-0); SAS Language: Reference, the host computer at the same time that you are running
Version 6, First Edition (1-55544-381-8); and the SAS a PC SAS session. This document describes the
Pro¢.edures Guide, Version 6, Third Edition enhanced 6.02 release of the SAS link and Release 5.16

(1-55544-378-8). of the host SAS systems.

SAS COMPANION FOR THE VMS SAS INTRODUCTORY GUIDE FOR PERSONAL

ENVIRONMENT, VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION COMPUTERS, RELEASE 6.03 (1-55544-095.9)
(1.55544-392-3)

Describes the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) as it is
Provides both usage and reference information about used on personal computers. As one easy-to-use sys-
the SAS System under VMS. Parts 1 and 2 show you tem, it provides ali the tools necessary for data analy-
how to perform common tasks and explain how you sis: information storage and retrieval, data modifica-
can use the SAS System under VMS to accomplish tion and programming, report writing, statistical
these tasks. Parts 3, 4, and 5 provide complete descrip- analysis, and file handling. This document's goal is to
tions of ali the features of the SAS System that have help you learn enough about SAS so that you can use it
system-dependent behavior, but do not attempt to teach to get the answers you need quickly. This document

= you how to use the software. This document is for assumes you are familiar with your personal computer
SAS System users who have had some experience with and the basic lunctmns of its various keys.

" the SAS System, but not necessarily under VMS. This
-i= document supersedes the SAS Companion for the VMS
"-_ Operating System. 1986 Edition (0-917382-98-6).
I
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SAS LANGUAGE AND PROCEDURES: and programming, report writing, statistical analysis,
INTRODUCTION, VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION and file handling. This document is organized to

(1-55544-410-5) reflect the structure of the SAS language for both new
and experienced SAS users. The information in this

Provides basic introductory material about base Staffs- document is arranged according to where it can be used
tical Analysis System (SAS) software, Release 6.06. in a SAS program--in a DATA step, a PROC step, or
This document describes base SAS software and anywhere.
explains how to access, analyze, manage, and present
data in various formats. This docmnent is for those

who want to learn how to use base SAS software and SAS LANGUAGE: REFERENCE, VERSION 6,
who are new SAS users. FIRST EDITION (1-55544-381-8)

Provides complete reference information for ali porta-
SAS LANGUAGE AND PROCEDURES: ble langfiage features in Release 6.06 base Statistical
SYNTAX, VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION Analysis System (SAS) software. In this context, por-

(1-55544.400-8) table includes features that work the same across ali
host operating systems. (In contrast, host-specific fea-

Provides a quick but complete reference to the syntax tures are those that are meaningful only under specific
- of the portable base Statistical Analysis System (SAS) host operating systems or that work differently under

software. In this context, portable includes features different host operating systems.) This document
that work the same across ali host operating systems, includes ali aspects of base SAS software that are not

i This document is not meant to replace reference guides procedures. This document is for users who either
" for base SAS software. This document is for users who have previous experience with the SAS System or who

either have previous experience in using the SAS Sys- have at least an intermediate level of experience with

tem or who have at least an intermediate level of another programming language and understand the fun-
d experience with another programming language and damentals of programming logic. This document

understand the fundamentals of programming logic, supersedes the SAS User's Guide." Basics, Version 5

i Edition (0-917382-65-X); SAS Technical Report

i P.146, Changes and Enhancements to the Version 5

SAS LANGUAGE AND PROCEDURES: USAGE, SAS System; SAS Technical Report P-168, Changes
VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION (1.55544-371-0) and Enhancements to the Version 5 SAS System under

VMS; SAS Technical Report P-175, Changes and
Provides instructions and examples for accomplishing Enhancements to the SAS System, Release 5.18, under

I the primary tasks you need to complete in your daily OS and CMS; SAS Technical Report P.182, Changes
._ use of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS). This and Enhancements to the SAS System, Release 5.18,111

document is a tutorial for base SAS software beginning under VMS; and SAS Technical Report P.183, Changes
with Release 6.06. This document focuses on common and Enhancements to the SAS System, Release 5.18,

i

tasks and explains the simplest way of accomplishing under AOS/VS and PRIMOS.
them. This document is for users who have not used

the SAS System but have some computer programming
experience and know the fundamentals of program- SAS PROCEDURES GUIDE FOR PERSONAL
ming logic, who have an introductory-level knowledge COMPUTERS, RELEASE 6.03 (1-55544-089-4)
of the SAS System, or who are experienced SAS users
who want to learn new tasks. Describes ali procedures in the Version 6 base Statisti-

cal Analysis System (SAS) software. There are four
categories of procedures: elementary statistics, report-

SAS LANGUAGE GUIDE _;'OR PERSONAL ing, scoring, and utilities. Chapters 1 through 4 intro-

: COMPUTERS, RELEASE 6.03 (1-55544-099-1) duce the four categories of procedures; the introductory
section for each group briefly describes the procedures

Contains the fundamentals of the Statistical Analysis available for that category and what they do. The
System (SAS): an introduction to the DAT,_ and remaining chapters describe the procedures individual-'11

_ PROC steps, the syntax and use of SAS statements, and ly. The statements and syntax necessary to run _ch

-d system files and options. The SAS system is a soft- procedure are presented in a uniform format throughout
,_ ware system for data analysis; it provides tools for this document.
li information storage and retrieval, data modification

| -65-!
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SAS PROCEDURES GUIDE, VERSION 6, THIRD SAS USER'S GUIDE: BASICS, VERSION 5
EDITION (1-55544-378-8) EDITION (0-917382-65-X)

,

Provides complete reference information for ali proce- Contains the fundamental information needed to use
dures in Release 6.06 base Statistical Analysis System the Statistical Analysis System (SAS): (1) an introduc-
(SAS) software. This document is for users who have tion to DATA and PROC steps; (2)the syntax and use
not used the SAS System but who have some computer of SAS statements; (3) macros; (4) system options; and
programming experience and know the fundamentals (5) procedures for descriptive statistics, report writing,
of programming logic and for experienced SAS users, and utilities. This document is the first of two volumes

that are the primary documentation for the SAS system.

Many SAS users need only the data processing, sum-
SAS PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE FOR PL/l, marizing, and reporting features of the system without

VERSION 5 EDITION,(0-917382-91-9) further statistical analysis. This two-volume format
provides a choice of one or both documents, depending

Describes in detail the process of writing a procedure on whether you are using SAS primarily for data pro-
that interfaces with the SAS system. This document cessing or for statistics.
also describes how to write SAS functions, SAS CALL
routines, SAS formats and informats, and SAS/IML

libnu-y routines. SAS USER'S GUIDE: STATISTICS, VERSION 5
EDITION (0-917382-66-8)

SAS TECHNICAL REPORT P-201: CHANGES Complements the SAS User's Guide: Basics, which
AND ENHANCEMENTS TO SAS SOb_I'WARE provides primary documentation for those using the

FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS, RELEASE 6.04 Statistical Analysis System (SAS) primarily for data
(1-55544-393-1) processing. This document contains advanced statisti-

cal procedures in the areas of regression, analysis of

Documents the upgrade to base Statistical Analysis variance, categoric'al data analysis, multivariate analy-
System (SAS) software ,'rod SAS/Graph software for sis, discriminant analysis, clustering, scoring, and the
personal computers in Release 6.04. This report should MATRIX language.
be used as a supplement to Release 6.03 documenta-
tion.

SAS/ETS USER'S GUIDE, VERSION 6, FIRST
EDITION (1-55544-325-7)

SAS TECHNICAL REPORT P.204" SAS

SOFTWARE CltANGES AND Documents the SAS/ETS software, including (1)time
ENHANCEMENTS, RELEASE6.06 series extracting, data management, and plotting;

(1-55544-409-1) (2) forecasting and time series extraction; (3) modeling
and econometrics; and (4)rmancial reporting. The

Provides reference information about changes from SAS/ETS procedures require prior knowledge of the

Release 5.18 to Release 6.06 Statistical Analysis Sys- SAS system and elementary statistics. This document
tem (SAS) software. However, it does not list any supersedes the SAS/E'IS User's Guide
host-specific changes that are included in Release 6.06 (0-917382-62-5), See SAS/PC ETS Software, Version
SAS software, lt is also not intended as a primary 6.04.
source of production information. This document is for
users who are already familiar with Version 5 software
and want an overview of enhancements available in SAS/FSP USER'S GUIDE, VERSION 5 EDITION
Version 6 and for new SAS software users who are (0-917382-67-6)
interested in some of the new features included in

Release 6.06. Documents the SAS/FSP software. The software pro-
vides interactive, menu-driven facilities for data entry,
editing, and retrieval. This SAS/FSP rele_,se contains

- !be. foilcJwing procedures: (1)PROC FSCALC for
r' using the capabilities of a full-range electronic spread-
| sheet, (2) PROC FSCON for converting existing letter1
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and screen datasets into catalogs for use with Version 5 SAS/GRAPit USER'S GUIDE, VERSION 5
SAS/FSP procedures, (3) PROC FSBROWSE for dis- EDITION (0-917382-68-4)

playing observations in a SAS dataset, (4)PROC
FSEDIT for entering and editing _ata in a SAS dataset, Defines a computer graphics system for producing col-
(5) PROC FSLETTER for editing, and sending letters, or plots, charts, maps, and other displays on screens
(6) PROC FSLIST to look at listing files, and and plotters. SAS/GRAPH programs are actually SAS

(7) PROC FSPRINT to look at SAS datasets :a full procedures. If you are familiar with the SAS proce-
screen mode as a table of rows and columns, dures CHART and PLOT, you will find that your

CHART and PLOT statements can be used for

SAS/GRAPH by changing the procedure name to
SAS/GRAPH GUIDE'rO HARDWARE GCHART or GPLOT, although additional options to
INTERFACES, VERSION 5 EDITION produce colorful and patterned displays are available.

(0.917382-69-2) Ali SAS retrieval, data management, analysis, and oth-
er capabilities may be used with SAS/GRAPH. Data

Describes the device drivers compatible with Version 5 values are put into SAS datasets before SAS/GRAPH
SAS/GRAPH software and explains in detail how to procedures use them. Chapter 1 serves as an introduc-

set up and use graphics hardware at a given site. tion to SAS/GRAPH. Chapter 2, "Global Statements,"
SAS/GRAPH users should also read the SAS/GRAPII describes the statements used to set up the
User's Guide, Version 5 Edition, which is the primary SAS/GRAPH environment. Next, in alphabetic'al
documentation for SAS/GRAPH software, order, are the SAS/GRAPH procedures GCHART,

GCONTOUR, GMAP, GOPTIONS, GPLOT,
GPRINT, GPROJECT, GREDUCE, GREPLAY,

SAS/GRAPH SoirrWARE: INTRODUCTION, GSETUP, GSLIDE, and G3D. The chapters describing

VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION (1-55544-395-8) GCHART, GCONTOUR, GMAP, GPLOT, and G3D
begin by showing several examples using color and

Provides basic introductory material about SAS/Graph other SAS/GRAPH options. The appendixes show the
software, Release 6.06, and demonstrates how to various character fonts available through

produce simple charts, maps, plots, and text slides. SAS/GRAPH, describe the SAS/GRAPH functions,
This document is for those who want or need to learn give a short description of some of the hardware

how to use SAS/Graph software and who consider devices compatible with SAS/GRAPH, and describe
themselves new users. See SAS/PC Graph Software, the map datasets available with SAS/GRAPH.
Release 6.04.

SAS/PC BASE soFrWARE, RELEASE 6.04

SAS/GRAPH SOFTWARE: REFERENCE,

VERSION 6, FIRST EDITION (1-55544-379-6) Provides tools for information storage and retrieval,
data modification and programming, report writing,

Is a two-volume set that provides reference information statistical analysis, and file handling. You can add
about ali facilities, procedures, statements, and options tools for graphics, forecasting, data entry, and interfac-

that you can use with SAS/Graph software, Release es to other databases to the all-purpose base SAS soft-
6.06. These documents do not attempt to teach you ware. For use on IBM or IBM-compatible personal
how to use the software. These documents are for computers.

users experienced in using SAS software. Users should
understand the concepts of programming in the SAS

language and should have an idea of the tasks they SAS/PC ETS soFrWARE, RELEASE 6.04
want to perform with SAS/Graph software. This docu-
ment supersedes the SAS/GRAPII User's Guide, Ver- Provides tools for (1) time series extracting, data man-
sion 5 Edition (0-917382-68-4). agement, and plotting; (2) forecasting and time series

extraction; (3) modeling and econometrics; and (4)
financial reporting. For use on IBM or IBM-

compatible personal computers. See the SAS/E'IS
User's Guide, Version 6. First Edition
[1 KC;KA A _'a g K-'7"_

i
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SAS/PC GRAPH SOFTWARE, RELEASE6.04 Release 5,18, under OS and CMS; SAS Technical

Report P.182, Changes and Enhancements to the SAS
Provides tools for producing simple charts, maps, plots, System, Release 5.18, under VMS; and SAS Technical
and text slides. See SAS/Graph Software: lntroduc. Report P.183, Changes and Enhancements to the SAS
tion, Version 6, First Edition (1-55544-395-8). System, Release 5,18, under AOS/VS and PRIMOS,

For microcomputers and Unix workstations, these doc-
uments supersede the SAS/STAT Guide for Personal

SAS/PC STAT SOl.WARE, RELEASE 6.04 Computers, Version 6 Ech'tion (1-55544-064-9) and the
SAS/STAT User's Guide, Release 6.03 Edition

ts a wide range of statistical applications for data anal- (1-55544-088-6). If you are using the SAS System
ysis and estimation (including regression, analysis of with PC DOS, continue to use the SAS/STAT User's
variance, categorical, multivariate, discriminant, and Guide, Release 6.03 Edition.
scoring). The SAS/PC Stat software must be used with
the Base SAS/PC software. For use on IBM or IBM-

compatible personal computers. ' SCIENTIFIC CHART DESIGN:
COMPUTER-GENERATED CHARTS USING

TELL-A-GRAF

SAS/STAT USER'S GUIDE, RELEASE 6.03

EI)ITION (1-55544-088-6) Is for people who want to produce their own scientific
charts with Tellagraf. This alternative document to the

Documents ali of the procedures available in Release Tellagraf User's Manual presents a series of major
6.03 of SAS/STAT software. Chapters 1 through 8 design elements in scientific charts. It also provides
provide an overview and introduce you to the eight examples to highlight alternative choices and to show

groups of procedures in SAS/STAT software. Chapter the Tellagraf specifications you can use to make the
9 contains detailed information about the four types of different charts.

estimable functions used by many regl'ession and
analysis-of-variance procedures. The next 26 chapters
describe individual SAS/STAT procedures in alphabet- SCRIPT REFERENCE CARD
ical order. This document supersedes the SAS/STAT
Guide for Personal Computers, Version 6 Edition. Describes the format of the physical page output by

Script. It further lists Script control words by function
as well as alphabetically, lt also gives an Options sum-

SAS/STAT USER'S GUIDE, VERSION 6, mary, a Set Symbol and Macro Summary, and a Sym-
FOURTti EDITION (1-55544-376-1) bol Attribute Function Summary.

Is a two-volume set that documents the procedures
available witll Release 6.06 of SAS/STAT software. SECURITY GUIDELINES FOR

Volume 1 contains the introductory chapters and docu- MICROCOMPUTERS AND WORD
ments the ACECLUS through FREQ procedures. Vol- PROCESSORS (DOE/MA-0181)
ume 2 documents the GLM tlu'ough VARCOMP pro-
cedures. This document assists data analysts who use Is issued by the Office of ADP Management as a refer-
SAS/STAT software. This document assumes you are ence to security for microcomputers and word proces-
familiar with basic Statistical Analysis System (SAS) sors. lt provides techniques that you should consider
concepts (such as creating SAS datasets with the when processing DOE sensitive unclassified data on a

DATA step and manipulating SAS datasets with the microcomputer or word processor.
procedures in base SAS software). For mainframe and

minicomputer sites using Release 6.06 software, these
documents supersede the SAS User's Guide: Statistics, SECURITY OF PERSONAL COMPUTER
Version 5 Edition (0-917382-66-8) and sections on the SYSTEMS: A MANAGEMENT GUIDE

statistical procedures in the following technical reports: (NBS500-120)
SAS Technical Report P-146, Changes and Enhance-
ments to the Version 5 SAS System; SAS Technical Describes management and technical security consider-
Rapart P.I6,_. Chan_,es and Enhancements to the Ver- ations associated with the use of personal computer

I sion 5 SAS System under VMS; SAS Technical Report systems. The primary objective is to identify and dis-

P.175, Changes and Enhancements to the SAS System,
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cuss several areas of lx_tential vulnerability and associ- SLAC WYLBUR TUTORIAL
ated protective measures, The document discusses
physical and environmental protection, system and data Is available with minor changes and an addendum
access control, integrity of software and data, back-up reflecting the local conventions. We reprint thi_ docu-
and contingency planning, auditability, and communi- ment because it is an excellent introduction to Wylbur
cations protection, lt also includes a general plan for for new users. Argonne used Stanford Linear Acceler-
the management ot' personal computer information ator Center (SLAC) Wylbur from May 1976 until we

security. Appendixes provide references to additional replaced it in June 1980 with On-Line Business ;:rs-
information, a self-audit checklist, and a guide to terns (OBS)Wylbur. Because the layout of this docu-

security products for personal computers, ment does not allow for full revision, we have made
minor ctmnges in text and blanked out some sections
that would now confuse inexperienced users. As you

SEGMENT I.,OADER (SEGLDR) AND LD gain experience with Wylbur, you will want to try the
REFERENCE MANUAl., (SR-0066 6.0) other features documented in the OBS Wylbur Refer-

ence Manual and in the online HELP information.

Describes the Segment Loader's (SEGLDR's) opera-
tion, methcxt of code execution, common block use,
and common block assignment. SEGLDR operates on SOLUTION OF THE GENERAL NONLINEAR
Cray Y-MP, Cray X-MP EA, Cray X-MP, and Cray-2 PROGRAMMING PROBLEM wrrtt

computer systems running under the Unix-Based Cray SUBROUTINE VMCON (ANL-80-64)
Operating System (UNICOS). The glossary explains
SEGLDR terminology, but this document assumes that Describes how tc)solve the general nonlinc_lr program-
the reader understancts overlays and is familiar with ming problem with a subroutine called VMCON.
loaders. Additionally, this document documents the VMCON Uses an algorithm proposed ancl first imple-
UNICOS command ld that is an interface to the seg- mented by M.J.D. Powell, based on the earlier work of
ment loader in the style of traditional Unix system S-P Han. Powell's algorithrn solves a sequence of posi-
loaders. This document supersedes the Segment Load- t!ve definite quadratic programming subprograms.
er (SEGLDR) and ld Reference Manual (SR-0(O E). Each solution determines a direction in which a one-

6imensional minimization is performed. The current

irr,plementation contains extensive in-line documenta-
SENSITIVE UNCLASSIFIED COMPUTER rien; an interface subroutine, VMCON 1, with a simpli-

SECURITY PROGRAM COMPLIANCE REVIEW fled calling sequence; and print options to aid the user

GUIDELINES (DOE/MA-0188/1) in interpreting results.

• Is an Office of ADP Management reference for plan-|
ning or performing a sensitive unclassified computer SPECIFICATIONS FOR TItE PBX-BASED

"- .security program compliance review in accord with the DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

provisions of DOE Order 1360.2: "Computer Security (ANL/TM 418)
; Program for Unclassified Computer Systems." This

document explains how to establish effective computer Contains the ANL requirements for a Private Branch

security ancl to achieve the levels of computer ,security Exchange (PBX)-based digital telecommunications

,_ appropriate to individual DOE ADP sites, system (DTS). This system serves Argonne National
Laboratory and the Department of Energy at the
Argonne, Illinois, site, where it has replaced the Cen-

SINGLE LINE TELEPltONE (STE)USER GUIDE trex telephone service provided by Illinois Bell. The
(ANL/TM 470) new system provides cost-effective telephone service

- and has greatly improved voice and data communica-

-" Explains how tc) use the sumclard single line telephone tions.
with the Argonne telephone system. The single line
telephone is STE (standard telephone equipment).

i
i
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STORES STANDING ORDERS AT ANL appropriate planners and other contact people in those
(ANL/TM 441, REVISION 1) organizations, _md promotes the sharing of this infor-

mation among those people making plans for organiza-
Is for the Inventory Planners and the Material Handlers tions and decisions about office automation. This doc-
within Materials and Services, tbr the Buyers in Pro. ument supersedes Survey of ANL Organization Plans
curement, and for the Voucher Payment Clerks within for Word Processors, Personal Computers, Work-
Accounts Payable, already trained in the Stock Tracker stations, and Associated Software (ANL/TM 459,

and the Automated Materials/Payables systems but not REVISION 2).
in Stores Standing Orders. This document limits itself

to the procedures specific to Stores Standing Orders at
ANL and to the computer software built for that subset SYMBOLIC MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS
of procurement functions. This document therefore REFERENCE MANUAL (SR.0085)

supplements existing procedure and policy guides for
the Stock Tracker and the Automated Materials/ Provides reference information on Cray X-MP and
Payables systems. Chapter 1 defines a Stores Standing Cray-1 computer systems symbolic machine instruc-
Order at ANL and summarizes briefly the steps to tions and is to be used as a reference with the CAL
establish such an agreement, to purchase materials Assembler Version 2, The CAL Assembler Version 2
under the agreement, and to monitor the agreement allows you to express symbolically ali hardware func-

through its lifetime. Chapters 2 through 10 then tions of a Cray X-MP and Cray-I computer system.
describe in detail each of the steps and provide instruc- This detailed and precise level of programming is espe-
Lions for l)crforming specific tasks. Chapter 11 defines ciaUy helpful for tailoring programs to the architecture
some differences between Stores Standing Orders ;rod of a Cray mainframe and for writing programs requir-

the Argonne Materials Order System (AMOS). This ing code optimized to the hardware.
document supersedes Stores Standing Orders at ANL
(ANL/TS 441).

TABLES DESIGNER'S GUIDE

SUGI SUPPLEMENTAL I.,IBRARY USER'S Is a companion volume to the TABLES User's Guide.
GUIDE, VERSION 5 EDITION (1-55544-000-2) Both are Integrated Software Systems Corporation

(ISSCO) documents that describe how to use ISSCO's
Documents 15 new procedures written and contributed TABLES software. This document is for users who
by Statistical Analysis System (SAS) users to the SUGI wish to custom design their own tables or to modify the
Supplemental Library. lt also updates or repeats docu- standard formats extensively.
menlation for 35 procedures and 11 SAS functions
included in c_lrlier editions of this d(_ument.

TABI.,ES USER'S GUIDE

SUMMARY OF ANSYS REVISION 4.4A NEW Is a companion volume to the TABLES Designer's
FEATURES Guide. Both are Integrated Software Systems Corpora-

tion (ISSCO) documents that describe how to use
Lists the new features in ANSYS Revision 4.4A. ISSCO's TABLES software. This document uses a

step-by-step "hands-on" session to explain how to
make basic tables by using the standard TABLES for-

SURVEY OF ANl, (}RGANIZATION PLANS FOR mats.

WORD I'ROCESSORS, PERSONAL
C()MPUTERS, WORKSTATIONS, AND

ASSOCIATED SOF'i'WARE (ANL/TM 459, TCP/IP AND ()SI NETWORK USER'S GUIDE
REVISION 3) (SG-2009 6.0)

Supplements infornmtion in both the ANL Statement of Introduces network users to lhc communication capa-
Site Strategy for Computing WorL_'tations (ANL/TM bilities available with the Transmission Control
458) and the ANL Site Response for the DOE lnforrruz- Protocol/Intemet Protocol (TCP/lP) and the Open Sys-
tion Technology Resources Long-Range Plan tems Interconnection (OSI) on Cray Research comput-

(ANL/fM 466). This Survey documents each ANL er systems running the Unix-Based Cray Operating

-! ....... :.....:.._,.. _1..... c.... rr;...... ,,-,m,_,;,-,n ;d,-ndflo,_ qy_f_m ,_lNl_O.q_. Thi._ document de_ribes the

U| _(,.Jl.llI/,(llt Ifr/li O }/i¢._lld 1 _k.h'i 'Itri I i'l_ It_lq.&_q_.Jtill,41l. i_ttl I ._..-- ................ •
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UNICOS networking commands that you can execute TELLAGRAF/PINPOINT WORKSTATION
at a Cray Research system to communicate with a REFERENCE CARD IBM 3179 G 3270 PC/G 3270
remote system. Readers should be familiar with either PC/GX (PIN.QR.1085.3179)
Unix or UNICOS and with the networking products
installed on their workstations or computer terminals, Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora-

tion (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to
use specific terminals when you are doing interactive

,qTELEBITT2500A,.YNCIIRONOUSMODEM graphics with Tellagraf/Pinpoint. Each card also
USER'S GUIDE WITH OPERATING includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For

INSTRUCTIONS (ANL/TM 492) more detailed information on Tellagraf/Pinpoint, con-

sult the TellagraflPinpoint User's Guide. This Card
Helps users of the Telebit T2500 dial-up modem use contains specific information on how to use IBM 3179
the modem to access ANL computing systems from G terminals and 3270 PC/G and 3270 PC/GX comput-
offsite. These instructions supplement the Telebit ers.
"12500 Reference Manual and the Telebit "12500 Fast
Start Guide, which the Telebit Corporation supplies
with the modem. TELLAGRAF/PINI'OINT WORKSTATION

REFERENCE CARD IBM 3279 32711PC

(PIN.Q R- 1[185-3279)
TELLAGRAF/PINPOINT USER'S MANUAL

(PIN-UG-0985) Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corl_ra-
tion (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to

Is the Computer Associates (CA) guide to using Pin- use specific terminals when you are doing interactive
point, CA's interactive enhancement to Tellagraf. Pin- graphics with Tellagraf/Pinpoint. Each card also
point lets you change the position and size of chart includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For
items on your Tellagraf chart without issuing any Tel- more detailed information on Tellagraf/Pinpoint, con-
lagraf commands. You simply point to the Pinpoint suit the TellagraflPinpoint User's Guide. This Card
screen and enter your instructions. Before attempting contains specific information on how to use IBM 3279
to learn Pinpoint, you should have a basic knowledge terrain;als and 3270 PC computers.
of Tellagraf and Tellagraf commands. Chapter 1 of
this document is an overview that introduces Tellagraf

and Pinpoint. Chapter 2 reviews Tellagraf commands TELLAGRAF/PINPOINT WORKSTATION
and command format. Chapter 3 discusses devices REFERENCE CARD TEKTRONIX4010 4012

• used with Pinpoint. Chapter 4 is a step-by-step tutorial 4013 4014 4015 4016 4051 4052 4054 4081
i for beginners on how to use Pinpoint. Chapter 5 pro- (PIN.QR-1085-4010)
. vides details about Pinpoint use, including particulars
• about each menu option and each chart item you can Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora-
-- change, tion (ISSCO) cards containing information ,:_nhow to

use specific terminals when you are doing interactive
graphics with Tellagraf/Pinpoint. Each card also

TELLAGRAF/PINPOINT WORKSTATION includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For
i REFERENCE CARD DEC VT241 VT240 more detailed information on Tellagraf/Pinpoint, con-
II HEWLETT-PACKARD 2623 2647 2648 suit the TellagraflPinpoint User's Guide. This Card

(PIN-QR-1085-DEC) contains specific information on how to use Tektronix
4010, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015, 4016, 4051,41)52, 4054,

Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora- and 4081 terminals.
tion (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to

u_ specific terminals when you are doing interactive
i graphics with Tellagraf/Pinpoint. Each card also

includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For
more detailed information on Tellagraf/Pinpoint, con-
sult the TellagraflPinpoint User's Guide. This Refer-
ence Card contains specific information on how to use
DEC VT241 and VT240 terminals and Hewlett-

Packard 2623, 2647, and 2(-,48terminals.
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TELLAGRAIql'INI'OIN'r WORKSTATION more detailed intbrmatlon on Tellagr',ff/Pinpoint, con-
REFERENCE CARD TEKTRONIX 4027 suit the Tellagrt_Pinpoint User's Guide, This Card

(PIN-QR-1085-4027) contains specific information on how to use Tektronix
4112, 4113, 4114, 4115, 4116, 4125, 4128, and 4129

Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora- terminals.
tion (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to

use specific terminals when you are doing interactive
graphics with Tellagraf/Pinpoint. Each card also THE TEXBOOK (0.201.13448-9)
includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For
more detailed inlbrmation on Tellagraf/Ptnpoint, con- Is a handbcx_k about TeX, a typesetting system lhr the
suit the TellagraflPinpoint User's Guide. This Card creation of books, especially ones that contain a let of
contains specific information on how to use Tektronix mathematics, By preparing a manuscript in TeX for-
4027 terminals, mat, you are telling a computer exactly how to trans-

form the manuscript into pages of high typographic
quality; yet you won't need to do much more work than

TELLAGRAF/I'INPOINT WORKSTATION would be involved if you were simply typing the manu-
REHCRENCE CARD TEKTRONIX 4104 4105 script on ordinary paper. This document is for people

4106 (PIN-QR-0386-4104) who have never used TeX before; it explains every-

thing you need to know about TeX.
Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora.
tion (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to

use specific terminals when you are doing interactive THTB AT ANL (TM 281)
graphics with TellagratYPinpoint. Each card also
includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For Describes THTB (Transient Heat Transfer, Version B),
more detailed information on Tellagraf/F'inpoint, con- proprietary code written originally by General Electric
suit the Tellagrc_Pinpoint User's Guide. This Card for the IBM 704. It is capable of analyzing general
contains specific information on how to use Tektronix three-dimensional heat transfer systems using a finite
4104, 4105, anti 4 l(X_terminals, difference method. The basic function of the program

is to set up the general heat balance equation for each
node point, to compute the terms that apply from the

TELLAGRAF/I'iNI'OINT WORKSTATION input given, and to solve the resulting set of equations
REFti',RlgNCli_' CARD TEKTRONIX 4106 4107 by the Gauss-Seidel method for the central tempera-

4109 (PIN.QR-1085.4106) tures of the nodes. The process is repeated for each
time increment by using the temperatures from the pre-

Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora- vious time increment as approximations to the new
rien (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to temperatures.

use specific terminals when you are doing interactive
graphics with TellagralTPinpoint. Each card also
includes a brief revit;w of Pinpoint menu options. For TN3270 FOR THE MACINTOSlt REFERENCE
more detailed information on Tellagraf/Pinpoint, con- GUIDE, VERSION 2.0

suit the Tellagrc_t'inpoint User's Guide. Ttfis Card
contains specifk: information on how to use Tektronix Explains how to use tn3270 for the Apple Macintosh
4106, 4107, and 41(Y)terminals, computer with a Transmission Control Protocol/

Internet Protocol (TCP/lP) network connection to emu-
late an IBM 3270 terminal. Features of the emulation

TELLAGRAte/PINPOINTWORKSTATION include extended highlighting, APL, and IBM
Rii'FI_RENCE CARD TEKTRONIX 4112 4113 3179-compatible graphics. For an Apple Macimosh II

4114 4115 4116 4125 4128 4129 or other Apple Macintosh with a large screen, the emu-
(Pl N. Q R. 1(185-4112) lation program accommodates different screen formats.

In IBM CMS, tn3270 acts as a file transfer protocol
Is one of several Integrated Software Systems Corpora- (FTP) server for file transfer and maintains file transfer
tion (ISSCO) cards containing information on how to _" part of a terminal session. Although tn3270 is pri-
use specific terminals when you are doing interactive mmdy an IBM 3270 emulation program, it also accom-
graphics with "l'ellagraf/Pinpoint. Each card also modates line mode Telnet connections. This feature
includes a brief review of Pinpoint menu options. For
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allows tn3270 to operate with hosts that establish a line UNICOS CFT77 REFERENCE CARD (SQ-0138 !1)
modeconnectionbefore entering3270 mode as well as
line mode only hosts, When operating in line mode, Describes the featuresHfthe Fortran77 compiler, This
tn3270emulatesa DEC VT52 terminal, Reference Card lists the formatof the CFI' command,

compiler optionsand functions,Fortranlanguagestate-
ment syntax,intrinsicfunctions,and availablecompiler

TSO MESSAGES (GC28.1310-4) directives,

Explains TSO and TSO Extensions messages and pro-
vides some diagnostic information for people who UNICOS OVERVIEW FOR USERS (SG.2052-A)
debug programs,

Provides an overview of the Unix-Based Cray Operat-
ing System (UNICOS) and incorporates the new fea-

UNICOS CDBX DEBUGGER USER'S GUIDE tures of the UNICOS 4,0 relea_, This document pro-
(SG.20946,0) vides introductory information for anyone using

UNICOS for the first time, Readers do not need exten-

Describes the c-tuu'acteristicsand capabilities of the stve prior knowledge Hf UNICOS, Unix, or the Cray
CDBX debugger, which is available to users of the Operating System (COS). Topics include capabilities
Cray, lt explains the ways in which you can work with provided by UNICOS, important features of UNICOS,
the CDBX debugger and provides examples of com- the basic structure of the UNICOS operating system,
monly used commands. This document is for program- and a description of what jobs and output will look
mers and others who run applications written in CAL, like. This document does not provide a detailed
CF7, CFI'2, Cb'T77, C, and Pascal, Readers should description of UNICOS, nor does it describe ali of the
have a working knowledge of either the Unix-Based ope_'atingsystem's capabilities.
Cray Operating System (UNICOS) or the Unix operat-
ing system, plus the language in which their application
program,s are written. UNICOS PERFORMANCE UTILITIES

REFERENCE MANUAL (SR-2040 6.0)

UNICOS CDBX SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER Describes performance utilities that run on the Cray
REFERENCE MANUAL (SR.2091 6.0) Y-MP, Cray X-MP EA, Cray X-MP, and Cray-2 com-

puter systems under the Unix-Based Cray Operating
Describes the CDBX debugger available to users of the System (UNICOS). This document describes the
Unix-Based Cray Operating System (UNICOS) run- means of invoking these utilities, their options, and
ning on Cray systems. This document is for program- their output, This document super_des the UNICOS
mers and others who run applications written in Cray Perfortnance Utilities Reference Manual (SR-2040A).
Assembler Language (CAL), Fortran, C, and Pascal.
Readers should have a working knowledge of either the
UNICOS or Unix operating system, plus the language UNICOS PRIMER (SG.2010 6.0)
in which their application programs a_'ewritten. This
document supersedes the UNICOS CDBX Symbolic Provides introductory information on the Unix-Based
Debugger Reference Manual(SR-209! 5.0). Cray Operating System (UNICOS) running on Cray

systems. (Other Cray Research, Inc. publications cover
specific aspects of the operating system.) This docu-

UNICOS CFT REFERENCE CARD (SQ-0022) ment assumes that the reader has some experience in
programming and is familiar with general program..

Provides the line format for the CFT command. This ming concepts (such as looping, flies, file editing and

Reference Card also lists the value ranges represented editors, and conditional br.'mches). This document
in the Cray computer system, the compiler options and supersedes the UNICOS Primer (SG-2010 C).
directives, the Fortran language statement syntax and
parameter definitions, the Fortran-callable subpro-
grams, the generic artd specific intrinsic function
names, the DO-loop features inhibiting vectori:,ztion,
and the ASCII character set.
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UNICOS SHELL ANl} VARIAIILE READY dcx_umentSUlX_rsedesthe UNICOS System Calls Rtfer.
REFi_RI_NCI_(SQ.2060) enc¢Manual (SR.2012),

Provides a quick reference l_r the Unix-Based Cray
Operating Sys_m (UNICOS) users who want to cus- UNICOS TAPE SUilSYSTEM I.JSER°SGUIDE
tomlze their environments by using the C or Bourne (SG.2051 6,(I)
shell, The handbook covers tl_e following topics:
Identifying and changing shells, operating in the Describes the characte,rlstlcs and capabilities of the
Bourne shell, operating tn the C stlell, und environment Unix-Based Cray Operathlg System (UNICOS) tape
variables tbr use with either shell, Readers should subsystem, which was developed for u.,_ with Cray
have a general knowledge of shells and shell scripts, Y-MP, Cray X-MP EA, and Cray X-MP con|puter sys-

tems that have un I/O Subsystem (IOS) or Cray-2 com-
puter systems that have a Cray.2 Tape Controller

UNICOS SUPPORT TOOLS GUIDE (SG-20166,0) (CTC), This document explains how to work wtth the
tape subsystem and provides many examples of com-

Describes some of the more soptflsticatat software mealy used commands, Readers should have a work-
tools available to users of the Cray, Readers should ing knowledge of either UNICOS or Unix,
have a working knowledge of the C programming Ian.
gr|age and either the Unix operating system or the
Unix.Based Cray Operating System (UNICOS), UNICOS USER COMMANDS READY

REIi'ERENCE MANUAl., (SQ-2056 6,0)

UNICOS SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING PACKAGE Provides condensed descriptions of the Unix-Based
REFERI¢NCE MANUAl., (SR.0112 C) Cray Operating System (UNICOS) User commands

available on ali Cray Research systems, This docu-

Describes the operation oi' the Symbolic Debugging meat super_des the UNICOS User Cowunands Ready
Package, This package has the following analytical Reference (SQ-2056 5,0),
tools: DEBUG (a postmortem core analyzer),
SYMDUMP and SYMDEBUG (snapshot dump library
routines), DRD (Dynamic Runtime Debugger), and UNICOS USER COMMANDS REFERENCE
DDA (Dynamic Dump Analyzer), These tools allow MANUAL (SR.2011 6,1))
you to debug programs either interacttvelyor in batch,
The tools in the Symbolic Debugging Package operate Is a two-volume document that documents the Unix-
on the Cray Y-MP, the Cray-2, the Cray X-MP,and the Based Cray Operating System (UNICOS) Relealse6,0
Cray-1 computer systems under the Cray Operating running on the Cray Y-MP, Cray X-MP EA, Cray
System (COS) and the Unix-Based Cray Operating X-MP, and Cray-2 systems, This document provides
System (UNICOS), This document describes how to descriptions of commands and application programs
use the symbolic debttgging tools under UNICOS, for system users of UNICOS, lt supplements the infer-
Readers should be familiar with t_th UNICOS and the mation in the other documents in the UNICOS docu-
programming hmguage in which their programs are mentation set, This document describes programs that
written, are invoked directly by the user or by command lan-

guage procedures. Many commands reside in the
directory /bin (for binary programs), Programs can

UNICOS SYSTEM CALLS REFERENCE al_ reside in /usr/bln, /usr/ucb (those commands
MANUAL (SR-2012 5,0) ported from the Fourth Berkeley Software Distribu-

tion),/lib, tuld/usr/ilb. The/bln,/usr/bin, _md/esr/
Describes the system calls available on the Cray-2, ucb directories are searched automatically by the com-
Cray Y-MP, Cray X-MP EA, Cray X-MP, and Cray-1 mand interpreter called the shell, You must change the
computer systems and supplements the information path (or specify the path on the command line) if you
contained in other documents in the Unix-B;tsed Cray want tc)use a command in/etc,/lib, or/usr/lib, Tile
Operating System (UNICOS)documentation set, This commands for which this is neces,_lry are specified
revision documents changes for the UNICOS 5,0 with their full pathnames in the SYNOPSIS section on
release, Readers should have a working knowledge of the man page, This document is a reference document
either the UNICOS or Unix operating system, This for UNICOS programmers and assumes that the reader
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ha_ a working knowledge of either tht_ UNICOS or USIN(_ I.,INB.MOI:II_SUPI'OR'r WITII 'rllB
Unix olmratlng system, 'lttls dtmumontSulmrstxlesthe i'ROI_I_SSIONAL OI_FICI_SYS'I'BM (SII20.6802)
UNICOS User Cotntnands Rafe,renc_¢ Manual
(SR.20115,0), l:'rovld_s rol'orcnco lnfornultltm and stt_p-by-st_p

lnstruotlons for using lhc Professional Oi'rico System
(PROFS) on a line-tootle tYlm tt_rmlntd, Only tlmso

UNICOS VI RI_ii'BRBNCI_CARD (SQ.2054) tasks described In this bcx_kare avalhd_le for llnt_.mtale
users of PROFS, Chapter 1 covers things you need to

Summtu'lzescommonly-tlsed vi commands In a pocket- know, no matter what task you do.-such things as how
stze ret_rencecard, PROFS stores Information anti how your PROFS

administrator can 11011)you, Chapters 2 through 7
match the tasks that you can portbrm by ush|g PROFS

UNICOS X WINDOW SYSTEM RI_Ii'BRI_NCI_ and a line.mode type tennhu|l, Those who tie not
MANUAl., (SR.2101 li,0) already have the IBM binder for I:'ROFS doculneflts

(SB30-0480) should order one with this document,
Provides lnlk_rmatlon on features of the X Window

System that are sp_lflc to Cray Research, Inc, (CRI)
applications, Readers should have a workhlg knowl- USIN(_ MS.DOS KEI,_MI'I'ICONNECTIN(_
edge of the X Window System and either the Unix- YOUR PC TO'riil_ i_I.,I_C'I'RONICWORLI)
Based Cray Operating System (UNICOS) or file Unix (1.55558.082-3)
operating system,

! Describes the MS-DOS Kermlt Version 3,11 for the
. IBM PC, PS/2, and compatibles and Includes a

UNIVERSITY ()Ii' CHICA(lO AGRI_I_MENTS 5 1/4-Inch diskette, This document supersedes Using

i WITH PERSONAL COMI_U'rER VI_NI)()RS MS.DOS Kermlt (1-55558-048-3),Contains the latest awdhd)le lists of personal computer

I discounts available through the i lntverslty of Chicago USING MS.DOS 5 (0.88022-668.4)

to Argonne employees for both personal and Latx_rato-
ry purchases, This ltst Is usually updated monthly, Offers DOS Version 5 Users a source of Information to

help them organize their work with the PC more el'fcc-
| ttvely, to make their hardwtu'ereslx)nd more efficient..
" UPDATE RI_li'i_RENCEMANUAL (SR-0013 K) ly, and to provide a resource of answers to tltiestlons

e alxgut the capabilities oi' DOS, This document ts writ-

.j Describes UPDATE, a program that modifies, edits, ten for PC users who need a tutorial reference to DOS,
,_ and updates source language programs operating under
;, the Untx.Bastat Cray Operating System (UNICOS) and

the Cray Operating System (COS) on tile Cray Y-MP, USING SYS'rEM TRANSMrrTALS AT ANL
Cray X-MP EA, and Cray X-MP computer systems and (ANL/TM 437)
under UNICOS on Cray-2 systems, Readers should Ix_
familiar with the general features of COS or UNICOS, Describes the modifiexlversion of the transmittal sys-

a tem au lt functions in CTD, This document defines the

• functional requirements that the transmittal system sat-
" USER GUIDE li'OR MINPACK.1 (ANL.80.74) tsfies, describes the lnterfllce tbr transmittal risers, and

provides installation details, Since the Software
: Describes MINPACK-I, a package of Fortr,'msubpro- Library is the deslgnat_l repository for copies of ali

grams for the numerical solution of systems of nonll- system transmttLtds, this d_ument complements the
near equations and nonlinear l_lst sqtmres problems. Information in The Computing and Telecommunica-
This report provides un overview of the algorithms and tions Division Software Library (ANL/FM 463),

I_ software in the package and includes the documenta--j

| tion anti program listings,
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USIN(;TIIE Al'lq,l!3I+ASIHIWRITFA{ AT ANl, rohltionshlpIx_twee11FMS and OtllerANL fhlanchll

(ANI.,/TM 452) systems, Chapters 2 axld 3 provide Instruction cm gain-
ing FMS authorlz_utlon, accessing FMS clara, anti keep-

Offers hc,ll)l'tll h11'urmatltm l'or any Argonne computer Ing abr_ist of FMS system changes and chlUlul_h|tes,
users with CMS, MVS batch, or VAX/VMS accounts Chapter 4 cllscus._s mlcll FMS function 111clclall so that

(or any l>crsotml tOtalinter users with access to the you can u_ these ftmctlons to gain lnformatlorl, run a
3Com network)who ncc(l tc)prlnttltmllty text or graph- report, manage tl saved relmrt, run batch jobs, told
los cm the Api+lc i.,a,+crWrtter, 'Hds document describes unclerstttnd udmellaneotls codes, Chap+tr 5 explaLns
hc>w to use the Api+le LaserWriter with Waterloo how tc)oblJdn assistance with FMS, Appcndlx A pro-

Script, Integrated Software Systems CorportltLon vlclos additional hlformatton on related documm+tatlon,
graphics softwart_ (l,e,, Cucchart, Tollagmt', and DISK- Appendix B Is a glossary of terms,
ph1), and some Apple Macintosh graphics softwart_
(e,g,, MacDraw and MacPalnt)) to px't×luce qualtty for-
nlatted te,xt, gx'al>hlcs, or a nterger of both on printed USING TtlI_ HYDRA PROTOCOL CONVI_RTF.,R

pages, The document does not attmnpt to descrltw the Ii'OR IBM FULl., SCREI+_NTERMINAL
tree of the Apple LaserWrllcr with other applications EMULATION A'r ANL (ANL/TM 457,
(e,g,, pc;rsonal colnputcr prod+lets), though some Infer- REVISION 1)
matton on the hanclltng of PostScrll+t flies may be valid
for other tlpl>ltcatlons, Explains how to take actvanlage of IBM full screen

convenience features with the more popular terminals

anti terminal emuhltlon programs by using the Hydra
USIN(I Tllli3 Cli_N'i'RAI, VAX 8700 (gOMPUTIPAT Protocol Converter (extension 2-3270), Hydra full

AT ANl+, (ANL/TM 455, RF+VISION 2) screen enlulatlon Ix available for +ill the central IBM
computer Interactive services (CMS, MVS Wylbur,

In tl rot'create, clc)ctmlent I'or users oi'the Argonne CICS, anti MVS TSO), (Many terminals and terminal

National l,al_oratory central VAX 8700 computer, lt emulation programs emulate DEC VTI00 or Televlcleo
provlclcs inl'ornmttcm on Itow to use the compttters in 950 terminals, which are clocumented In Ctmpters 2 anti
the central VAX cluster mlclhow to use the VAX/VMS 3, respectively.) This revtslon rel'leck,+venclor improve-
systctn for general intcx'actlw_'and batch use, This doc- ments to the Hydra Protocol Converter hardware and
ument alsu clcscrtl×;s the sot'twarc anti graphics packag- changes in venclor-supl+llecl terminal emulations, Rev[-
cs awlilable cm the central VAX 8700, Two appencllx- slons in the Flyclra terminal selection menu required

es cxt+htitl the CTI) policy for usur acccmnts and how to changes tn the RELAY Gold scripts descrlt._l tn Chap-
use the VAX stJpcrcomlmtcr gateway to the Argonne ter 4, "Using RELAY Gold on the IBM PC for Full
Cray X-MP/14. l_tcatlers will need some knowledge of Screen Emulation," Chapter 5, "Using MS-Kermtt on
VMS, When ai+l+roprl,'lte, this edition refers to hirer- the IBM PC for Full Screen Emulation," covers the
n]ation hl other cloc,unicntsl lt clots not ordinarily duplt- new MS-Kermtt version 2,31, which requires new key
c:ate inl'cmualtcm available iii venclor clocuments, This inapt+lng tiles and minor changes to emulation key

document sttpcrseclcs Usittg the Central VAX 8700 assignments, A revised Chapter 6, "Using MacKem+tt
Computer at ANl_,(ANL/)I'M 455, REVISION 1). on the Macintosh ff)r Full Screen Emulation," includes

revisions ff+r the new 0,9(40) Kermlt version, This
document supersecles Using the tlydra Protocol Con.

" _ Irt ""USING TIlE FINANCIAI_ MANAGI+M _N! verter for IBM FMI Screen Terminal Emulation at ANL
SYSTEM A'i' ANL (ANLfrM 446) (ANL/TM 457),

Describes Argonxle's l_'inancial Management System
(FMS) and how to use it, I;'MS Ix a reporting system USING TItE PROFI_SSIONAL OFFICE SYSTEM
that provides access tc) Argonne's cost and Imdget data, (St!20.6797-01)
lt also allows users to procltice reports, to determine
financial codes, to generate graphs of financial data, to Ix a x'eference guide for anyone who uses the Profes-
clefine and use work breakdown structure, to access the stonal Office System (PROFS), Readers should have a
Project Managelnent System IV (PMS IV) Cost Pro. general knowledge of PROFS, This document super-
ccssor, ariel to send financial data to other ANL com- secles Using the Professional Office System

purer systems, This clocument consists of five chap- (SH20-6797),
ters, two appendixes, and an index, Chapter 1
discusses the subsystems of I-,'MS and illustrates +he
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USING THE PURCHASE INFORMATION VAX FORTRAN USERtS MANUAL
REPORTING SYSTEM AT ANL (ANL/TM 419) (AA.D035E-TE)

Supplements and to some extent super,,_desRetrieving Explains how to create, compile, link, execute, and
and Analyzing Automated Materials/Payables System debug VAX Fortran programs on a VMS operating
Data at ANL (ANL/I'M 408), The Purchase Intbrma- system, Thts revision Is part of u two-volume set tbr
tton Reporting System (PIRS) ts a major component of VAX Fortran Version 5,0, Volume 2, VAX Fortran
the Ptlot Project, PIRS allows for the timely transfer of Language Reference Manual° describes the+VAX For-
tnl'ormatlon from the Automut_l Materials Payables tran language for VMS, Readers should have a basic
System (AMPS) on the Hewlett-Packard30(X)comput- understanding of the Fortran langta_geund the VMS
ers to the mainframe computers In tile central comput- system, This document supersedes the VAX Fortran
lng complex, This document describes how to access User's Guide (AA-D035D-TE),
and understand this information through an Interface
ttmt Iseasy to understand and use,

VIRUSCAN/CLEAN-UP FOR IBM PC V8611

VAX DOCUMENTATION BINDF+R(1,5 INCtl) Is a 5 1/4.tnch dtskette wtth the current release of
(99-07858-01) Vtruscan and Clean-up, u disinfectant program for the

IBM Personal Computer, These programs can detect
Is a 1,5-1nchbinder lhr VAX documentation; lt con- and correct known viruses (such as Jerusalem I3,Fish,
tatns no written material, Fish6, and Yankee Doodle), CTD requests that you not

make copies of these programs lhr others to use,
because our license Is limited to I(X)copies of each of

VAX DOCUMENTATION BINDER (2,5 INCH) these programs, Copies of thts diskette are awdlable at
(99.(17862.01) the Document Dlstrtbutlon Counter, CTD is keeping a

master list of ali persons to whom these programs have
Is a 2,5-Inch binder for VAX documentation; it con- been distributed, This V84 diskette supersedes the VS0
rains no wrttten material, diskette,

VAX EDT REFERENCE MANUAL VMS DCL DICTIONARY: PART I, VERSION 5,4
(AA.LA16A-TE) (AA.PBK5A-TE)

Serves as _ reference source for the EDT interactive Is Part I of a two-part document, lt contains Digital
text editor, lt is for ali users of EDT, This document Command Language (DCL) commands with the letters

supersedes the VAX EDT Reference Manual A to M, as well as lexical functions, The remaining
(AA-Z3OOA-TE), commands are inPart II, This document is for ali users

of the VMS operating system,

VAX FORTRAN LANGUAGE REFERENCE
MANUAL (AA.D034E.TE) VMS DCI.+DICTIONARY: PART II, VERSION

5.4 (AA.PBK6A-TE)
Is a reference manual that describes the VAX Fortran

language for VMS. The revision is part of a two- Is Part II of a two-part document, lt conlxdns DCL
volume set for VAX Fortran Ve_'ston5,0 users, Vol- commands with the letters N to Z, The remaining com-
ume 1, VAX Fortran Language Reference Manual, mantis and the lextcal functions are in Part I, This doc-
describes how to use the VAX/VMS system, Readers ument is for ali users of the VMS operating system,
should have_a basic understanding of the Fortran lan-
guage and the VMS system, This document supersedes
Programming in VAX Fortran (AA-D034D-TE), VMS DEBUGGER MANUAL (AA-LA591I.TE)

Explains the features of the VMS Debugger for pro-
grammers in high-level and assembly lat_gtmges,
Readers should be programmers at ali levels of experi-
ence,
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VMS DECWINDOWS USER'S GUIDE VM/SYSTEM PRODUCT: EDITOR XEDIT

(AA-MG18A-TE) PROGRAM FUNCTION KEY TEMPLATE FOR
IBM DISPLAY TERMINALS (SX24-5123)

Is designed to help users explore and use VMS
DECwindows. Readers should have a general knowl- Provides information on the Program Function Key
edge of VMS DECwindows. Template. This XEDIT Program Function Key temp-

late is to be placed above the program function keys of
an IBM 3278/3279 display terminal, lt is an easy refer-

VMS USER'S MANUAL, VERSION 5.4 ence to the uses of the program function keys.
(AA-LA98B-TE)

Provides an overview of the VMS operating system. VM/SYSTEM PRODUCT: GETTING STARTED
This document is for ali users of the VMS operating WITH THE PROFESSIONAL OFf-ICE SYSTEM
system. This document has two major parts. Chapters (SH20-5602)
1 through 13 describe VMS concepts and procedures
users need to perform basic computing tasks. The Ref- Is for anyone who is new to PROFS. lt shows you how
erence Section contains the following VMS user refer- PROFS works by leading you through some basic tasks
ence information: Digital Command Language (IX?L) with examples and step-by-step instructions.
conw",_.a('_', DIGITAL Standard Runoff (DSR) com-
mand.:i _'_,eEDT editor, Extensible VAX Editor (EVE)
commands, MAIL, and VMS Sort/Merge. This docu- VOLUME I: UNICOS FORTRAN LIBRARY

ment supersedes the VMS General User's Manual, REFERENCE MANUAL(SR-2079 6.0)
Version 5.0, which had superseded the VAX/VMS
User's Manual (AI-Y517A-TE). Describes Fortran-callabl:,_ subprograms and routines

available to users of the Cray. lt supplements the infor-
: marion contained in other documents in the Unix-

f ' 'VMSCHEDULE L SER S MANUAL Based Cray Operating System (UNICOS) documenta-
tion set. This document is a reference manual for

Provides an overview of the VM Software program application and system programmers. Readers should
product ', MSCHEDULE, along with detailed descrip- have a working knowledge of either the UNICOS or
tions of the available VMSCHEDULE st:bcommands. Unix operating system.
VMSCHEDULE allows CMS users to schedule pro-
grams, execs, and commands for automatic logon and
execution. Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to VOLUM[E 3: UNICOS MATH AND SCIENTIFIC
VMSCHEDULE. Chapter 2 illustrates a practical LIBRARY REFERENCE MANUAL (SR-2081 6.0)
application of each subcommand through a variety of

examples. Chapter 3 contains the format of each sub- Documents the math and scientific library routines
command and detailed descriptions of related options available to users of the Unix-Based Cray Operating
antl parameters. Four appendixes offer more specific System (UNICOS). Release 6.0. lt supplements the
advice, information contained in the other documents in the

UNICOS documentation set. Readers sho_ald Pave a

= working knowledge of either the UNICOS _ Unix
VM,/SP: VM/PASS-THROUGHFACILITY operating system. This document supersedes the

GUIDE AND REFERF.NCE (SC24-5208) UNICOS Math and Scientific Library Reference Manu-
al (SR-2081 5.0).

Is for anyone whose VSgPass-Through responsibilities
include planning, system programming, installing the
Vl_,UPass-Through Facility and operating or using the VS BASIC (CMS) REFERENCE SUMMARY

= VMfPass-Through Facility. This document assumes (SX28-6386)

that people who have responsibilities lor planmng,
in.smiling, and operating Pass-Through have some Is a digest of the VS Basic language and the require-

= knowledge abou_ teleprocessing systems. Appendix A ments for its use under the CMS system, lt assumes
• contains VNUPa,+Through messages, you are familiar with the language and system details

described in VS Basic Language _nd the VS Basic CMS
;- Terminal User's Guide.
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VS FORTRAN VERSION 2 INTERACTIVE design); (2) C itself (operators, expressions, st_tements,
DEBUG GUIDE AND REFERENCE, RELEASE 3 input/output, functions, and arrays and poinl,er'_); and

(SC26-4223-2) (3) how to use special library functions, storage class-

es, string functions, data forms, and other advanced C
Describes how to use VS Fortran Version 2 Interactive skills. This document supersedes Programming in C

Debug to monitor and test the running of VS Fortran (0-672-48420-X).
programs. Scientists, engineers, other professionals,
and students who use VS Fortran for engineering and
scientific problem solving can use this book easily and WATERLOO SCRIPT AND A POSTSCRIPT
effectively. Part One discusses how to use Interactive PRINTER

Debug, and Part Two describes ali Interactive Debug
commands. Describes the current level of compatibility in Water-

1oo Scrip_. with any printer that has a PostScript inter-
pretive language interface. The University of Waterloo

VS PASCAL APPLICATION PROGRAMMER has developed this level of compatibility from specifi-
GUIDE (SC26-4319) cations documented in the PostScript Language Manu-

al from Adobe Systems Incorporated. All information

Is a guide to the use of the VS Pascal compiler. It and functions of this interface should apply to every
explains how to compile, linkedit, execute, and debug PostScript printer, no matter what printing hardware is
VS Pascal programs. This document does not describe used in the implementation. This document assumes
the VS Pascal language, which is explained in the VS that readers know how to Script formatted documents

Pascal Language Reference. to such devices as fixed pitch terminals and line print-
ers and are familiar with such concepts as control
words, macro calls with operands, text records, and

VS PASCAL LANGUAGE REFERENCE multiple Script input files. This document discusses
(SC26-4320) the benefits of using Script with a new device having

different capabilities, lt covers the new information
Is the reference document to the VS Pascal Application required, the assumptions to be made, and the output
Programmer Guide (SC26-4319). This document that can be generated, both from the point of view of
assumes that you are already familiar with Pascal and the end user and those who are primarily concerned
programming in a high-level programming language, about how the device is driven.

VSAM PRIMER AND REFERENCE (G320-5774) WATERLOO SCRIPT GML USER'S GUIDE

Is a guide and a reference source for the person using Describes Generalized Markup Language (GML) for

the Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM). The use with Waterloo Script as a text formatter. GML
objectives of this document are (1) to give the new provides a convenient way of annotating text for com-
VSAM user the information required to understand, puterized formatting. With GML, you identify each

evaluate, and use VSAM properly and (2) to clarify component of a document with a "tag" in your file. For
VSAM functions for current VSAM application pro- example, the "GDOC" tag indicates the start of a docu-

grammers who will be working with VSAM. The ment, and the "eGDOC" tag indicates the end of the
practical :traightforward approach adopted should dis- document. Several document layouts are available
pel lauch of the apparent complexity sometimes associ- through GML, depending on the "GMLxxxxx" file that
ated with VSAM. you imbed at the beginning of your file (where "xxxxx"

is the "guide" format or one of the other prescribed for-
mats).

THE WAITE GROUP'S NEW C PRIMER PLUS

(0-672-22687-1)
__ WATERLOO SCRIPT REFERENCE MANUAL

Is a complete, easy-to-understand introduction to the C
programming language for both the novice and experi- Describes Waterloo Script, a text formatter for docu-

_i enced programmer. This document covers (1) the fun- ment composition. Script is used to format an input

damentals of programming (including principles of file containing text and control lines. The file may
structured code, step-wise refinement, and top-down contain fixed-length or variable-length records or Wyl-
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bur Edit-format records. Formatting is specified by WATERLOO SYSPUB USER'S GUID E
control lines (lines that begin with a control indicator,

normally a period, followed by a two-letter control Describes Syspub, a set of Script Macros for preparing
word). (.."TD recommends Script with the Waterloo and formatting papers, manuals, theses, and various
Generalized Markup Language (GML) as formatters types of research and reference publications. With
for documents produced through the central Argonne Waterloo Script, Syspub offers several advantages for

computersl GML is a new text formatter that the Uni- computer text-formatting.
versity of Waterloo has developed to replace Syspub.

WYLBUR USER REFERENCE SUMMARY

WATERLOO SCRIPT USER'S GUIDE
Describes Text Editing commands, Job Management

Describes Waterloo Script, a text formatter for docu- commands, SET and SHOW commands, Dataset com-

ment composition. With just a few Script commands mantis and Execute Programming Functions. This card

(called "control words"), you can satisfy the formatting aim describes some Wylbur conventions, def'mitions,
requirements of most simple documents, such as office and abbreviations.
correspondence and small papers. The full power of
Script is realized in the preparation of large "struc-
tured" documents (such as books, manuals, theses, and X WINDOW SYSTEM USER'S GUIDE
research, technical, and instructional publications con- (0-937175-14-5)

taining footnotes, tables, figures, indexes, and tables of
contents). By using _¢ macro-writing features of Describes window system concepts and the application

Script, it is possible to automate the preparation and programs (clients) commonly distributed with Version
maintenance of documents and to standardize their lay- 11, Release 4 of X. Because some commercial X sys-

tems still reflect X11, Release 3, this book highlights

out. the important differences between the two releases.
This document is for both first time and experienced

WATERLOO SCRIPT WiTH FORMULA ,,sers of the X Window System. Part One provides an
PROCESSING overview of the X Windnw System and concepts and

describes how to use the most important programs

Explains the new Ft_rmula Processor implemented with available in the X environment. Part Two tells you
Script Version 86.1. Users can now enter mathemati- how to customize X to your liking. Part Three pro-
cal and scientific notation as part of !he text with no vides Unix-style "man-pages" for each of the X pro-

more difficulty than is noxmally involved in entering grams or clients. Part Four contains useful reference
text into a computer file. The Formula Processor will information.

produce composed formulas for any output device (i.e.,
the Apple LaserWriter) for which Script can

(1) generate controls to manipulate a variety of text and 3800 PRINTING SUBSYSTEM CHARACTER
symbol fonts in a range of different sizes and (2) piace GAUGE (GX35-5012)
characters at an arbitrary position on the output page.

Primarily, this document describes the Formula Proces- Explains the IBM 3800 printing subsystem character
str input language and provides examples that illustrate gauge, which is for use together with the IBM 3800
how the output is produced. This document is for those print charts, lt is useful in designing actual sizes and
unfanailiar with sophisticated techniques of printing form overlays.
and without mathematical backgrounds. The input Ian-

' guage contains mathematical Olx_rators, special sym-
bols, and simple text, ali in a form that you can enter
from the keyboard of the average terminal. A local _'

: addendum covers options available to Argonne Script
=

users.

i
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CHAPTER 6

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND MASTER INDEXES

Those who wish to explore reading material outside the scope of this document will find the following list of
bibliographies useful.

The following IBM publications contain bibliographies of IBM publications:

IBM System370 and 4300 Processor Bibliography (GC20-0001-3)

IBM System370 and 4300 Processors: Bibliography of Industry Systems and Application Programs
(GC20-0370-2)

The following IBM publications contain master indexes. A master index is a consolidated index from various
publications that directs you to the publications that contain the specific information you are seeking:

IBM Virtual Machine System Product: Library Guide, Glossary, and Master Index (GC19-6207)
MVS/370 Data Facility Product: Master Index (GC26-4062)

The following DEC publication contains a bibliography of DEC software documentation:

Overview of VMS Documentation (AA-LA95A-TE)

The following Cray Research, Inc. publication contains a bibliography of cray documentation:

Cray Research, Inc.: User Publications Catalog (CP-0099)
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Table 2

Available Applications at ANL

_ i|, t ,,,, i i ., . i, ,,., , i,i,ll llll tl,.., ii i,, ..i

Application IBMCMS IBM MVS Batch DEC VAX/VMS CrayUNICOS Unix
__ ' fill l [ li l I _ llll I __ li l li 11 l l

Artificial Prolog
Intelligence

,| i L,. , i Jl i i |

Communications Kermit Kermit Telnet Telnet
Telnet DECnet

NJE Extension
Telnet

Database & File SAS SAS SAS

Management Inquire Inquire Datatrieve
DEC CDD

, , , , J , --.. , , __

Debugging TESTFORT Interactive DEBUG cdbx
',yI:.bolic

Debugger
, ,. , . L _.. ...... ,, _ . , , ,,, , ,,, --

Editors Xedit Wylbur EDT vi vi
TPU (EVE) Gnu-Emacs
LSE

.. ,..,, . , - __

File Trtmsfer Kermit FTP FTP Kermit
FTP NJE Extension b-TP

,, , ., ,,1 . --,=,,l ___ . ,__ , ,,, ,, • , _ ,,, ,, _ .

Graphics Software Cuechart Disspla Cuec 'hart Disspla Disspla
Tellagraf SAS/Graph Ttalagraf X Window X Window
Data Connection Data Connection

Disspla Disspla
SAS/Graph SAS/Graph
Speakeasy DECwindows

..... i i,i li i li i i ii i R inel I II II g i i iii ._

Mathematical IMSL IMsL IMSL IMSL
Libr_uies NAG NAG NAG NAG

AMDLIB AMDLIB DOE SLATEC DOE SLATEC
ji .................... i iii li i --

Office PROFS
Automation

IIIII __ IIII II li IIII

Programming Basic Cobol Basic C C

Langtmges C Fortran C Fortran Fortran
Fortran PL/I Fortran Pascal
Pascal Pascal Pascal

PL/I Macro

Speakeasy Prolog
• ,
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Table 2 (Continued)

Available Applications at ANL

Application IBM CMS IBM MVS Batch DEC VAX/VMS Cray UNICOS Unix

Simulation CSMPIII CSMP III
THTB

Packages ___---

Sorting & Merging SORT DFSORT
SORTF

Source Code Librarian DEC CMS UPDATE update
Maintenance Historian DEC MMS SCSS scssMAKE make

Spreadsheet DECalc

Statistical Analysis SAS SAS SAS
Speakeasy BMDP

Symbolic Algebra REDUCE DOE-M,

Terminal IBM VM/370 DMS FMS tn3270
Enhancement TDMS

Text Processing Waterloo Script Waterloo Script Mass-11 LaTeX
LaTeX TeX
TeX troff
RUNOFF
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